
Grit Stories Codes

Parent grades 1-3

I was a chaperone for the last field trip of the year last year, to the NC Arboretum. One boy in the class
had typically struggled with physical issues of coordination, being overwhelmed easily, and having a little
slower development in some areas than his peers. We were on a trail walk, and at one point in the trail,
there is a huge hollow log that kids love to crawl through, like a long wooden tunnel. So kids lined up,
scrambled through, loved it or took it in stride or opted out. Then this boy's turn came. He was hesitant,
but wanted to try to do it. His progress was slow and he was really not sure... but there was a teacher at
the front, a teacher at the end, and then all the chaperones and kids were giving encouragement, telling
him he was doing a great job, keep it up, you can do it, and when he came through the other side, he had
the biggest smile on his face and everyone cheered. I heard later that he had never done anything like
that before, with such close physical quarters and kind of an intense stretch where you're stuck in a
wooden tunnel and can't really back up. This cost some time, which the group was willing to give. It cost
some repeat turns of other kids who were faster, which they were willing to forego. It was just the
sweetest moment, and I found myself thinking, this time, attention, encouragement, and recognition that
this is something special for this person to want to accomplish - and then succeed, that these offerings
were what Rainbow can give, and encourage others to give.

Story| awareness.developmental
challenges| nature as learning
environment| culture of support|
culture of generosity| patience with
difference| inclusion| actor.class|
actor.student| actor.parent

Parent 4th Grade, 7th Grade

I was in the car with my 2 children, on the way to some activity, feeling hassled and stressed due to
some morning difficulties that I don't remember now. I must have been showing my frustration and stress
because my 13 year old son said, from the back seat, in his sweet but matter-of-fact voice, "Mama, just
feel happy. That is the key to everything." In an instant, my feelings of annoyance and negativity
vanished and were replaced by overwhelming gratitude that my 13 year old son knows this truth. And
that he can share it with those who need to hear it, in a way that helps.

Story| sharing truth| inculturation
through rainbow| distress| gratitude|
emotion.intelligence maturity| spiritual
philosophy| actor.student

Parent 8th Grade

My son, an 8th grader, recently decided to spend a day during a weekend in what he called a quiet
meditation and examination of his thoughts.  This introspection was brought forth currently by an elective
he took last trimester, Poyodoshi, but I believe builds on a path he has developed from his last 11 years
at Rainbow. After the day, he stated he found some areas within his self that was holding back because
of fear and desiring a place of comfort.  He made the pledge to himself to try and push himself to the
edge of his comfort and try new experiences and be around new people.  He has followed through with
this in action!  I truly believe that this embodies some of the spirit of Rainbow!

Story| omega| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| practice.centering|
Poyodoshi| moral motivation|
equipose| Practice.loving challenge|
actor.student

Parent 8th Grade

My son has always been more interested in playing than reading.  From 3rd grade through sixth grade
we have done extra work with him in order to help his reading skills.  In sixth grade, things began to
change.  His teachers, Jenny and Justin, helped us find extra work that would support his reading
abilities.  My son was not happy about the extra work, but he grudgingly did it.  Those teachers went
beyond the call of duty in supporting him in extra work after school as well as when he had tests.  At that
time he was reading at a fourth grade level according to the state assessments.  They told us he would
be in a three year Omega program.  Jenny found extra materials for Ryan to work on during the summer
also.  Once he got to Omega, his progress  steadily progressed.  Susan and Jason has found different
materials for furthering his reading skills and now he is reading at an eighth grade level.  He will graduate
with his class that he has been with since Preschool.  The teachers here go way beyond the call of duty.

Story| struggle.academic|
actor.teacher or support staff| culture
of support| discipline| attunement|
bandwidth.teacher|
awareness.uniqueness|
outcome.complex challenge

Parent grades 1-3

I am very much a loner. I generally stay to myself although I do tend to be friendly and outgoing. But I do
get lonely. One night in January, I was invited to a "Girls Night Out." I had never done this before mainly
because I have never met a group of folks that I wanted to spend time with. It was a lovely evening. And I
fell that for the first time in a long time, I have folks that I can call friends.

Story| actor.community| lonely|
culture of acceptance| practice.social

Student 4th Grade

Not to long ago I was trying to teach my mom to knit because we were going to DC and my mom wanted
to learn.  She was given supplies and a book by friends, but she needed my help to learn.  I kept trying to
teach her and my dad.  My dad didn't really get it, but my mom was able to learn with my help.  I kept
trying even though I was getting frustrated.  I tried to think of lots of ways to explain it.  This connects to
school because I learned to knit in grade 4.  After spending about 3 weeks on this, she got it eventually.

Story| actor.student| inculturation
through rainbow

Student 4th Grade

My sister was being a bully when we were in Virginia.  We were visiting my baby cousin, and Danielle
(my sister) was not letting her play with me.  I told my mom about it and I told Danielle, and then I walked
away, so that Danielle could get her alone time with my cousin, and then I could too,so we could both
what we needed. Story

Student 4th Grade
When we played capture the hoops with Chris and the third graders.  It was really fun because everyone
is working together and there is no big conflicts.  Everyone treats each other fairly.

Story| culture of respect| play| cross
age learning environments

Student 7th Grade

    I remember when I was in the 3rd grade and I went to gormega. It was in the multi-purpose room. Adri
was our server and I remember thinking: “Wow! I can not wait till I am in omega so I can do gormega!”
Now I am in omega and about 3 weeks ago I did gormega and I had a blast. Although it was a lot of
work, I had tons of fun. Transforming my classroom into an Italian restaurant was such a good
experience for present and future me.

    Working together was a very important aspect of that night. I was standing at the hostess stand at the
beginning of the night and my stomach was racing with excitement and nervousness. Having everyone
come in and even during the most hectic moments, I knew that my friends had my back and were always
willing to help. We all worked so well together and got along great so that made for a smooth night that
we all enjoyed. Each time I sat someone down to eat, it put a smile on my face because I knew that we
were all having a lot of fun and all of the fun and hard work would pay off for an enjoyable, commutative
end of year trip. We served 160 people that night.

    I feel so proud of my myself and my friends. From start to finish we all lent a hand. Whether it was
helping someone bus a table, agree to work another shift, or helping eat the leftover brownies. We all did
a great job working together to put a smile on our faces and other’s. The support of omega during
gormega was obvious to me through every hand lent and every smile smiled. We all did a great job and I
can’t wait to do it again next year!

Story| gourmega| cross age learning
environments| pride| excitement|
teamwork| omega

Student 7th Grade

Willow Eshan
Spirit of Rainbow Essay
March 14, 2016

 The Spirit of Rainbow

The spirit of Rainbow shined in me at shine/the talent show that Rainbow attends. I have done the talent
show every year.
At the talent show some people dance, some sing, some play instruments, and some do magic tricks.
Over the years, less people come to the talent show, but there’s still a lot of people.
This year there was a lot more people than last year, so they had to limit the time amount to three
minutes. Once it was my turn, I got up on stage and told myself that “I can do it”. First I juggled balls,
secondly I juggled clubs, Then I juggled knives. My last trick I did not practice so much, so I was slightly
nervous. I got my unicycle, I got my juggling balls,  and I got up on my unicycle and started juggling, and I
did it. Once I got down from my unicycle, everyone started applauding. Performing uses self confidence.
Rainbow helped me through tough times and helped build my self  confidence  and Rainbow made me
the person I am today

Story| self-confidence| Talent Show|
play| culture of support



Student 8th Grade

The design/science fair day was kicked of in a whole school gathering in the auditorium led by the 4th
grade class. Everyone that did a project was there, and the 4th grade sang a song about science and
how it has been used in action. Our class headed down to our room with a sense of nervous energy and
anticipation for the day ahead of us. When the day started and the first classes and parents started
rolling in, the nervous energy subsided and a new relaxed energy was replaced. The support from the
other students and the parents eased us into presenting and sharing our ideas. As the day went on, we
saw the other classes giving their presentations, and  we were inspired at the sight of  the other classes
projects and happy to see the others learning and sharing their knowledge.

The class was supported throughout the whole process,  and we were given confidence that we could
make any change we wanted which was needed because making change is very necessary. Everyone in
the school made the whole campus rock with a feeling of inspiration from their science fair experiments.
A lot of the kids seemed to look up to our class (literally), were almost comfortable when visiting us and
seemed to learn something from all of our examples. Many parents were so moved by our exhibits that
they sent in appreciations that were read aloud to the class. No matter who they were from, all stated that
they had learned something from our class and they were now going to implement it in the community
around them.

That one “design for change day” greatly reflected the spirit of rainbow and how it was going to make
changes in the community around us. Our design projects made the parents want to make a change.
Students learned from our exhibits and would be able to tell others about what they learned. When all the
parents and students came in to see our exhibits of change, they were impressed and learned. That day
we were the teachers and we taught whatever we wanted. This wouldn't have been possible without the
teachers, they are the ones that accepted our ideas and our the ones that inspired us to take our
problems and solutions to the next level. In this way, the spirit of rainbow prevailed on the day of the
design fair.

Story| anxiety| culture of support|
moral courage| Practice.loving
challenge| Design Fair| moral
efficacy| actor.student as teacher|
inculturation through rainbow| moral
ownership| inculturation of conation

Student 8th Grade

During my past two years at Rainbow Community School, the spirit of Rainbow has developed my
character. What is the spirit of Rainbow? The spirit of Rainbow is the essence that is received by all
members of the Rainbow community. This essence affects the community of Rainbow in that it brings the
community closer together. It also shapes a child’s spirit and gives them a more wholesome character.
Personally, my spirit has been affected by this in many ways. I am more well rounded and open to new
challenges that might arise in my future. This is important to me because I feel that without this shared
essence, my spirit would not be as developed as it has become throughout my education at Rainbow
Community School.  Whenever I meet someone new, they receive the essence in some way.
In the past month, the experience that has most reflected the Rainbow Spirit for me was the Iron Girls
Crossfit Program during gender mysteries.  This program, which is specifically for middle school girls,
demonstrated the Rainbow Spirit in three ways.  First, the program took place during our gender
mysteries meeting which, by itself, is a unique and valuable aspect of the Rainbow Middle School
program.  The fact that we have a gender mysteries program to help girls explore themselves as young
woman offers a great growth opportunity.  Having the Iron Girls program during the gender mysteries
time was a great example of the special academic experience that Rainbow offers.  The second reason
that the Iron Girls experience reflects the Rainbow Spirit is that the Iron Girls program teaches you to
push yourself physically and emotionally which are two of the Rainbow domains.  Likewise, Rainbow
empowers us to push ourselves in all seven domains.  The third reason that Iron Girls connects to the
Rainbow Spirit is that Iron Girls teaches girls to empower themselves and develop self-confidence
through physical and emotional challenges.  Similarly, Rainbow encourages each student at all grade
levels to develop qualities that will help them through life such as being yourself, pushing your
boundaries in all domains, facing challenges, and balancing your inner spirit.
Using both the Iron Girls gender mysteries experience and the supporting learning environment that
Rainbow offers, I am able to develop a new understanding of myself on several levels.  I am able to
recognize the value of these experiences that I have been offered to further my self-exploration in all
domains, but especially in the development of physical and emotional maturity.

Story| Practice.loving challenge|
eustress| Iron Girls| open mind heart
will| Gender Mysteries| equipose|
self-confidence

Student 5th Grade

We were at the disc golf place at goat island, I was sure cancer worms and the pollen would get me but
we still went on the trail. My brother handed me a disk  and I took the first shot, annoyingly it flew into the
bushes and as my brother laughed at me I calmed myself taking a deep breath. My brother took a shot, it
went pretty far. I felt the bushes sway as I stepped out and i took a lucky step flicking my disk making it
shoot past Cole's and I ran over to him looking smug. I had made a good shot and I was happy about it, I
was also glad that I took a deep breath to calm myself when my brother laughed at me or we wouldn't
have a good time for the rest of the day.

Story| play| anxiety| pride|
practice.centering| actor.student

Student 5th Grade

Last week was spring break and me and my family went to Dolly Wood Pigeon Forge and we had a lot of
fun this was a wonderful experience. That is why I wanted you all to know about it. we have had a lot of
vacations in my whole life, but this one was particularly....annoying but we still had a lot of fun, but what
part of the I was talking about was MagiQuest and that is because my wand could not work my form was
perfect i held it carefully but it still wouldn't work anything my mom tried to get it fixed at the counter but
they said it was ok and that my form was sloppy i tried could not do anything to fix my wand, nor my form.
But then i remembered what Rainbow Community School taught me, so I took three deep breaths while
closing my eyes and the next time it happened it worked so thank you Rainbow Community School.

~Marley

~5th Grade Llamas
Story| play| actor.student|
practice.centering| anxiety

Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

On a recent hike, I noticed myself tensing up each time I had to cross over the river on man-placed
stepping stones.  I knew my apprehension came from previous experiences where I slipped off the
stones into the river.  Knowing that I had to force myself to precede, instead of running away, I
immediately related this to a student of mine who frequently had to push himself through math lessons in
this way.  Making this connection shifted my perspective and softened my approach.  Then I was able to
see that I had been looking at the river in it's entirety, which was overwhelming and defeating.  When I
narrowed my focus to one step at a time, I was not only more concentrated, but I was also able to
individually connect with each stepping stone.  It quickly became clear that my foot fit uniquely on each
stone and that, simply by tending to that individual stone, I could make it across safely as well as calmly.
Since then, I have used this analogy to assist my students in focusing on a small potion at a time and
allowing that to accumulate into an entire task.

Story| anxiety| grit| actor.teacher or
support staff| step at a time|
attunement| nature as learning
environment| metaphor|
capacity.respond to specific scenario|
outcome.complex challenge|
awareness.uniqueness

Teacher/Staff,
Parent

grades 1-3, 7th Grade,
8th Grade

The other day I was working one on one with a seventh grade student. She was having a particularly
hard time with a new math concept and was getting frustrated. I told the girl that I was proud of how hard
she was working, even though the material was hard for her. She said that when she was younger she
would have just given up, but she has learned skills to keep trying. I then said to her, "I hope my daughter
is just like you!" And she replied...."No, Ali, I hope that she is the best that SHE can be. She doesn't have
to be like me. Just the best version of herself." This showed me that all of the centerings and discussions
in gender mysteries has paid off! We don't need to compare ourselves to others...just be the best that we
can be!

Story| culture of support|
actor.teacher or support staff|
Practice.loving challenge| true sense
of self| sharing truth| actor.student

Redundancy

Parent 8th Grade

I recently had the remarkable opportunity of working with the middle school kids on their "Gourmega"
fundraiser. This is an event where they raise money for their end of year trip by transforming their
classrooms into a full service restaurant for one night. I work in the food industry and run several
restaurants, so training and working with young people in a food event capacity is pretty familiar to me.
What was remarkable about working with the Rainbow 7th and 8th graders is the level of emotional
intelligence that they brought to the job. They demonstrated in countless ways that they cared about what
they were doing. Even in the peaks of chaos, the bulk of them remained centered and focused on the job
at hand. They ran the restaurant for the night - functioning as the servers, food runners, kitchen crew,
etc. There are many 20 year olds that can't pull that off! I was truly impressed and moved by their
commitment, focus, and ability to hold their intention and let their spirit shine throughout the event. I will
always remember it!

Story| gourmega| fund raising|
emotion.intelligence maturity|
attunement| intention| discipline|
actor.class



Parent 4th Grade, 7th Grade

I was in the car with my 2 children, on the way to some activity, feeling hassled and stressed due to
some morning difficulties that I don't remember now. I must have been showing my frustration and stress
because my 13 year old son said, from the back seat, in his sweet but matter-of-fact voice, "Mama, just
feel happy. That is the key to everything." In an instant, my feelings of annoyance and negativity
vanished and were replaced by overwhelming gratitude that my 13 year old son knows this truth. And
that he can share it with those who need to hear it, in a way that helps.

Story| sharing truth| inculturation
through rainbow| distress| gratitude|
emotion.intelligence maturity| spiritual
philosophy| actor.student

Student 5th Grade

Two weeks ago I was told to help my sister. I was helping her but she just did not get it. I thought she
was playing around but i realized she was not and she started getting very mad at herself and threw her
pencil. So I knew my parents would not approve of this so I said take three deep breaths. And she did
homework after that and did correctly.

Story| actor.student|
practice.centering| inculturation
through rainbow| actor.student as
teacher

Student 5th Grade

How I felt the spirit of Rainbow is,
 It was seen four and I was about to go on,I felt very scared so I sat down and took three deep breaths,
like we do in centering, when it was time for my to go on I felt ready, so I ran out and said my lines and
did my best and every one loved it.

Story| anxiety| practice.centering|
actor.student

Student 4th Grade

I was having an argument with my friends and I forget what it was about, but I knew we should stop
argument.  First I realized that it wasn't a useful argument, and that I wanted it to stop before it gets out of
hand.  I also knew we could walk away from each other and that would help the argument.

Story| equipose| conflict|
actor.student

Student 4th Grade

Not to long ago I was trying to teach my mom to knit because we were going to DC and my mom wanted
to learn.  She was given supplies and a book by friends, but she needed my help to learn.  I kept trying to
teach her and my dad.  My dad didn't really get it, but my mom was able to learn with my help.  I kept
trying even though I was getting frustrated.  I tried to think of lots of ways to explain it.  This connects to
school because I learned to knit in grade 4.  After spending about 3 weeks on this, she got it eventually.

Story| actor.student| inculturation
through rainbow

Student 4th Grade

My sister was being a bully when we were in Virginia.  We were visiting my baby cousin, and Danielle
(my sister) was not letting her play with me.  I told my mom about it and I told Danielle, and then I walked
away, so that Danielle could get her alone time with my cousin, and then I could too,so we could both
what we needed. Story

Student 4th Grade
When we played capture the hoops with Chris and the third graders.  It was really fun because everyone
is working together and there is no big conflicts.  Everyone treats each other fairly.

Story| culture of respect| play| cross
age learning environments

Student 7th Grade

    I remember when I was in the 3rd grade and I went to gormega. It was in the multi-purpose room. Adri
was our server and I remember thinking: “Wow! I can not wait till I am in omega so I can do gormega!”
Now I am in omega and about 3 weeks ago I did gormega and I had a blast. Although it was a lot of
work, I had tons of fun. Transforming my classroom into an Italian restaurant was such a good
experience for present and future me.

    Working together was a very important aspect of that night. I was standing at the hostess stand at the
beginning of the night and my stomach was racing with excitement and nervousness. Having everyone
come in and even during the most hectic moments, I knew that my friends had my back and were always
willing to help. We all worked so well together and got along great so that made for a smooth night that
we all enjoyed. Each time I sat someone down to eat, it put a smile on my face because I knew that we
were all having a lot of fun and all of the fun and hard work would pay off for an enjoyable, commutative
end of year trip. We served 160 people that night.

    I feel so proud of my myself and my friends. From start to finish we all lent a hand. Whether it was
helping someone bus a table, agree to work another shift, or helping eat the leftover brownies. We all did
a great job working together to put a smile on our faces and other’s. The support of omega during
gormega was obvious to me through every hand lent and every smile smiled. We all did a great job and I
can’t wait to do it again next year!

Story| gourmega| cross age learning
environments| pride| excitement|
teamwork| omega

Student 7th Grade

Willow Eshan
Spirit of Rainbow Essay
March 14, 2016

 The Spirit of Rainbow

The spirit of Rainbow shined in me at shine/the talent show that Rainbow attends. I have done the talent
show every year.
At the talent show some people dance, some sing, some play instruments, and some do magic tricks.
Over the years, less people come to the talent show, but there’s still a lot of people.
This year there was a lot more people than last year, so they had to limit the time amount to three
minutes. Once it was my turn, I got up on stage and told myself that “I can do it”. First I juggled balls,
secondly I juggled clubs, Then I juggled knives. My last trick I did not practice so much, so I was slightly
nervous. I got my unicycle, I got my juggling balls,  and I got up on my unicycle and started juggling, and I
did it. Once I got down from my unicycle, everyone started applauding. Performing uses self confidence.
Rainbow helped me through tough times and helped build my self  confidence  and Rainbow made me
the person I am today

Story| self-confidence| Talent Show|
play| culture of support

Student 5th Grade

Last week was spring break and me and my family went to Dolly Wood Pigeon Forge and we had a lot of
fun this was a wonderful experience. That is why I wanted you all to know about it. we have had a lot of
vacations in my whole life, but this one was particularly....annoying but we still had a lot of fun, but what
part of the I was talking about was MagiQuest and that is because my wand could not work my form was
perfect i held it carefully but it still wouldn't work anything my mom tried to get it fixed at the counter but
they said it was ok and that my form was sloppy i tried could not do anything to fix my wand, nor my form.
But then i remembered what Rainbow Community School taught me, so I took three deep breaths while
closing my eyes and the next time it happened it worked so thank you Rainbow Community School.

~Marley

~5th Grade Llamas
Story| play| actor.student|
practice.centering| anxiety



Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

I think the most profound story of the "Rainbow spirit" is a personal one.  I have been deeply moved and
affected by my involvement at this school, mostly because of the abundance in community, appreciation,
and healthy relationships that are formed within its walls.  I've spent much of my life suffering from
emotional sicknesses, including depression, an eating disorder, and low self-esteem.  When I began
working at Rainbow, I was largely in unfamiliar territory because as a pre-school teacher I was being
asked every day to speak (and teach) affirmative styles of communication, and be involved with a
healthy, close-knit community.  This year has been tremendously uplifting for me, and I have watched
myself, and those around me flourish as whole, complete beings -- whatever age they may be.

A few weeks ago upon reflecting on my own journey at Rainbow, I found a silent moment in my car and
thought about what exactly it was that this community has given me, and what it offers other people that
is unique.  Within a few moments, I began having a physical experience of bliss, fullness, and love.  My
entire body began to shiver with the sense of being "filled up" and "whole" as if two separate parts of my
being were re-united.  For the first time in my life, I felt complete in body, mind, and spirit.

I realized in this moment what Rainbow offers any person who is fully open to receiving, students,
teachers, AND staff:

The feeling of being whole, and complete.

Now, I am a musician and songwriter.  So of course in the moments after this powerful experience, a
song came streaming into my mind about this sentiment of Rainbow and "fullness."  It references a sweet
phrase common among teachers that, "Once you drink the Rainbow lemonade, you just can't stop!"  I
hope someday to see our Rainbow family singing it one day together.

Fill up..
Your cup..
We've got some Rainbow lemonade
Have you some...

And you'll see...
The start...
Of something beautiful a
World, who knows, a loving heart!

Thanks for the opportunity to share this wonderful, moving experience.  :)
Asher Leigh

Story| actor.teacher or support staff|
Practice.loving challenge|
transformative moment| emotional
distress| sensation as emotional
signal| gratitude| wholeness|
productive discomfort| inculturation
through rainbow

Teacher/Staff,
Parent grades 1-3

I am aware of the spirit of Rainbow every day. My daughter reacts to challenges in ways that show
deliberate thinking rather than reactionary impulses. I am often struck by the feeling of ease at Rainbow.
Each person, both child and adult, feel comfortable being genuine. Emotional states in others are seen
as what they are without the labels of, " bad" or "good". My daughter is forgiving of herself as well as
others and is not scared away by displays of emotion. This creates a sense of relaxation. I have seen so
much of her anxiety lessen while attending Rainbow.

Story| anxiety| actor.community|
sensation as emotional signal| true
sense of self| emotion.observing with
judgement| emotion.validating safety
and comfort with

Parent 8th Grade

My son has always been more interested in playing than reading.  From 3rd grade through sixth grade
we have done extra work with him in order to help his reading skills.  In sixth grade, things began to
change.  His teachers, Jenny and Justin, helped us find extra work that would support his reading
abilities.  My son was not happy about the extra work, but he grudgingly did it.  Those teachers went
beyond the call of duty in supporting him in extra work after school as well as when he had tests.  At that
time he was reading at a fourth grade level according to the state assessments.  They told us he would
be in a three year Omega program.  Jenny found extra materials for Ryan to work on during the summer
also.  Once he got to Omega, his progress  steadily progressed.  Susan and Jason has found different
materials for furthering his reading skills and now he is reading at an eighth grade level.  He will graduate
with his class that he has been with since Preschool.  The teachers here go way beyond the call of duty.

Story| struggle.academic|
actor.teacher or support staff| culture
of support| discipline| attunement|
bandwidth.teacher|
awareness.uniqueness|
outcome.complex challenge

Student 5th Grade
I was playing spy with my sister and she was getting mad and threatened to quit .I realized that I wasn't
letting her be a leader  when I did she comes down and we played more peacefully. Story| play| conflict| empathy

Student 8th Grade

Once upon a time, in Cart-landia (my house), we were getting out the door late almost every day.
Everyday we would get up late, at around 7:45, eat little breakfast, pack a meager lunch, and be out the
door.
One day, after this had gone on one for a month or two, I knew it had to change.
Because of that, that night, I researched how to pack quickly. I found that packing lunch the night before
can help, as well as setting an alarm. That next day, I put my learned methods to action. I was out the
door before anyone that day! After school, I taught my family how to do it. It took us awhile, but each
morning, we got closer and closer. One morning, it just clicked. We got out the door at about 7:30! As we
drove to school, we all talked about how great we had done that morning. With so much free time, we
could take our time getting to school and not be stressed. We could also check over our homework one
more time. After school that day, we all went out for ice cream to celebrate our success.
Finally, we were not always late.

Story| moral identity| meta cognitive
ability| moral efficacy| moral action|
actor.student as teacher| moral
motivation| moral ownership|
actor.student

Student 7th Grade

At Rainbow, we learn (a lot) about how to use our words, be nice to each other, and teach others who
haven’t learned what we now know. I recently came across a moment to share my rainbow wisdom.
One day, my brother was upset about not getting to do something. He was crying, stomping his feet- and
being a four year old… but he was also being RUDE; I guess he didn’t understand “the spirit of
Rainbow”. IT was my job to teach him; as his older sibling, I had to help out my family. I decided to talk to
him about how to act around others. The first question I asked was; “Why are you so upset?”
He replied that “Mom and dad would not let me watch TV.”
After that, I asked why the TV was so important, and if he could go on with his life without it. Even though
he is only four years old, I still think that he should learn how to take in and adapt with the Spirit of
rainbow. The spirit of rainbow is the kindness in your heart to take time to help others and help educate
them on what they have not learned. It is also teaching other people the spirit of rainbow so that they can
pass it on

Story| actor.student| conflict|
enculturation through rainbow|
adaptation| accepting the world as it
is| moral courage| moral identity|
moral ownership| moral imagination|
moral action

Student 4th Grade

I was having an argument with my friends and I forget what it was about, but I knew we should stop
argument.  First I realized that it wasn't a useful argument, and that I wanted it to stop before it gets out of
hand.  I also knew we could walk away from each other and that would help the argument.

Story| equipose| conflict|
actor.student

Student 8th Grade

The Spirit of Rainbow
By Bronwyn

 We were scrambling to get everything done.  There were only a few minutes until my odyssey of the
mind group would be on stage and we still had to finish our paperwork, get our sound effects ready, and
get our costumes and face paint on; we were racing to find every team member so that we could at least
try to fit in one last practice before we had to be on stage.  When it was finally our time, we walked up to
the Library entrance where we were to perform, and we waited to be escorted in by a lady who’s job it
was to show group after group where they had to perform.  Alex, Teague, Harmony, Gaby, Nicole, Clara,
and I, my entire team, were all full of stress; many of us were all doing a tension release exercise with
our hands that Maria had shown us, and Alex was singing his very fast paced song about countries
which, as most people can imagine, did not help the rest of the team’s nervous energy.  We made a few
jokes about going to the state competition although we knew that in order to qualify to participate in it, a
team had to get in first or second place in their age group and category and we doubted that we would be
able to do that with where we were.  Just a few days before, we had nearly come to the conclusion that
we weren’t even going to make it to competition.  No matter how we thought we would do, it was our time
to go on stage and perform.  The lady escorted us to the taped rectangle where we would be presenting
our long term problem to the stage. It was as we stood before the audience and judges while they were
in the midst of getting ready that I was aware of how much Rainbow had affected my way of looking at
things.  That is when I was aware of the Spirit of Rainbow in my life.

Story| awareness.collective self-
awareness| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| anxiety| equipose

Resourcefulness



Student 5th Grade

yesterday my neighbor came over she asked me if I wanted to play I told her I was busy.5 minutes later
she asked me again and Again I said That I was busy she started to cry so I took a deep breath like in
centering and comforted her I told her if she comes back in 30 minutes I will play. She came back in 30
minutes and I had a good time!  -ruby

Story| actor.student| conflict|
practice.centering

Student 4th Grade

Not to long ago I was trying to teach my mom to knit because we were going to DC and my mom wanted
to learn.  She was given supplies and a book by friends, but she needed my help to learn.  I kept trying to
teach her and my dad.  My dad didn't really get it, but my mom was able to learn with my help.  I kept
trying even though I was getting frustrated.  I tried to think of lots of ways to explain it.  This connects to
school because I learned to knit in grade 4.  After spending about 3 weeks on this, she got it eventually.

Story| actor.student| inculturation
through rainbow

Student 4th Grade

My sister was being a bully when we were in Virginia.  We were visiting my baby cousin, and Danielle
(my sister) was not letting her play with me.  I told my mom about it and I told Danielle, and then I walked
away, so that Danielle could get her alone time with my cousin, and then I could too,so we could both
what we needed. Story

Student 4th Grade
When we played capture the hoops with Chris and the third graders.  It was really fun because everyone
is working together and there is no big conflicts.  Everyone treats each other fairly.

Story| culture of respect| play| cross
age learning environments

Student 7th Grade

    I remember when I was in the 3rd grade and I went to gormega. It was in the multi-purpose room. Adri
was our server and I remember thinking: “Wow! I can not wait till I am in omega so I can do gormega!”
Now I am in omega and about 3 weeks ago I did gormega and I had a blast. Although it was a lot of
work, I had tons of fun. Transforming my classroom into an Italian restaurant was such a good
experience for present and future me.

    Working together was a very important aspect of that night. I was standing at the hostess stand at the
beginning of the night and my stomach was racing with excitement and nervousness. Having everyone
come in and even during the most hectic moments, I knew that my friends had my back and were always
willing to help. We all worked so well together and got along great so that made for a smooth night that
we all enjoyed. Each time I sat someone down to eat, it put a smile on my face because I knew that we
were all having a lot of fun and all of the fun and hard work would pay off for an enjoyable, commutative
end of year trip. We served 160 people that night.

    I feel so proud of my myself and my friends. From start to finish we all lent a hand. Whether it was
helping someone bus a table, agree to work another shift, or helping eat the leftover brownies. We all did
a great job working together to put a smile on our faces and other’s. The support of omega during
gormega was obvious to me through every hand lent and every smile smiled. We all did a great job and I
can’t wait to do it again next year!

Story| gourmega| cross age learning
environments| pride| excitement|
teamwork| omega

Student 5th Grade

Last week was spring break and me and my family went to Dolly Wood Pigeon Forge and we had a lot of
fun this was a wonderful experience. That is why I wanted you all to know about it. we have had a lot of
vacations in my whole life, but this one was particularly....annoying but we still had a lot of fun, but what
part of the I was talking about was MagiQuest and that is because my wand could not work my form was
perfect i held it carefully but it still wouldn't work anything my mom tried to get it fixed at the counter but
they said it was ok and that my form was sloppy i tried could not do anything to fix my wand, nor my form.
But then i remembered what Rainbow Community School taught me, so I took three deep breaths while
closing my eyes and the next time it happened it worked so thank you Rainbow Community School.

~Marley

~5th Grade Llamas
Story| play| actor.student|
practice.centering| anxiety

Student 8th Grade

The design/science fair day was kicked of in a whole school gathering in the auditorium led by the 4th
grade class. Everyone that did a project was there, and the 4th grade sang a song about science and
how it has been used in action. Our class headed down to our room with a sense of nervous energy and
anticipation for the day ahead of us. When the day started and the first classes and parents started
rolling in, the nervous energy subsided and a new relaxed energy was replaced. The support from the
other students and the parents eased us into presenting and sharing our ideas. As the day went on, we
saw the other classes giving their presentations, and  we were inspired at the sight of  the other classes
projects and happy to see the others learning and sharing their knowledge.

The class was supported throughout the whole process,  and we were given confidence that we could
make any change we wanted which was needed because making change is very necessary. Everyone in
the school made the whole campus rock with a feeling of inspiration from their science fair experiments.
A lot of the kids seemed to look up to our class (literally), were almost comfortable when visiting us and
seemed to learn something from all of our examples. Many parents were so moved by our exhibits that
they sent in appreciations that were read aloud to the class. No matter who they were from, all stated that
they had learned something from our class and they were now going to implement it in the community
around them.

That one “design for change day” greatly reflected the spirit of rainbow and how it was going to make
changes in the community around us. Our design projects made the parents want to make a change.
Students learned from our exhibits and would be able to tell others about what they learned. When all the
parents and students came in to see our exhibits of change, they were impressed and learned. That day
we were the teachers and we taught whatever we wanted. This wouldn't have been possible without the
teachers, they are the ones that accepted our ideas and our the ones that inspired us to take our
problems and solutions to the next level. In this way, the spirit of rainbow prevailed on the day of the
design fair.

Story| anxiety| culture of support|
moral courage| Practice.loving
challenge| Design Fair| moral
efficacy| actor.student as teacher|
inculturation through rainbow| moral
ownership| inculturation of conation

Teacher/Staff,
Parent 7th Grade

Once a month, teachers meet for 'Child Study'. Teachers bring the names (and often a photo) of a
student or students who are particularly struggling whether it be academically socially, emotionally or in
other ways. The child's situation is shared with the group in an effort to build a support system for that
child. We share ideas on how to further help the child; often teachers who have taught the child in
previous years can offer insight and support as well. Usually a photo is shared so that when teachers
encounter the child on campus or on the playground they can recognize him or her and offer needed
support. Finally, we take a moment to lovingly hold the child in our hearts. As a specials teacher I teach
all the children for a short time each week; I do not know them as well as their classroom teachers do. I
value this time to learn more about my students and how to support them. I am not required to attend
these meetings as a part time teacher, however I rarely miss them! The love, compassion and dedication
that is present in the room is very powerful, its an honor to work with these teachers.

Story| Child Study| actor.teacher
community of practice| dedication|
actor.teacher or support staff|
awareness.uniqueness| emotional
distress

Reflection

Parent grades 1-3

We had to put our family dog, Trina, down about a month ago. We have two daughters, almost 4 years
and 6 1/2 years. At first it seemed difficult to hold space for myself and husband to grieve and then also
for our children to grieve. But then we just took cues from our children's daily centering. We made an
altar, light candles for Trina (and now all dead loved ones), speak openly about Trina's death, have
moments of silence and prayers for her. It is really a beautiful thing to watch our girls create their own
space for grieving Trina. Because of their experiences at Rainbow, they both know the importance of this
focused honoring, praying and meditation. And my husband and I have too!

Story| death| practice.creating ritual|
practice.centering| culture of support|
culture of generosity|
Practice.spiritual| awareness.animals|
actor.family

Parent 4th Grade

My son is just beginning to watch certain shows and notice things in our culture that are mature or adult-
like.  He's intrigued with grown up things like pocket knives and humor that crosses into the realm of
gross or fake-mean.  He's a sweet soul with a good sense of right wrong and he's eager to learn, but
doesn't yet have a clear idea of what's appropriate to do or say.  Recently, I got a call from his teacher
saying he'd held a butter knife from his lunch box as if it was weapon.  He was joking but clearly that
wasn't  funny or appropriate.  This was explained to him and his peers and he was made to understand
fully why this wasn't appropriate or acceptable before being sent to the Director's office for the afternoon.
Instead of being shamed, he was encouraged to learn from the  incident, including taking responsibility
and apologizing to the friends he was inappropriate with.

Story| agression| actor.student|
appropriate behavior| non-shaming



Parent

I'm not connected to a
grade level right now,
grades 1-3

My story is fairly straightforward. It's about my oldest son. He's a deep thinker, a cerebral child, a scholar
in the sense that when he is enthused about a subject he will delve into it and memorize everything he
can about it. I think that long ago who he is would be respected, treasured. These days it seems that it's
easier to label children like him "nerds" and that there is less respect for people who live a life of the
mind. Duncan has marched to the beat of his own drum since he was little, and because of who he is I
have experienced people who simply don't "get" him. I thought a private school was a better place for him
than a public school, with the latter's emphasis on crowd control and testing, and my worry was that a
public school would attempt to label him, fit him into a box in which he really didn't belong. My husband
and I feel an enormous sense of gratitude and appreciation for Chris Weaver, our son's teacher. He saw
our son for who he was and showed us that he not only appreciated him, but wanted to encourage him.
He valued our son and wanted to nurture as well as gently push him to help him grow. His attitude was
one of respect, and to me, that sums up the Rainbow ethos: Respect the child.

Story| honoring difference| perceptive
parents| true sense of self| gratitude|
Practice.loving challenge|
actor.teacher or support staff| respect
the child

Parent
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

I'm the head of a small business. Recently, staff has been sloppy - arriving late, failing to complete
assignments in a timely manner, being rude to each other, etc. Instead of reprimanding them, I asked
myself how Rainbow's preschool teachers would handle the situation. I know that my daughter has a
hard time when she's tired, not feeling well, doesn't understand directions, or feels like her situation is
unfair. My staff has been through some tough situations recently, and I wondered if empathy was the key
to change, as it often is with my daughter. I held a meeting and asked questions and listened carefully.
Then I redistributed schedules, responsibilities, and resources calmly, then clarified my rules and
expectations. Everyone seemed relieved and more enthusiastic. I don't think I would have been as
empathic and mindful without the example set by Rainbow teachers.

Story| rainbow as practice model|
empathy| respect the child|
awareness.behavior as signal|
inculturation through rainbow|
actor.related family

Parent 7th Grade, 8th Grade

My older daughter was having a bad day and could not seem to get herself focused on her homework.
My younger daughter asked her to close her eyes , breath deeply and meditate with her. It was only 5
minutes, but was so comforting. This is a direct result of centering.

In science the girls have learned to put their ideas into action. My older was concerned about the
homeless and put together a care package for homeless people. Not only food and water , but also
grooming items. My younger was focused on clothing in stores which are gender specific ie Mens
Womens etc and noted that clothing items should reflect a personality , not gender. She made a plan to
address local department stores with the idea of making clothing unisex and for it to be devided by size
only, with the exception of clothing designed specifically for the way womens bodies are shaped vs
mens. She put together a rack of clothing and had participants divide the clothes into what they felt was
gender specific and what would be considered unisex. The result was that women go to the mens
department for specific items but men do not tend to go to the womens department. She is providing
education about the value of a unisex section. This is demonstrative of the spirit of acceptance and the
removal of judgement.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| inculturation through
rainbow| practice.centering|
independent thinking| culture of
acceptance| actor.student

Parent 8th Grade

My son has been missing a lot of school because of anxiety.  At a parent teacher conference last week, I
was met with nothing but kindness and support.  It must be frustrating and challenging to have students
miss class and need to coordinate make-up work, send home assignments, etc. but that never, ever
comes across from the Omega teachers.  The only messages they send are messages of love and
concern for my child, and that concern spans the domains--they want to make sure that he feels
emotionally supported and safe at school; they want to continue to challenge him, academically; they
come up with new ideas for my son to connect to the spiritual and natural domains, because they know
him and know what will help him.  The Omega classroom is a nest, and while it's a nest poised on the
precipice of the next big phase of life, it is still a beautiful, loving, stimulating, comforting, challenging nest
that protects that child in my son and prepare the young man to fly.

Story| anxiety| culture of support|
omega| moral sensitivity|
emotional.themal mass|
Practice.loving challenge|
actor.teacher or support staff

Parent grades 1-3

Tafari just started at Rainbow a few  months ago after being homeschooled for a year. We pulled him
from a public school here because he was struggling and they weren't hearing our concerns. Tafari puts
a lot of pressure on himself to be perfect and struggles to understand that someone admonishing you
does not mean that the person no longer thinks you're great. You can be wrong and make mistakes and
still be awesome. I was nervously waiting for the day he 'got in trouble' at Rainbow... but I never got a call
from the school. One day at pick up his teacher informed me he had a bit of trouble listening after he got
frustrated with something. So Tafari got to take a break and go talk to the counselor a bit and then came
back to class and finished his day strong. That was it! It was fine- not the end of the world! We didn't
have to go to the principal's office and pick Tafari up early or anything! Tafari was happy when we picked
him up and talked to us on the ride home about his day and his plans to handle things better next time. It
was so different than his last school. This to me is the spirit of Rainbow. To remember that we are all just
doing our best and to help each other as much as we can along the way of life!

Story| perfectionist| conflict.aversion
to| honoring difference|
conflict.learning from| actor.student|
actor.teacher or support staff

Parent grades 1-3

My daughter woke up one Wednesday morning and was in a bit of a funk and was complaining that she
had a tummy ache.  After we spent some time talking, I found out that she was nervous about going to
school because it was swimming lesson day.  She was scared that she would have to dive from the edge
of the pool into the pool.  We decided that it would be best to share her feelings with her teacher, Rachel.
We got to school early and had a little time to chat with Rachel.  Sophie shared how she felt with Rachel
and Rachel validated her feelings.  She told Sophie that it was important to listen to her body and if
something was making her body uncomfortable then she didn't have to do it.  Sophie's demeanor
changed and she was happy to be at school.
After school I asked her about her day and she said she had a fun day.  She didn't dive, but because she
was no longer worried and nervous, she was able to focus on the other aspects of swimming class and
learn and have fun.
I think it's great she is learning to check in with herself.

Story| anxiety| sensation as
emotional signal| equipose|
emotion.validating safety and comfort
with

Parent 4th Grade, 7th Grade

I was in the car with my 2 children, on the way to some activity, feeling hassled and stressed due to
some morning difficulties that I don't remember now. I must have been showing my frustration and stress
because my 13 year old son said, from the back seat, in his sweet but matter-of-fact voice, "Mama, just
feel happy. That is the key to everything." In an instant, my feelings of annoyance and negativity
vanished and were replaced by overwhelming gratitude that my 13 year old son knows this truth. And
that he can share it with those who need to hear it, in a way that helps.

Story| sharing truth| inculturation
through rainbow| distress| gratitude|
emotion.intelligence maturity| spiritual
philosophy| actor.student

Parent 8th Grade

I have twins in the eight grade.  They have been at Rainbow since they were 3 year old preschoolers.
Since they have been in Omega (7th and 8th grade), they have been challenged like never before.  The
homework load is high and the classes and work is advanced.  The greatest thing that I can say about
the Rainbow experience is how it has prepared my son and daughter for this responsibility.  They always
complete their work without prompting or complaint.  They are excelling as writers and in math.  Their
time with Rainbow's staff have prepared them in so many ways to be successful in whatever they take
on.  And the best part is that they are aware of this and take pride in it.  They know that being a part of
Rainbow has been a privilege that not everyone gets to have.

Story| eustress| equipose| pride|
omega| workload| actor.student

Parent 6th Grade

Griffin's Spanish Teacher, Lisa, reached out to me via email because she wanted my help in supporting
Griffin to be more focused and respectful in class. She started the email by stating the many wonderful
things she loved about Griffin and how she knew that lack of focus in class (socializing with friends) is
understandable for his stage of development -- so focusing on Griffin's  positive aspects and age-related
brain development before she asked for the changes she'd like to see are a testament to the "spirit of
Rainbow." With just a little guidance and support, Lisa says Griffin is now a "model of focus and respect."

Story| growth language|
awareness.developmental|
Practice.loving challenge|
actor.teacher or support staff| culture
of support| culture of respect|
actor.parent

Parent grades 1-3

My son was having some issues and conflicts with a boy in class who he has been friends with for the
past year. After an incident in Afterschool, I mentioned it to my sons teacher the next day so he was
aware of the issues and could keep an eye on the boys to make sure no further problems occurred. I
found out later that the teacher was concerned for the boys friendship and decided to take the boys out
of class for a special "experiment".  He had previously made a giant "see-saw" and he made the boys lug
it out of the shed and set it up together. Then he made them work together to balance on it and keep it
balanced for 60 seconds. Once they achieved the goal he had the boys bring the device back to the shed
while he casually discussed their relationship issues. The boys ended up talking out their issues and their
friendship was repaired. That teacher didn't need to take time out of his day to help the kids with their
friendship but he did. And he did it in a very unique way to help them work together in a physical way. It
was brilliant and above and beyond the call of duty!  This is a typical example of the Spirit of Rainbow
that I see regularly with the amazing teachers and faculty.

Story| Afterschool|
emotion.intelligence maturity|
attunement| teacher initiative|
conflict.container for mediation| moral
courage| moral sensitivity| moral
action| actor.teacher or support staff|
actor.student| actor.parent



Parent 8th Grade

My son, an 8th grader, recently decided to spend a day during a weekend in what he called a quiet
meditation and examination of his thoughts.  This introspection was brought forth currently by an elective
he took last trimester, Poyodoshi, but I believe builds on a path he has developed from his last 11 years
at Rainbow. After the day, he stated he found some areas within his self that was holding back because
of fear and desiring a place of comfort.  He made the pledge to himself to try and push himself to the
edge of his comfort and try new experiences and be around new people.  He has followed through with
this in action!  I truly believe that this embodies some of the spirit of Rainbow!

Story| omega| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| practice.centering|
Poyodoshi| moral motivation|
equipose| Practice.loving challenge|
actor.student

Parent grades 1-3

I am very much a loner. I generally stay to myself although I do tend to be friendly and outgoing. But I do
get lonely. One night in January, I was invited to a "Girls Night Out." I had never done this before mainly
because I have never met a group of folks that I wanted to spend time with. It was a lovely evening. And I
fell that for the first time in a long time, I have folks that I can call friends.

Story| actor.community| lonely|
culture of acceptance| practice.social

Student 6th Grade
When I first came to this school I had already had a bad time in previous schools so I really wanted
rainbow to be great and now I'm really happy and I am so happy that i go to this school now Story

Student 6th Grade when ever I got in a conflict with my brother or a friend I use centering practices to help calm me down.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| practice.centering|
conflict| emotional redirection

Student 4th Grade

One time in art class, everyone at my table was working on different projects.  I paused to look around,
and really thought the art of others was beautiful, but wondered if they felt the same about mine.  Then
another student commented on my art, saying it was good and this made me feel good. Story| culture of support

Student 7th Grade

The Spirit of Rainbow
The Oh-So-Controversial Question of “Who?”

“When I admire the wonders of a sunset or the beauty of the moon, my soul expands in the worship of
the creator.”
           -Mahatma Gandhi

Many wonder who the real god, gods, goddess, goddesses, etc. really are. Are they a council of gods
that sit upon a great mountain? Is it a transcendental being who rules the heaven and clashes with hell?
Is it a “Great Mystery?” Who? What? Where? These questions may not have no solidly supported
answer, but opinion seems to be enough for the people belonging in religious groups today.

I sat on my grandfather’s splintery wood porch, the same porch that I had sat on in the mornings and
worshiped the Great Spirit of my grandfather’s religion since as long ago as I can remember. Could this
beautiful landscape really only belong to one being? I started to recall all of the religious knowledge that
Rainbow began instilling in me when I was four years of age. They had taught me the ways of Hinduism,
Judaism, Christianity, Native Americanism, and countless others.

I was hopelessly lost in a labyrinth of angelical characters, all perfectly preserved in my mind. Was there
one god, or were there many? How could multiple gods exist in harmony? Where did people even get the
notion that there were gods?

After a fair portion of time had been spent conjuring up memories triggered by the birds, the nature, and
the motion stirring just below the surface of my mind’s lake, I had deduced at last that no one religion had
the resources to support evidence of he, she, or it that they worshipped, and that everyone had the right
to support their religion. Whoever was watching over the Earth surely would forgive those of other
religions.

This experience was stimulated by the spiritual domain, which immersed my in a state of grace and
reflection. My experience that morning could not have existed without the religious knowledge that
Rainbow has given me.

Story| spiritual philosophy| critical
thinking| asking good questions

Student 7th Grade

        Rainbow has taught me about centering. Centering is a great way to start the morning. It is an
activity that we do every morning in school that makes you calm and peaceful if you have had a rough
morning or night this helps you forget and be at peace with yourself. Some practices we have been
exposed to include are taking deep breaths and lighting a candle.
Before and during a test, I find ways to center myself one thing that a can do from centering is . I had a
test a few days ago, and before it, I centered myself by taking a few deep breaths. I did this  to calm
myself for the test so I could stay focused on what I needed to do in order to do it, and do it well. I center
before tests for a couple reasons. One of which is so that I don't freak out when I have a test. Another
reason I do this is because centering before a test helps me focus, and when I focus, I get a lot done in
the time I have and I do my work well. The simple act of taking a breath can do so much for you.
When I finished this test, I thought it was fun and that i did a great job, i didn't feel at all like this the last
test i took, and before last test i took i didn't try  to center myself before taking it. Jason, my teacher,
graded them, but I was still nervous because everyone gets nervous before getting their test results
back. I asked to see my test, and he handed it to me, i did great, . In the future, I will continue to center
myself before any test i take because my theory was proven to work.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| practice.centering|
emotional redirection| sensation as
emotional signal

Student 8th Grade

At home on night, I began looking back at my past. This being my last year, I thought maybe I should
reflect on my first year. Looking at my class so long ago and seeing how small we all were, all the events
I had attended came back to me. These pictures all had been kept for memories. I paused to think about
all the changes that have happened,comparing my small angry self to now. I began to notice how this
school had changed me. I saw a very large and weird difference to be honest.

The Rainbow spirit isn’t just a feeling, it is something that  just makes you appreciate that you had each
of these experiences. What other school would let me dress like a guy for a day! NONE because they are
scared it’s different. Rainbow is different and it lets people stand out. There's no hiding; if someone
needs help, they will be assisted. With individual care, that’s where the Rainbow spirit comes into play.
This school has been open to changes and has helped give children the support they need. With this
power also comes with the skill to be a new experience. When you experience the Rainbow spirit, it will
stay with you. It’s something that can bring emotion in the form of memories and happiness.

 Looking back at my version of the Spirit of Rainbow, I noticed that I focused on the past and how it
affected me. To learn through an open mindset will change the community around us. My class, being
the closest people I have ever known, could change this spirit and alter it so that we could give to others.
What the spirit means to me cannot be explained simply in emotions or feelings. I could only explain it as
something new, a discovery, a new world. To look through those pictures awoke me inside. Like I should
have been more grateful and thanked all my past classmates and teachers. This whole new land and
peace of mind has changed me. And I am proud to be part of the past, present, and future experiences...

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| apprecation| accepting
difference| embracing change|
actor.artifacts of culture| gratitude|
pride| open mind heart will|
awareness.spiritual



Student 8th Grade

 For 11 years now, I have been at Rainbow Community School (or should I say Rainbow Mountain
Children’s School). It has been the place that I have been able to call home. It has become part of me. Its
very essence has been intertwined with my brain and everyday actions. Because of this, nearly every
story of mine connects with the spirit of Rainbow.

 One story in particular stands out in my mind. It is not of an act of kindness, nor is it of the community. It
is a story that takes a turn for the interior. The Omega class took a trip to Raleigh with its goal being to
view the art museum there. It was all very fun and there were many takeaways from what I saw, but that
is not where the story takes place. It was on the way back that my experience takes place. The time was
in the evening. The night sky was clear and shining, but not enough to fight past the eerie green that the
bus’s lights produced. Like on the way to Raleigh, I sat alone. This, however quite nice at first, brought
down my spirits a bit. My brain began to delve into that exact conflict. It was a piece within me, an
unresting tension, that this problem created. Naturally, my mind took the sides of two arguing opinions.
This was not odd in comparison to other times where I would form debates or conversations in my head,
but I had always thought that I did them for fun. This is where I proved myself wrong. Relating to the spirit
of Rainbow, I observed the grinding conflict in my mind, not stopping it, but bringing further awareness to
it. I tracked my thoughts and emotions as my mind mingled with the ideas in my head. I hadn’t noticed
the depth of my arguing sides before, but as I shifted opinions from one side to another, I felt very
different and strong emotions. I would go from slightly shameful to a deep sorrow, from displeasure into
anger, from desire into repulsion. This took place in a matter of around 20 minutes. Although it was not
easy, the end result shined through. I had won! I felt like jumping up and celebrating, but being in a bus, I
chose not to. From what once was a conflict of perspectives and beliefs turned into an understanding and
new respect. As an experience of mine, it is one that I hold at a very high value.

 This wouldn’t have happened without Rainbow. The way that I can connect this experience to the things
that Rainbow has taught me goes straight to the emotional domain. The fact that I was able to observe
my emotions while not altering them; the way that although I didn’t have control over them, yet I could
contain them within my mind: I had an awareness of their flow. During my time at RCS, I have grown an
amazing connection with the flow of emotions in me. I am now able to predict where I might go with a
situation, think over and understand why I feel a certain way, and even sense the flow of energy that my
emotions bring. This would not be possible without Rainbow. I am so grateful for the opportunities I have
been exposed to. If the world were to take a direction like Rainbow, many problems would solve
themselves. Everyone has this Rainbow energy within them, but it is a matter of understanding it that
dictates how well one can apply it.

Story| belonging| omega| Field Trip|
Raleigh| conflict.inner|
conflict.learning from| attunement to
nature| emotion.observing with
judgement| equipose| attunement|
emotion.intelligence maturity|
emotional redirection| actor.student

Student 8th Grade

Today is your day to dance lightly with life, sing wild songs of adventure, invite rainbows and butterflies
out to play, soar your spirit and unfurl your joy.
~ Jonathan Lockwood Huie
 This quote explains the spirit of Rainbow. The school thrives to support, teach and create a community
where the students feel safe and learn in a creative way. Rainbow has always been a place where I can
be myself. Here, I have made friends I hope to know my entire life. I wish, ,could stay here my entire life,
but, realizing that I can’t, I know that Rainbow has helped prepare me for the rest of the world.
One of my favorite events that Rainbow has created is the Rainbow Skate. I absolutely love skating and
being able to do it with my friends helps strengthen our friendships. Doing fun activities with your friends
brings you closer to them. Going to the same place, Tarwheels, is special for me because it reminds me
of the fun I have; I can remember the different times I have gone there.  It is fun to watch my schoolmates
improve each year as their friends support them. The event is filled with friends, skating, laughter, fun.
This last time, I roller skated for the first time in a long time. I was a bit wobbly but enjoyed going fast. My
friend Tessa was wobbly, too, and we both were tripping over each other and laughing about it. It was so
much fun. This brought out the spirit of Rainbow in me for the strength it has given me in the social
domain enables me to shine as I do. The creative enhancement supports me in showing my emotions,
sharing my ideas and being myself. I am more creative and am able to find ways to spread laughter to all
my friends. Being more in touch with my spiritual and emotional domains helps me enjoy myself and find
happiness in the moment.  The physical aspect, skating, will drive the memory into my brain allowing me
to think back and smile at that moment. Finally, the mental domain has strengthened my mind allowing
for the storing of the memory. Rainbow and the  bringing this event to our school has helped bring our
community together while having fun. This event shows the social domain for all the fun, the nurtured
bonds and priceless experiences it brings.
This shows the spirit of Rainbow because Rainbow is all about supporting us and helping learn how to
make friends we can keep throughout our lives. These fun activities also help to bring together students
of different grades. Because it is a place where people can make mistakes, it allows for others to support
and help each other. Rainbow brings people together and creates bonds that never break, even when
challenged with distances.
“We’ll be Friends Forever, won’t we, Pooh?’asked Piglet. Even longer,’ Pooh answered.”
~A. A. Milne

Story| Rainbow Skate| belonging|
play| practice.social| culture of
support

Student 8th Grade

The Rainbow Spirit
By: Raven DeGrow

 When the Iron Girls’ coaches came in, I was shocked by their friendliness and compassion. They
introduced themselves as Amy, or Dr. Bean, and Dana. We started with a game that allowed the Omega
girls to bond and start new conversations over previously unobserved connections. Essentially, we all
stood in a circle around one person. There were place holders for everyone to stand except for that one
person. The person in the middle says, “I have common ground with people who (fill in the blank)”. Those
who also relate to the statement would run to another placeholder along with the person in the middle.
There will always be one person without a placeholder at the end of each round who will take the spot in
the middle. This game automatically allowed us to bond with and get to know our coaches, as well as
classmates we may not be as close with.
 Dana and Amy were relentless when it came to the workout. Luckily, they were supportive and
considerate of our boundaries, as well. They urged us to do our best and try new things. We did twenty
seconds of an activity, then took a ten second break, then twenty seconds of an activity, then a ten
second break. Doing a new activity each time, we did four in total. We then did two rounds of this, going
nonstop the entire time. This caused for it to be a shorter, more intensive workout. This left me feeling
very accomplished afterwards because, although it wasn’t fun while I was doing it, I kept going the entire
time and pushed my limits.
This experience left me with a whole new perspective on the physical domain. I’m generally not one for
intensive exercise, but the encouragement and spirit that the coaches provided really helped me to pull
through and view the experience as a positive one. The support I received from my classmates also
added to the experience, as we were able to learn, bond, and grow together through trying something
new. It took a lot of effort and encouragement, but we all were able to enjoy ourselves and the new
experience. We were very gracious in the end for the new and exciting opportunity, and many of the girls
hope to continue with this practice. The spirit of Rainbow shone bright throughout this experience. We
were encouraged to try new things, bond with new people, expand on our domains in ways we never
thought we could, and gain a new perspective on what it means to be empowered.

Story| omega| Practice.loving
challenge| pride| Iron Girls|
practice.social

Student 6th Grade

i am very lucky to have my mother teach her (first grade teacher) at the end of the year all the staff kids
and staff will go to Lisa's house (the spanish teacher) for a end of the year party. all the staff kids will play
in her tree house, on the swing, or jump on the trampoline!!! it is always so much fun and i feel so lucky
to be part of the closer rainbow community! one year some of the girls decided to sleep over at Lisa's
house with her alumni daughter! ever since then it has become one of my favorite rainbow treditions!
sometimes some of the staff will bring there musical instruments and there is always amazing food to eat.
i have been atending rainbow for seven years (ever since preschool) and the school will always be my
second home and i hope i will always bring the spirit of rainbow with me wherever i go in life!

Story| belonging| play|
actor.community| gratitude



Student 4th Grade

my family and i were walking on a trail and me and my sister were in the front and dad mom and Meir
(my brother) were in the back.  We were running ahead into a grove of trees and two paths and my sister
went down one of the paths even though I told her to wait for mom and dad...i chased her down the path
and when i caught up  to her i said why don't we go back and climb the trees...but she said no.  so i sat
down and she sat down next to me, and we sat quietly, and then we walked back to my family.

Story| nature as learning
environment| actor.student

Student 4th Grade

i notice that in my class students talk nicely to each other and that we have a balanced classroom.  i
notice that we get help from the teacher when we are not being nice or kind to each other, and that the
class works together to fix it.

Story| awareness.collective self-
awareness| actor.teacher or support
staff| kindness

Student 5th Grade

I was telling my sister to clean up the kitchen where she had been eating with her friend. She replied by
saying "one minute". I was getting very impasint with her and I was not willing to talk to her in a calm
manner. So I closed my eyes and took a few deep berths then I was ready to speak to her calmly. I told
her that she needed to do it now because other people where going to be eating in here. She then
started to work with me and said that she would do it.

Story| actor.student|
practice.centering| inspiring moral
ownership in others| empathy|
conflict.container for mediation

Student 5th Grade

This weekend, was the last day of spring break. We were going to celebrate Heathers birthday! I was
with all of the little kids, I started to play with them, but they got really winy it was driving me nuts. I took a
deep breathe, as we do in school and realized the situation also what we do in school. After a little break
from them I showed great leadership and from that day I owe it all to Rainbow for helping me with deep
breaths, being in someone else's shoes and showing leadership.

Story| practice.centering|
actor.student| empathy

Student 5th Grade

Every summer my sister and I go to a sleep a summer camp called skyland. On my first year i wasn't a
social person and Drew was the only person i knew. But then I remembered that Rainbow help me learn
to social and talkative. So I used my knowledge and skills, and i made lots of friends! Story| practice.social

Student 5th Grade

Two weeks ago I was told to help my sister. I was helping her but she just did not get it. I thought she
was playing around but i realized she was not and she started getting very mad at herself and threw her
pencil. So I knew my parents would not approve of this so I said take three deep breaths. And she did
homework after that and did correctly.

Story| actor.student|
practice.centering| inculturation
through rainbow| actor.student as
teacher

Student 8th Grade

Once upon a time, in Cart-landia (my house), we were getting out the door late almost every day.
Everyday we would get up late, at around 7:45, eat little breakfast, pack a meager lunch, and be out the
door.
One day, after this had gone on one for a month or two, I knew it had to change.
Because of that, that night, I researched how to pack quickly. I found that packing lunch the night before
can help, as well as setting an alarm. That next day, I put my learned methods to action. I was out the
door before anyone that day! After school, I taught my family how to do it. It took us awhile, but each
morning, we got closer and closer. One morning, it just clicked. We got out the door at about 7:30! As we
drove to school, we all talked about how great we had done that morning. With so much free time, we
could take our time getting to school and not be stressed. We could also check over our homework one
more time. After school that day, we all went out for ice cream to celebrate our success.
Finally, we were not always late.

Story| moral identity| meta cognitive
ability| moral efficacy| moral action|
actor.student as teacher| moral
motivation| moral ownership|
actor.student

Student 7th Grade

At Rainbow, we learn (a lot) about how to use our words, be nice to each other, and teach others who
haven’t learned what we now know. I recently came across a moment to share my rainbow wisdom.
One day, my brother was upset about not getting to do something. He was crying, stomping his feet- and
being a four year old… but he was also being RUDE; I guess he didn’t understand “the spirit of
Rainbow”. IT was my job to teach him; as his older sibling, I had to help out my family. I decided to talk to
him about how to act around others. The first question I asked was; “Why are you so upset?”
He replied that “Mom and dad would not let me watch TV.”
After that, I asked why the TV was so important, and if he could go on with his life without it. Even though
he is only four years old, I still think that he should learn how to take in and adapt with the Spirit of
rainbow. The spirit of rainbow is the kindness in your heart to take time to help others and help educate
them on what they have not learned. It is also teaching other people the spirit of rainbow so that they can
pass it on

Story| actor.student| conflict|
enculturation through rainbow|
adaptation| accepting the world as it
is| moral courage| moral identity|
moral ownership| moral imagination|
moral action

Student 4th Grade

I was having an argument with my friends and I forget what it was about, but I knew we should stop
argument.  First I realized that it wasn't a useful argument, and that I wanted it to stop before it gets out of
hand.  I also knew we could walk away from each other and that would help the argument.

Story| equipose| conflict|
actor.student

Student 4th Grade

When I get really frustrated and stuff I take breaths like we do in centering.  For example, when my sister
and I don't agree on something.  I might say elephants have four legs and she says they have 6.  I know I
am right and she won't listen.  This makes me frustrated.

Story| practice.centering| emotional
redirection| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection

Student 4th Grade

Sometimes when I get frustrated with my family for example if they broke my legos on accident, I get
frustrated but I always know that I can forgive them, and that we will come back together in the end like
we do at Rainbow.

Story| emotional redirection| conflict|
trust in clan| actor.family

Student 8th Grade

The night of Gourmega was an incredible night, and something that I will always remember and hold on
to. Part of what made it so special and memorable was the people in it, and I really felt the spirit of
Rainbow when it came to the people. This is because Gourmega wouldn’t have worked if everyone
hadn’t worked together and tried their hardest to make it work, and if they hadn’t been themselves
encouraged by the spirit of Rainbow to do their best and try to benefit the whole. And iit was in this
unanimous effort on everyone’s part that we were able to do Gourmega. I felt the spirit of Rainbow with
me in many different ways throughout Gourmega, but the one way that really stands out to me from that
night was when my friends were able to lift me up using the spirit of Rainbow inside of them, and were
able to lighten my mood and cheer me up and make the whole experience so much brighter!
 It was towards the end of the night that I really began to feel the spirit of Rainbow surrounding me. I was
a server, and I was busy waiting on two tables; one was a five top that consisted of Clay and Sunshine’s
families, and the eight top was made up of Bronwyn and Elijah’s as well as Ryan’s families. After one of
the food orders was put in, I went back to see if the other table was doing okay, only to realise that it
would have been wise to stay in the kitchen and wait for the food to come out. I began to get a little
stressed out that I wouldn’t be able to accommodate everyone. Then I went back to the kitchen and
stood with the runners as we waited for our food to be ready. I must have stood there for a few minutes
when it dawned on me just how long I had been waiting, and I felt conflicted as to whether I should
continue to wait as I was, or if I should go tend to the tables in the other room. I decided to wait a few
minutes longer in the kitchen, thinking that the food would be done soon, and hoping that the tables didn’t
need anything while I was gone.
After a few more minutes of eager standing around, I started to worry. I had hoped that my ticket hadn’t
gotten lost, or I hadn’t misplaced it after getting the table’s order. I then decided that I should go ask
Jason if the ticket was in the in-box. I asked him, and he began to look through the past tickets with my
dad. He seemed hurried; rushed, and frowned as he got to the last of them. When he had finished leafing
through them, I realised that the ticket wasn’t there, which meant that I had either lost or misplaced it, or
the food was already sent out. Pondering the latter, I decided upon going back into the room and
checking to see if the food had arrived at the table without my knowledge. This turned out to be true, as I
shortly found out after seeing my table. I was still kind of stressed because in my time and worry spent
over waiting for the food, I hadn’t been able to tend to my other table. That is when I felt the spirit of
Rainbow….
 I felt the spirit of Rainbow as I went into the dining room and I heard Ryan calling me over. He beckoned
me over and started talking to me in a lighthearted, joking way, and making me laugh. Him talking to me
like that  completely lightened my mood and made me relax and be more at ease. It was in that moment
that I saw and recognized the spirit of Rainbow and watched as it surrounded me and filled me with
happiness. In that second, Ryan was able to make me feel so welcome and grateful, and I became even
more aware of the Rainbow spirit.
In conclusion, the whole night of Gourmega was a wonderful and great experience that I will hold onto
and cherish forever, and with it was a certain spectacular moment where I really was able to feel and
embody the spirit of Rainbow, and in that moment, the happiness and gratefulness I felt was the spirit of
Rainbow. I felt so grateful for my wonderful friends who could cheer me up and make me laugh and smile
and lighten my mood, and who were there for me. Just having Sunshine, Clay, Bronwyn, Elijah, and
Ryan at my tables was so much fun, and they made waiting tables so much less stressful, and an even
better experience!

Story| gourmega| moral ownership|
anxiety| moral dillema| actor.student|
gratitude| practice.emotional|
emotional redirection|
awareness.spiritual



Student 8th Grade

The Spirit of Rainbow
By Bronwyn

 We were scrambling to get everything done.  There were only a few minutes until my odyssey of the
mind group would be on stage and we still had to finish our paperwork, get our sound effects ready, and
get our costumes and face paint on; we were racing to find every team member so that we could at least
try to fit in one last practice before we had to be on stage.  When it was finally our time, we walked up to
the Library entrance where we were to perform, and we waited to be escorted in by a lady who’s job it
was to show group after group where they had to perform.  Alex, Teague, Harmony, Gaby, Nicole, Clara,
and I, my entire team, were all full of stress; many of us were all doing a tension release exercise with
our hands that Maria had shown us, and Alex was singing his very fast paced song about countries
which, as most people can imagine, did not help the rest of the team’s nervous energy.  We made a few
jokes about going to the state competition although we knew that in order to qualify to participate in it, a
team had to get in first or second place in their age group and category and we doubted that we would be
able to do that with where we were.  Just a few days before, we had nearly come to the conclusion that
we weren’t even going to make it to competition.  No matter how we thought we would do, it was our time
to go on stage and perform.  The lady escorted us to the taped rectangle where we would be presenting
our long term problem to the stage. It was as we stood before the audience and judges while they were
in the midst of getting ready that I was aware of how much Rainbow had affected my way of looking at
things.  That is when I was aware of the Spirit of Rainbow in my life.

Story| awareness.collective self-
awareness| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| anxiety| equipose

Student 5th Grade

yesterday my neighbor came over she asked me if I wanted to play I told her I was busy.5 minutes later
she asked me again and Again I said That I was busy she started to cry so I took a deep breath like in
centering and comforted her I told her if she comes back in 30 minutes I will play. She came back in 30
minutes and I had a good time!  -ruby

Story| actor.student| conflict|
practice.centering

Student 4th Grade

My sister was being a bully when we were in Virginia.  We were visiting my baby cousin, and Danielle
(my sister) was not letting her play with me.  I told my mom about it and I told Danielle, and then I walked
away, so that Danielle could get her alone time with my cousin, and then I could too,so we could both
what we needed. Story

Student 4th Grade
When we played capture the hoops with Chris and the third graders.  It was really fun because everyone
is working together and there is no big conflicts.  Everyone treats each other fairly.

Story| culture of respect| play| cross
age learning environments

Student 7th Grade

    I remember when I was in the 3rd grade and I went to gormega. It was in the multi-purpose room. Adri
was our server and I remember thinking: “Wow! I can not wait till I am in omega so I can do gormega!”
Now I am in omega and about 3 weeks ago I did gormega and I had a blast. Although it was a lot of
work, I had tons of fun. Transforming my classroom into an Italian restaurant was such a good
experience for present and future me.

    Working together was a very important aspect of that night. I was standing at the hostess stand at the
beginning of the night and my stomach was racing with excitement and nervousness. Having everyone
come in and even during the most hectic moments, I knew that my friends had my back and were always
willing to help. We all worked so well together and got along great so that made for a smooth night that
we all enjoyed. Each time I sat someone down to eat, it put a smile on my face because I knew that we
were all having a lot of fun and all of the fun and hard work would pay off for an enjoyable, commutative
end of year trip. We served 160 people that night.

    I feel so proud of my myself and my friends. From start to finish we all lent a hand. Whether it was
helping someone bus a table, agree to work another shift, or helping eat the leftover brownies. We all did
a great job working together to put a smile on our faces and other’s. The support of omega during
gormega was obvious to me through every hand lent and every smile smiled. We all did a great job and I
can’t wait to do it again next year!

Story| gourmega| cross age learning
environments| pride| excitement|
teamwork| omega

Student 5th Grade

Last week was spring break and me and my family went to Dolly Wood Pigeon Forge and we had a lot of
fun this was a wonderful experience. That is why I wanted you all to know about it. we have had a lot of
vacations in my whole life, but this one was particularly....annoying but we still had a lot of fun, but what
part of the I was talking about was MagiQuest and that is because my wand could not work my form was
perfect i held it carefully but it still wouldn't work anything my mom tried to get it fixed at the counter but
they said it was ok and that my form was sloppy i tried could not do anything to fix my wand, nor my form.
But then i remembered what Rainbow Community School taught me, so I took three deep breaths while
closing my eyes and the next time it happened it worked so thank you Rainbow Community School.

~5th Grade Llamas
Story| play| actor.student|
practice.centering| anxiety

Student 7th Grade

 The Spirit of Rainbow

The spirit of Rainbow shined in me at shine/the talent show that Rainbow attends. I have done the talent
show every year.
At the talent show some people dance, some sing, some play instruments, and some do magic tricks.
Over the years, less people come to the talent show, but there’s still a lot of people.
This year there was a lot more people than last year, so they had to limit the time amount to three
minutes. Once it was my turn, I got up on stage and told myself that “I can do it”. First I juggled balls,
secondly I juggled clubs, Then I juggled knives. My last trick I did not practice so much, so I was slightly
nervous. I got my unicycle, I got my juggling balls,  and I got up on my unicycle and started juggling, and I
did it. Once I got down from my unicycle, everyone started applauding. Performing uses self confidence.
Rainbow helped me through tough times and helped build my self  confidence  and Rainbow made me
the person I am today

Story| self-confidence| Talent Show|
play| culture of support



Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

I think the most profound story of the "Rainbow spirit" is a personal one.  I have been deeply moved and
affected by my involvement at this school, mostly because of the abundance in community, appreciation,
and healthy relationships that are formed within its walls.  I've spent much of my life suffering from
emotional sicknesses, including depression, an eating disorder, and low self-esteem.  When I began
working at Rainbow, I was largely in unfamiliar territory because as a pre-school teacher I was being
asked every day to speak (and teach) affirmative styles of communication, and be involved with a
healthy, close-knit community.  This year has been tremendously uplifting for me, and I have watched
myself, and those around me flourish as whole, complete beings -- whatever age they may be.

A few weeks ago upon reflecting on my own journey at Rainbow, I found a silent moment in my car and
thought about what exactly it was that this community has given me, and what it offers other people that
is unique.  Within a few moments, I began having a physical experience of bliss, fullness, and love.  My
entire body began to shiver with the sense of being "filled up" and "whole" as if two separate parts of my
being were re-united.  For the first time in my life, I felt complete in body, mind, and spirit.

I realized in this moment what Rainbow offers any person who is fully open to receiving, students,
teachers, AND staff:

The feeling of being whole, and complete.

Now, I am a musician and songwriter.  So of course in the moments after this powerful experience, a
song came streaming into my mind about this sentiment of Rainbow and "fullness."  It references a sweet
phrase common among teachers that, "Once you drink the Rainbow lemonade, you just can't stop!"  I
hope someday to see our Rainbow family singing it one day together.

Fill up..
Your cup..
We've got some Rainbow lemonade
Have you some...

And you'll see...
The start...
Of something beautiful a
World, who knows, a loving heart!

Thanks for the opportunity to share this wonderful, moving experience.  :)
Asher Leigh

Story| actor.teacher or support staff|
Practice.loving challenge|
transformative moment| emotional
distress| sensation as emotional
signal| gratitude| wholeness|
productive discomfort| inculturation
through rainbow

Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

On a recent hike, I noticed myself tensing up each time I had to cross over the river on man-placed
stepping stones.  I knew my apprehension came from previous experiences where I slipped off the
stones into the river.  Knowing that I had to force myself to precede, instead of running away, I
immediately related this to a student of mine who frequently had to push himself through math lessons in
this way.  Making this connection shifted my perspective and softened my approach.  Then I was able to
see that I had been looking at the river in it's entirety, which was overwhelming and defeating.  When I
narrowed my focus to one step at a time, I was not only more concentrated, but I was also able to
individually connect with each stepping stone.  It quickly became clear that my foot fit uniquely on each
stone and that, simply by tending to that individual stone, I could make it across safely as well as calmly.
Since then, I have used this analogy to assist my students in focusing on a small potion at a time and
allowing that to accumulate into an entire task.

Story| anxiety| grit| actor.teacher or
support staff| step at a time|
attunement| nature as learning
environment| metaphor|
capacity.respond to specific scenario|
outcome.complex challenge|
awareness.uniqueness

Teacher/Staff,
Parent 8th Grade

A true story about the spirit of Rainbow that happened for our family was when we told my son's seventh
grade class and parents about our family's journey since discovering that he was transgender; and, that
when he returned from the winter break he wanted to be called by a different name and be addressed
with male pronouns.  We were immediately surrounded by an outpouring of compassion and love by both
parents and students.  We had not one negative response from parents or students and the students told
our son that they were proud of his courage at wanting to be his true self and that male or female he was
still the same person on the inside.
Words cannot express how thankful we are for the Rainbow community.  They have embraced our family
and our son and changed his life forever by supporting him in probably the most important and difficult
decision he has/will ever make.  Parents and staff often come up to me and tell me how amazed and
happy they are to see the transformation in our son.  They now see true smiles and a more confident
child who is happy to be himself.
As parents, we are so grateful and thankful because we are so aware that our son has been blessed to
be part of this amazing community, while so many other transgender children experience unspeakable
pain when they try to be their true self in their homes, schools and communities.

Story| culture of acceptance|
transgender| culture of support|
transformative moment| moral
sensitivity| moral action| moral
motivation| perceptive parents|
omega| gratitude| true sense of self|
actor.student| actor.class|
actor.community| actor.parent

Teacher/Staff,
Parent 7th Grade

Once a month, teachers meet for 'Child Study'. Teachers bring the names (and often a photo) of a
student or students who are particularly struggling whether it be academically socially, emotionally or in
other ways. The child's situation is shared with the group in an effort to build a support system for that
child. We share ideas on how to further help the child; often teachers who have taught the child in
previous years can offer insight and support as well. Usually a photo is shared so that when teachers
encounter the child on campus or on the playground they can recognize him or her and offer needed
support. Finally, we take a moment to lovingly hold the child in our hearts. As a specials teacher I teach
all the children for a short time each week; I do not know them as well as their classroom teachers do. I
value this time to learn more about my students and how to support them. I am not required to attend
these meetings as a part time teacher, however I rarely miss them! The love, compassion and dedication
that is present in the room is very powerful, its an honor to work with these teachers.

Story| Child Study| actor.teacher
community of practice| dedication|
actor.teacher or support staff|
awareness.uniqueness| emotional
distress

Teacher/Staff,
Parent grades 1-3

I am aware of the spirit of Rainbow every day. My daughter reacts to challenges in ways that show
deliberate thinking rather than reactionary impulses. I am often struck by the feeling of ease at Rainbow.
Each person, both child and adult, feel comfortable being genuine. Emotional states in others are seen
as what they are without the labels of, " bad" or "good". My daughter is forgiving of herself as well as
others and is not scared away by displays of emotion. This creates a sense of relaxation. I have seen so
much of her anxiety lessen while attending Rainbow.

Story| anxiety| actor.community|
sensation as emotional signal| true
sense of self| emotion.observing with
judgement| emotion.validating safety
and comfort with

Teacher/Staff,
Parent

grades 1-3, 7th Grade,
8th Grade

The other day I was working one on one with a seventh grade student. She was having a particularly
hard time with a new math concept and was getting frustrated. I told the girl that I was proud of how hard
she was working, even though the material was hard for her. She said that when she was younger she
would have just given up, but she has learned skills to keep trying. I then said to her, "I hope my daughter
is just like you!" And she replied...."No, Ali, I hope that she is the best that SHE can be. She doesn't have
to be like me. Just the best version of herself." This showed me that all of the centerings and discussions
in gender mysteries has paid off! We don't need to compare ourselves to others...just be the best that we
can be!

Story| culture of support|
actor.teacher or support staff|
Practice.loving challenge| true sense
of self| sharing truth| actor.student

Flexibility

Parent 8th Grade

My son, an 8th grader, recently decided to spend a day during a weekend in what he called a quiet
meditation and examination of his thoughts.  This introspection was brought forth currently by an elective
he took last trimester, Poyodoshi, but I believe builds on a path he has developed from his last 11 years
at Rainbow. After the day, he stated he found some areas within his self that was holding back because
of fear and desiring a place of comfort.  He made the pledge to himself to try and push himself to the
edge of his comfort and try new experiences and be around new people.  He has followed through with
this in action!  I truly believe that this embodies some of the spirit of Rainbow!

Story| omega| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| practice.centering|
Poyodoshi| moral motivation|
equipose| Practice.loving challenge|
actor.student



Parent 8th Grade

I recently had the remarkable opportunity of working with the middle school kids on their "Gourmega"
fundraiser. This is an event where they raise money for their end of year trip by transforming their
classrooms into a full service restaurant for one night. I work in the food industry and run several
restaurants, so training and working with young people in a food event capacity is pretty familiar to me.
What was remarkable about working with the Rainbow 7th and 8th graders is the level of emotional
intelligence that they brought to the job. They demonstrated in countless ways that they cared about what
they were doing. Even in the peaks of chaos, the bulk of them remained centered and focused on the job
at hand. They ran the restaurant for the night - functioning as the servers, food runners, kitchen crew,
etc. There are many 20 year olds that can't pull that off! I was truly impressed and moved by their
commitment, focus, and ability to hold their intention and let their spirit shine throughout the event. I will
always remember it!

Story| gourmega| fund raising|
emotion.intelligence maturity|
attunement| intention| discipline|
actor.class

Student 8th Grade

The Spirit of Rainbow

Every year at Rainbow since a very young age, we’ve had science fair. This year the teachers pitched to
us the idea of trying Design Fair. The idea was that we pick an issue in the community that we felt
passionate about and find a way for us to make change in this area. At first, I was hesitant to the new
project. I was used to the old science fair and was familiar with the material I would be writing and
creating. After hearing the whole plan, I started to warm up to the idea and was open to trying something
new.

We started this design process by brainstorming ideas about issues in our communities, which could be
anywhere from our school to the world. After seeing everyone's ideas, I was excited to see if I could
make a change in anyone's life. I saw the spirit of Rainbow in all my classmates that day when we sat in
class brainstorming how to make people's lives better no matter how small the effort might seem. After
brainstorming, we set out to make a change. On friday, February 12, we presented our ideas to our
peers, the lower grades, and parents. I was nervous to see what people thought of our issue and to get
feedback. At the end of the day, it was obvious that our presentation went great and I was so proud of
myself and my team for finding a good issue and a doable way to make improvements.

Story| Design Fair| Practice.loving
challenge| pedagogical innovation|
pride| moral efficacy| design thinking

Student 8th Grade

Spirit of Rainbow
Just over a month ago, Omega turned our work space into a restaurant for one day. We set up an entire
kitchen and fed about 170 people. It was spectacular.

I got to school at 3:30 and helped set up. We carried tables and food from place to place and set up each
table with a bread basket, dinner plates and flatware. I was then sent to the kitchen to cut cucumbers and
peppers. Jonah, Jack, and I worked to fill one huge tin for each veggie. By this time it was about five
o'clock, just before the first seating, so we had to get all the food out and get ready for plating.

My first shift was as a kitchen staff member. I worked at the meat lasagna station, which was the busiest.
We worked all through the plating period only to arrive at the time to get ready for dessert. In this time,
we cheated a little bit where we would eat the scraps on the pan after it had been cleared of the
brownies. Sugar at rainbow is a ‘no no’, so this was a treat!

In my final shift, I worked as a host where I brought people to their table and got them settled. This job
only lasted for the first part of the shift, so for the rest of the time, I went around grating cheese on
people’s food as well as serving dessert and even taking orders for dessert as well. Finally, when
everybody left, I took on my second to last job which was to clear the tables. IN the end, we transformed
our space back into our Omega class room.

I find the spirit of Rainbow in this because it shows what the school if helping to sculpt these kids into;
successful, hard working, independent, and mature citizens. Everyone pulled their weight and together
we made a lot of people happy as well as a lot of money that will help with the costs of our school trip. I
feel like this event really proved our capability as students as well as the teachings and guidance of the
teachers.

Story| gourmega| discipline|
actor.student| independent thinking|
emotion.intelligence maturity

Parent 8th Grade

My son has always been more interested in playing than reading.  From 3rd grade through sixth grade
we have done extra work with him in order to help his reading skills.  In sixth grade, things began to
change.  His teachers, Jenny and Justin, helped us find extra work that would support his reading
abilities.  My son was not happy about the extra work, but he grudgingly did it.  Those teachers went
beyond the call of duty in supporting him in extra work after school as well as when he had tests.  At that
time he was reading at a fourth grade level according to the state assessments.  They told us he would
be in a three year Omega program.  Jenny found extra materials for Ryan to work on during the summer
also.  Once he got to Omega, his progress  steadily progressed.  Susan and Jason has found different
materials for furthering his reading skills and now he is reading at an eighth grade level.  He will graduate
with his class that he has been with since Preschool.  The teachers here go way beyond the call of duty.

Story| struggle.academic|
actor.teacher or support staff| culture
of support| discipline| attunement|
bandwidth.teacher|
awareness.uniqueness|
outcome.complex challenge

Student 8th Grade

The Rainbow Spirit
By: Raven DeGrow

 When the Iron Girls’ coaches came in, I was shocked by their friendliness and compassion. They
introduced themselves as Amy, or Dr. Bean, and Dana. We started with a game that allowed the Omega
girls to bond and start new conversations over previously unobserved connections. Essentially, we all
stood in a circle around one person. There were place holders for everyone to stand except for that one
person. The person in the middle says, “I have common ground with people who (fill in the blank)”. Those
who also relate to the statement would run to another placeholder along with the person in the middle.
There will always be one person without a placeholder at the end of each round who will take the spot in
the middle. This game automatically allowed us to bond with and get to know our coaches, as well as
classmates we may not be as close with.
 Dana and Amy were relentless when it came to the workout. Luckily, they were supportive and
considerate of our boundaries, as well. They urged us to do our best and try new things. We did twenty
seconds of an activity, then took a ten second break, then twenty seconds of an activity, then a ten
second break. Doing a new activity each time, we did four in total. We then did two rounds of this, going
nonstop the entire time. This caused for it to be a shorter, more intensive workout. This left me feeling
very accomplished afterwards because, although it wasn’t fun while I was doing it, I kept going the entire
time and pushed my limits.
This experience left me with a whole new perspective on the physical domain. I’m generally not one for
intensive exercise, but the encouragement and spirit that the coaches provided really helped me to pull
through and view the experience as a positive one. The support I received from my classmates also
added to the experience, as we were able to learn, bond, and grow together through trying something
new. It took a lot of effort and encouragement, but we all were able to enjoy ourselves and the new
experience. We were very gracious in the end for the new and exciting opportunity, and many of the girls
hope to continue with this practice. The spirit of Rainbow shone bright throughout this experience. We
were encouraged to try new things, bond with new people, expand on our domains in ways we never
thought we could, and gain a new perspective on what it means to be empowered.

Story| omega| Practice.loving
challenge| pride| Iron Girls|
practice.social

Student 5th Grade
I was playing spy with my sister and she was getting mad and threatened to quit .I realized that I wasn't
letting her be a leader  when I did she comes down and we played more peacefully. Story| play| conflict| empathy

Student 5th Grade

I was telling my sister to clean up the kitchen where she had been eating with her friend. She replied by
saying "one minute". I was getting very impasint with her and I was not willing to talk to her in a calm
manner. So I closed my eyes and took a few deep berths then I was ready to speak to her calmly. I told
her that she needed to do it now because other people where going to be eating in here. She then
started to work with me and said that she would do it.

Story| actor.student|
practice.centering| inspiring moral
ownership in others| empathy|
conflict.container for mediation

Student 5th Grade

This weekend, was the last day of spring break. We were going to celebrate Heathers birthday! I was
with all of the little kids, I started to play with them, but they got really winy it was driving me nuts. I took a
deep breathe, as we do in school and realized the situation also what we do in school. After a little break
from them I showed great leadership and from that day I owe it all to Rainbow for helping me with deep
breaths, being in someone else's shoes and showing leadership.

Story| practice.centering|
actor.student| empathy



Student 5th Grade

Two weeks ago I was told to help my sister. I was helping her but she just did not get it. I thought she
was playing around but i realized she was not and she started getting very mad at herself and threw her
pencil. So I knew my parents would not approve of this so I said take three deep breaths. And she did
homework after that and did correctly.

Story| actor.student|
practice.centering| inculturation
through rainbow| actor.student as
teacher

Student 5th Grade

How I felt the spirit of Rainbow is,
 It was seen four and I was about to go on,I felt very scared so I sat down and took three deep breaths,
like we do in centering, when it was time for my to go on I felt ready, so I ran out and said my lines and
did my best and every one loved it.

Story| anxiety| practice.centering|
actor.student

Student 7th Grade

At Rainbow, we learn (a lot) about how to use our words, be nice to each other, and teach others who
haven’t learned what we now know. I recently came across a moment to share my rainbow wisdom.
One day, my brother was upset about not getting to do something. He was crying, stomping his feet- and
being a four year old… but he was also being RUDE; I guess he didn’t understand “the spirit of
Rainbow”. IT was my job to teach him; as his older sibling, I had to help out my family. I decided to talk to
him about how to act around others. The first question I asked was; “Why are you so upset?”
He replied that “Mom and dad would not let me watch TV.”
After that, I asked why the TV was so important, and if he could go on with his life without it. Even though
he is only four years old, I still think that he should learn how to take in and adapt with the Spirit of
rainbow. The spirit of rainbow is the kindness in your heart to take time to help others and help educate
them on what they have not learned. It is also teaching other people the spirit of rainbow so that they can
pass it on

Story| actor.student| conflict|
enculturation through rainbow|
adaptation| accepting the world as it
is| moral courage| moral identity|
moral ownership| moral imagination|
moral action

Student 8th Grade

The Spirit of Rainbow
By Bronwyn

 We were scrambling to get everything done.  There were only a few minutes until my odyssey of the
mind group would be on stage and we still had to finish our paperwork, get our sound effects ready, and
get our costumes and face paint on; we were racing to find every team member so that we could at least
try to fit in one last practice before we had to be on stage.  When it was finally our time, we walked up to
the Library entrance where we were to perform, and we waited to be escorted in by a lady who’s job it
was to show group after group where they had to perform.  Alex, Teague, Harmony, Gaby, Nicole, Clara,
and I, my entire team, were all full of stress; many of us were all doing a tension release exercise with
our hands that Maria had shown us, and Alex was singing his very fast paced song about countries
which, as most people can imagine, did not help the rest of the team’s nervous energy.  We made a few
jokes about going to the state competition although we knew that in order to qualify to participate in it, a
team had to get in first or second place in their age group and category and we doubted that we would be
able to do that with where we were.  Just a few days before, we had nearly come to the conclusion that
we weren’t even going to make it to competition.  No matter how we thought we would do, it was our time
to go on stage and perform.  The lady escorted us to the taped rectangle where we would be presenting
our long term problem to the stage. It was as we stood before the audience and judges while they were
in the midst of getting ready that I was aware of how much Rainbow had affected my way of looking at
things.  That is when I was aware of the Spirit of Rainbow in my life.

Story| awareness.collective self-
awareness| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| anxiety| equipose

Parent grades 1-3

I was a chaperone for the last field trip of the year last year, to the NC Arboretum. One boy in the class
had typically struggled with physical issues of coordination, being overwhelmed easily, and having a little
slower development in some areas than his peers. We were on a trail walk, and at one point in the trail,
there is a huge hollow log that kids love to crawl through, like a long wooden tunnel. So kids lined up,
scrambled through, loved it or took it in stride or opted out. Then this boy's turn came. He was hesitant,
but wanted to try to do it. His progress was slow and he was really not sure... but there was a teacher at
the front, a teacher at the end, and then all the chaperones and kids were giving encouragement, telling
him he was doing a great job, keep it up, you can do it, and when he came through the other side, he had
the biggest smile on his face and everyone cheered. I heard later that he had never done anything like
that before, with such close physical quarters and kind of an intense stretch where you're stuck in a
wooden tunnel and can't really back up. This cost some time, which the group was willing to give. It cost
some repeat turns of other kids who were faster, which they were willing to forego. It was just the
sweetest moment, and I found myself thinking, this time, attention, encouragement, and recognition that
this is something special for this person to want to accomplish - and then succeed, that these offerings
were what Rainbow can give, and encourage others to give.

Story| awareness.developmental
challenges| nature as learning
environment| culture of support|
culture of generosity| patience with
difference| inclusion| actor.class|
actor.student| actor.parent

Student 5th Grade

yesterday my neighbor came over she asked me if I wanted to play I told her I was busy.5 minutes later
she asked me again and Again I said That I was busy she started to cry so I took a deep breath like in
centering and comforted her I told her if she comes back in 30 minutes I will play. She came back in 30
minutes and I had a good time!  -ruby

Story| actor.student| conflict|
practice.centering

Student 4th Grade

My sister was being a bully when we were in Virginia.  We were visiting my baby cousin, and Danielle
(my sister) was not letting her play with me.  I told my mom about it and I told Danielle, and then I walked
away, so that Danielle could get her alone time with my cousin, and then I could too,so we could both
what we needed. Story

Student 7th Grade

    I remember when I was in the 3rd grade and I went to gormega. It was in the multi-purpose room. Adri
was our server and I remember thinking: “Wow! I can not wait till I am in omega so I can do gormega!”
Now I am in omega and about 3 weeks ago I did gormega and I had a blast. Although it was a lot of
work, I had tons of fun. Transforming my classroom into an Italian restaurant was such a good
experience for present and future me.

    Working together was a very important aspect of that night. I was standing at the hostess stand at the
beginning of the night and my stomach was racing with excitement and nervousness. Having everyone
come in and even during the most hectic moments, I knew that my friends had my back and were always
willing to help. We all worked so well together and got along great so that made for a smooth night that
we all enjoyed. Each time I sat someone down to eat, it put a smile on my face because I knew that we
were all having a lot of fun and all of the fun and hard work would pay off for an enjoyable, commutative
end of year trip. We served 160 people that night.

    I feel so proud of my myself and my friends. From start to finish we all lent a hand. Whether it was
helping someone bus a table, agree to work another shift, or helping eat the leftover brownies. We all did
a great job working together to put a smile on our faces and other’s. The support of omega during
gormega was obvious to me through every hand lent and every smile smiled. We all did a great job and I
can’t wait to do it again next year!

Story| gourmega| cross age learning
environments| pride| excitement|
teamwork| omega

Student 5th Grade

Last week was spring break and me and my family went to Dolly Wood Pigeon Forge and we had a lot of
fun this was a wonderful experience. That is why I wanted you all to know about it. we have had a lot of
vacations in my whole life, but this one was particularly....annoying but we still had a lot of fun, but what
part of the I was talking about was MagiQuest and that is because my wand could not work my form was
perfect i held it carefully but it still wouldn't work anything my mom tried to get it fixed at the counter but
they said it was ok and that my form was sloppy i tried could not do anything to fix my wand, nor my form.
But then i remembered what Rainbow Community School taught me, so I took three deep breaths while
closing my eyes and the next time it happened it worked so thank you Rainbow Community School.

~Marley

~5th Grade Llamas
Story| play| actor.student|
practice.centering| anxiety



Student 7th Grade

Willow Eshan
Spirit of Rainbow Essay
March 14, 2016

 The Spirit of Rainbow

The spirit of Rainbow shined in me at shine/the talent show that Rainbow attends. I have done the talent
show every year.
At the talent show some people dance, some sing, some play instruments, and some do magic tricks.
Over the years, less people come to the talent show, but there’s still a lot of people.
This year there was a lot more people than last year, so they had to limit the time amount to three
minutes. Once it was my turn, I got up on stage and told myself that “I can do it”. First I juggled balls,
secondly I juggled clubs, Then I juggled knives. My last trick I did not practice so much, so I was slightly
nervous. I got my unicycle, I got my juggling balls,  and I got up on my unicycle and started juggling, and I
did it. Once I got down from my unicycle, everyone started applauding. Performing uses self confidence.
Rainbow helped me through tough times and helped build my self  confidence  and Rainbow made me
the person I am today

Story| self-confidence| Talent Show|
play| culture of support

Student 8th Grade

The design/science fair day was kicked of in a whole school gathering in the auditorium led by the 4th
grade class. Everyone that did a project was there, and the 4th grade sang a song about science and
how it has been used in action. Our class headed down to our room with a sense of nervous energy and
anticipation for the day ahead of us. When the day started and the first classes and parents started
rolling in, the nervous energy subsided and a new relaxed energy was replaced. The support from the
other students and the parents eased us into presenting and sharing our ideas. As the day went on, we
saw the other classes giving their presentations, and  we were inspired at the sight of  the other classes
projects and happy to see the others learning and sharing their knowledge.

The class was supported throughout the whole process,  and we were given confidence that we could
make any change we wanted which was needed because making change is very necessary. Everyone in
the school made the whole campus rock with a feeling of inspiration from their science fair experiments.
A lot of the kids seemed to look up to our class (literally), were almost comfortable when visiting us and
seemed to learn something from all of our examples. Many parents were so moved by our exhibits that
they sent in appreciations that were read aloud to the class. No matter who they were from, all stated that
they had learned something from our class and they were now going to implement it in the community
around them.

That one “design for change day” greatly reflected the spirit of rainbow and how it was going to make
changes in the community around us. Our design projects made the parents want to make a change.
Students learned from our exhibits and would be able to tell others about what they learned. When all the
parents and students came in to see our exhibits of change, they were impressed and learned. That day
we were the teachers and we taught whatever we wanted. This wouldn't have been possible without the
teachers, they are the ones that accepted our ideas and our the ones that inspired us to take our
problems and solutions to the next level. In this way, the spirit of rainbow prevailed on the day of the
design fair.

Story| anxiety| culture of support|
moral courage| Practice.loving
challenge| Design Fair| moral
efficacy| actor.student as teacher|
inculturation through rainbow| moral
ownership| inculturation of conation

Teacher/Staff,
Parent 8th Grade

A true story about the spirit of Rainbow that happened for our family was when we told my son's seventh
grade class and parents about our family's journey since discovering that he was transgender; and, that
when he returned from the winter break he wanted to be called by a different name and be addressed
with male pronouns.  We were immediately surrounded by an outpouring of compassion and love by both
parents and students.  We had not one negative response from parents or students and the students told
our son that they were proud of his courage at wanting to be his true self and that male or female he was
still the same person on the inside.
Words cannot express how thankful we are for the Rainbow community.  They have embraced our family
and our son and changed his life forever by supporting him in probably the most important and difficult
decision he has/will ever make.  Parents and staff often come up to me and tell me how amazed and
happy they are to see the transformation in our son.  They now see true smiles and a more confident
child who is happy to be himself.
As parents, we are so grateful and thankful because we are so aware that our son has been blessed to
be part of this amazing community, while so many other transgender children experience unspeakable
pain when they try to be their true self in their homes, schools and communities.

Story| culture of acceptance|
transgender| culture of support|
transformative moment| moral
sensitivity| moral action| moral
motivation| perceptive parents|
omega| gratitude| true sense of self|
actor.student| actor.class|
actor.community| actor.parent

Teacher/Staff,
Parent 7th Grade

Once a month, teachers meet for 'Child Study'. Teachers bring the names (and often a photo) of a
student or students who are particularly struggling whether it be academically socially, emotionally or in
other ways. The child's situation is shared with the group in an effort to build a support system for that
child. We share ideas on how to further help the child; often teachers who have taught the child in
previous years can offer insight and support as well. Usually a photo is shared so that when teachers
encounter the child on campus or on the playground they can recognize him or her and offer needed
support. Finally, we take a moment to lovingly hold the child in our hearts. As a specials teacher I teach
all the children for a short time each week; I do not know them as well as their classroom teachers do. I
value this time to learn more about my students and how to support them. I am not required to attend
these meetings as a part time teacher, however I rarely miss them! The love, compassion and dedication
that is present in the room is very powerful, its an honor to work with these teachers.

Story| Child Study| actor.teacher
community of practice| dedication|
actor.teacher or support staff|
awareness.uniqueness| emotional
distress

Integration

Parent grades 1-3, 6th Grade

The school staff was singing together on stage at the Holiday performance. It was a Rumi quote that had
been turned into a song: "Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing, there is a field. I'll meet you
there." I still get choked-up thinking about it.

Story| moments of meaning|
aesthetics| art| emotional resonance|
holiday performance| actor.teacher or
support staff

Parent grades 1-3

We had to put our family dog, Trina, down about a month ago. We have two daughters, almost 4 years
and 6 1/2 years. At first it seemed difficult to hold space for myself and husband to grieve and then also
for our children to grieve. But then we just took cues from our children's daily centering. We made an
altar, light candles for Trina (and now all dead loved ones), speak openly about Trina's death, have
moments of silence and prayers for her. It is really a beautiful thing to watch our girls create their own
space for grieving Trina. Because of their experiences at Rainbow, they both know the importance of this
focused honoring, praying and meditation. And my husband and I have too!

Story| death| practice.creating ritual|
practice.centering| culture of support|
culture of generosity|
Practice.spiritual| awareness.animals|
actor.family

Parent

I'm not connected to a
grade level right now,
grades 1-3

Almost every weekend our family takes a hike to our local farm. We do it for adventure, for our health,
and to appreciate the beauty that surrounds the valley where we live. We love to stop and feed horses,
goats, and sheep along the way. It is a magical and cherished time we get to experience together as a
family.  There is one moment that particularly stood out for me. As my oldest daughter ran ahead with our
dog, I felt a pang of panic as she maneuvered ahead of us(is that safe? will she get hurt by the dog?, by
a horse?). Our youngest daughter(a kindergartner) stopped for a moment to "connect with the earth and
the sun" as she said in her own words. She sat upon the rock in lotus pose(complete with hands in
mudra), holding a peacock feather in her hand which she then decided to blow a wish into it and set it
free into the wind. Part of me wanted us all to be together--(don't stop,why are you sitting down?, let's
catch up, is the dog choking?)--and then I took a really deep breath and just saw what was happening.
Seriously? Meditating. I felt blessed, I could have cried.  I felt so proud to see my oldest's  independence,
her strength and determination to explore and exert her alpha nature to guide our energetic dog safely
along the horse pasture. I could not have been a happier mother in that moment. None of these things
were forced or even suggested, they just were. Not only was I deeply moved but I it felt as if that golden
moment was more than I could have hoped for. Both of their sense of spirit and adventure is deeply
nurtured and encouraged everyday at Rainbow and this one moment (of many) is a perfect illustration.
May we get more and more of these moments that remind of us how precious this life truly is, I know in
my heart that the experience they get at rainbow helped to craft this golden moment for ever etched in
my memories.

Story| nature as learning
environment| Practice.spiritual|
practice.creating ritual| attunement|
leadership| gratitude| actor.family|
actor.student



Parent 4th Grade, 8th Grade

I attended the 8th grade Elective Showcase where students shared a wide range of creative and
expressive arts, website development, and social justice.  The audience was filled with parents, teachers,
administrators and children of all grades supporting the students who were performing.  I am always
touched by the way the whole school shows up to support each other and like a big family, there any
numerous opportunities for children of all ages to interact and learn from each other.

Story| elective showcase| culture of
support| cross age learning
environments| actor.community

Parent
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

My 3 year old daughter sat down at the table and asked.  Mom, how was your day? In a very grown up
but also compassionate tone.  The then listened very intently to how my day was as I told her about
work, and then replied.  "It sound like you work really hard today." Just the awareness of her asking her
own parent how there day was I thought was very "Rainbow"

Story| emotion.intelligence maturity|
asking good questions| inculturation
through rainbow| attunement|
actor.related family|
Practice.mindfulness Reflection

Parent

I'm not connected to a
grade level right now,
grades 1-3

My story is fairly straightforward. It's about my oldest son. He's a deep thinker, a cerebral child, a scholar
in the sense that when he is enthused about a subject he will delve into it and memorize everything he
can about it. I think that long ago who he is would be respected, treasured. These days it seems that it's
easier to label children like him "nerds" and that there is less respect for people who live a life of the
mind. Duncan has marched to the beat of his own drum since he was little, and because of who he is I
have experienced people who simply don't "get" him. I thought a private school was a better place for him
than a public school, with the latter's emphasis on crowd control and testing, and my worry was that a
public school would attempt to label him, fit him into a box in which he really didn't belong. My husband
and I feel an enormous sense of gratitude and appreciation for Chris Weaver, our son's teacher. He saw
our son for who he was and showed us that he not only appreciated him, but wanted to encourage him.
He valued our son and wanted to nurture as well as gently push him to help him grow. His attitude was
one of respect, and to me, that sums up the Rainbow ethos: Respect the child.

Story| honoring difference| perceptive
parents| true sense of self| gratitude|
Practice.loving challenge|
actor.teacher or support staff| respect
the child

Parent
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

I'm the head of a small business. Recently, staff has been sloppy - arriving late, failing to complete
assignments in a timely manner, being rude to each other, etc. Instead of reprimanding them, I asked
myself how Rainbow's preschool teachers would handle the situation. I know that my daughter has a
hard time when she's tired, not feeling well, doesn't understand directions, or feels like her situation is
unfair. My staff has been through some tough situations recently, and I wondered if empathy was the key
to change, as it often is with my daughter. I held a meeting and asked questions and listened carefully.
Then I redistributed schedules, responsibilities, and resources calmly, then clarified my rules and
expectations. Everyone seemed relieved and more enthusiastic. I don't think I would have been as
empathic and mindful without the example set by Rainbow teachers.

Story| rainbow as practice model|
empathy| respect the child|
awareness.behavior as signal|
inculturation through rainbow|
actor.related family

Parent 7th Grade, 8th Grade

My older daughter was having a bad day and could not seem to get herself focused on her homework.
My younger daughter asked her to close her eyes , breath deeply and meditate with her. It was only 5
minutes, but was so comforting. This is a direct result of centering.

In science the girls have learned to put their ideas into action. My older was concerned about the
homeless and put together a care package for homeless people. Not only food and water , but also
grooming items. My younger was focused on clothing in stores which are gender specific ie Mens
Womens etc and noted that clothing items should reflect a personality , not gender. She made a plan to
address local department stores with the idea of making clothing unisex and for it to be devided by size
only, with the exception of clothing designed specifically for the way womens bodies are shaped vs
mens. She put together a rack of clothing and had participants divide the clothes into what they felt was
gender specific and what would be considered unisex. The result was that women go to the mens
department for specific items but men do not tend to go to the womens department. She is providing
education about the value of a unisex section. This is demonstrative of the spirit of acceptance and the
removal of judgement.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| inculturation through
rainbow| practice.centering|
independent thinking| culture of
acceptance| actor.student

Parent 8th Grade

My son has been missing a lot of school because of anxiety.  At a parent teacher conference last week, I
was met with nothing but kindness and support.  It must be frustrating and challenging to have students
miss class and need to coordinate make-up work, send home assignments, etc. but that never, ever
comes across from the Omega teachers.  The only messages they send are messages of love and
concern for my child, and that concern spans the domains--they want to make sure that he feels
emotionally supported and safe at school; they want to continue to challenge him, academically; they
come up with new ideas for my son to connect to the spiritual and natural domains, because they know
him and know what will help him.  The Omega classroom is a nest, and while it's a nest poised on the
precipice of the next big phase of life, it is still a beautiful, loving, stimulating, comforting, challenging nest
that protects that child in my son and prepare the young man to fly.

Story| anxiety| culture of support|
omega| moral sensitivity|
emotional.themal mass|
Practice.loving challenge|
actor.teacher or support staff

Parent 6th Grade

Griffin's Spanish Teacher, Lisa, reached out to me via email because she wanted my help in supporting
Griffin to be more focused and respectful in class. She started the email by stating the many wonderful
things she loved about Griffin and how she knew that lack of focus in class (socializing with friends) is
understandable for his stage of development -- so focusing on Griffin's  positive aspects and age-related
brain development before she asked for the changes she'd like to see are a testament to the "spirit of
Rainbow." With just a little guidance and support, Lisa says Griffin is now a "model of focus and respect."

Story| growth language|
awareness.developmental|
Practice.loving challenge|
actor.teacher or support staff| culture
of support| culture of respect|
actor.parent

Parent grades 1-3

My daughter woke up one Wednesday morning and was in a bit of a funk and was complaining that she
had a tummy ache.  After we spent some time talking, I found out that she was nervous about going to
school because it was swimming lesson day.  She was scared that she would have to dive from the edge
of the pool into the pool.  We decided that it would be best to share her feelings with her teacher, Rachel.
We got to school early and had a little time to chat with Rachel.  Sophie shared how she felt with Rachel
and Rachel validated her feelings.  She told Sophie that it was important to listen to her body and if
something was making her body uncomfortable then she didn't have to do it.  Sophie's demeanor
changed and she was happy to be at school.
After school I asked her about her day and she said she had a fun day.  She didn't dive, but because she
was no longer worried and nervous, she was able to focus on the other aspects of swimming class and
learn and have fun.
I think it's great she is learning to check in with herself.

Story| anxiety| sensation as
emotional signal| equipose|
emotion.validating safety and comfort
with

Parent 4th Grade, 7th Grade

I was in the car with my 2 children, on the way to some activity, feeling hassled and stressed due to
some morning difficulties that I don't remember now. I must have been showing my frustration and stress
because my 13 year old son said, from the back seat, in his sweet but matter-of-fact voice, "Mama, just
feel happy. That is the key to everything." In an instant, my feelings of annoyance and negativity
vanished and were replaced by overwhelming gratitude that my 13 year old son knows this truth. And
that he can share it with those who need to hear it, in a way that helps.

Story| sharing truth| inculturation
through rainbow| distress| gratitude|
emotion.intelligence maturity| spiritual
philosophy| actor.student

Parent 8th Grade

I have twins in the eight grade.  They have been at Rainbow since they were 3 year old preschoolers.
Since they have been in Omega (7th and 8th grade), they have been challenged like never before.  The
homework load is high and the classes and work is advanced.  The greatest thing that I can say about
the Rainbow experience is how it has prepared my son and daughter for this responsibility.  They always
complete their work without prompting or complaint.  They are excelling as writers and in math.  Their
time with Rainbow's staff have prepared them in so many ways to be successful in whatever they take
on.  And the best part is that they are aware of this and take pride in it.  They know that being a part of
Rainbow has been a privilege that not everyone gets to have.

Story| eustress| equipose| pride|
omega| workload| actor.student

Parent 8th Grade

I recently had the remarkable opportunity of working with the middle school kids on their "Gourmega"
fundraiser. This is an event where they raise money for their end of year trip by transforming their
classrooms into a full service restaurant for one night. I work in the food industry and run several
restaurants, so training and working with young people in a food event capacity is pretty familiar to me.
What was remarkable about working with the Rainbow 7th and 8th graders is the level of emotional
intelligence that they brought to the job. They demonstrated in countless ways that they cared about what
they were doing. Even in the peaks of chaos, the bulk of them remained centered and focused on the job
at hand. They ran the restaurant for the night - functioning as the servers, food runners, kitchen crew,
etc. There are many 20 year olds that can't pull that off! I was truly impressed and moved by their
commitment, focus, and ability to hold their intention and let their spirit shine throughout the event. I will
always remember it!

Story| gourmega| fund raising|
emotion.intelligence maturity|
attunement| intention| discipline|
actor.class



Parent grades 1-3

I was a chaperone for the last field trip of the year last year, to the NC Arboretum. One boy in the class
had typically struggled with physical issues of coordination, being overwhelmed easily, and having a little
slower development in some areas than his peers. We were on a trail walk, and at one point in the trail,
there is a huge hollow log that kids love to crawl through, like a long wooden tunnel. So kids lined up,
scrambled through, loved it or took it in stride or opted out. Then this boy's turn came. He was hesitant,
but wanted to try to do it. His progress was slow and he was really not sure... but there was a teacher at
the front, a teacher at the end, and then all the chaperones and kids were giving encouragement, telling
him he was doing a great job, keep it up, you can do it, and when he came through the other side, he had
the biggest smile on his face and everyone cheered. I heard later that he had never done anything like
that before, with such close physical quarters and kind of an intense stretch where you're stuck in a
wooden tunnel and can't really back up. This cost some time, which the group was willing to give. It cost
some repeat turns of other kids who were faster, which they were willing to forego. It was just the
sweetest moment, and I found myself thinking, this time, attention, encouragement, and recognition that
this is something special for this person to want to accomplish - and then succeed, that these offerings
were what Rainbow can give, and encourage others to give.

Story| awareness.developmental
challenges| nature as learning
environment| culture of support|
culture of generosity| patience with
difference| inclusion| actor.class|
actor.student| actor.parent

Parent 8th Grade

My son, an 8th grader, recently decided to spend a day during a weekend in what he called a quiet
meditation and examination of his thoughts.  This introspection was brought forth currently by an elective
he took last trimester, Poyodoshi, but I believe builds on a path he has developed from his last 11 years
at Rainbow. After the day, he stated he found some areas within his self that was holding back because
of fear and desiring a place of comfort.  He made the pledge to himself to try and push himself to the
edge of his comfort and try new experiences and be around new people.  He has followed through with
this in action!  I truly believe that this embodies some of the spirit of Rainbow!

Story| omega| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| practice.centering|
Poyodoshi| moral motivation|
equipose| Practice.loving challenge|
actor.student

Student 7th Grade

I recently went on a youth mission trip to Greenville which was directed towards helping people
experiencing homelessness. You know how when you walk down the street and see a homeless person
your immediate reaction is to look away or walk on the other side walk. The feeling you experience
towards them is the opposite of acceptance and care. Rainbow has taught me acceptance and care
which has affected my attitude towards people that are in a different situation than I am in.
While I was on the youth trip, I realized just how much the spirit of Rainbow had affected me. I accepted
people experiencing homelessness; Rainbow taught me how to accept people that are different than me.
Rainbow has taught me this concept of acceptance through receiving me as I am,   a weird, awkward 7th
grader. They showed me that with joy you can change anyone’s day. Rainbow also taught me courage
through the safety of the teachers and peers. With this courage, I was able to go up to some of the
people experiencing homelessness and start a conversation with them and listen to them. Before
Rainbow, I would definitely not been able to even talk to the people experiencing homelessness, let
alone start a conversation.
Rainbow has taught me so many things that I can use in life. Before Rainbow, I was really shy and quiet.
Now I have opened up and have felt the courage to show my true colors. Instead of hiding behind
quietness. I am so glad I decided to come to Rainbow; it has changed my life for the better!!

Story| empathy| Field Trip| city as
learning environment| homelessness|
accepting difference| productive
discomfort| moral courage

Student 7th Grade

The Spirit of Rainbow
The Oh-So-Controversial Question of “Who?”

“When I admire the wonders of a sunset or the beauty of the moon, my soul expands in the worship of
the creator.”
           -Mahatma Gandhi

Many wonder who the real god, gods, goddess, goddesses, etc. really are. Are they a council of gods
that sit upon a great mountain? Is it a transcendental being who rules the heaven and clashes with hell?
Is it a “Great Mystery?” Who? What? Where? These questions may not have no solidly supported
answer, but opinion seems to be enough for the people belonging in religious groups today.

I sat on my grandfather’s splintery wood porch, the same porch that I had sat on in the mornings and
worshiped the Great Spirit of my grandfather’s religion since as long ago as I can remember. Could this
beautiful landscape really only belong to one being? I started to recall all of the religious knowledge that
Rainbow began instilling in me when I was four years of age. They had taught me the ways of Hinduism,
Judaism, Christianity, Native Americanism, and countless others.

I was hopelessly lost in a labyrinth of angelical characters, all perfectly preserved in my mind. Was there
one god, or were there many? How could multiple gods exist in harmony? Where did people even get the
notion that there were gods?

After a fair portion of time had been spent conjuring up memories triggered by the birds, the nature, and
the motion stirring just below the surface of my mind’s lake, I had deduced at last that no one religion had
the resources to support evidence of he, she, or it that they worshipped, and that everyone had the right
to support their religion. Whoever was watching over the Earth surely would forgive those of other
religions.

This experience was stimulated by the spiritual domain, which immersed my in a state of grace and
reflection. My experience that morning could not have existed without the religious knowledge that
Rainbow has given me.

Story| spiritual philosophy| critical
thinking| asking good questions

Student 8th Grade

In 2008, the 1st grade Ferrets studied Africa and each student studied a specific animal. Eight years
later, in 2015, the Ferrets, now in 8th grade, are studying the Great Depression and Climate Change,
while the 1st  grade Wolves are studying African animals once again. One day, the 8th grade Omegans
and the 1st grade Wolves came together; Here is how it happened. On a normal day, lunch was
approaching and the 8th graders were bursting with excitement. Waiting for the clock to hit 12:00, we
were jumping around in our seats. After 12:00, we ran up to the 1st grade classroom.

 We were so eager to have simple conversations that would bring back memories from eight years ago.
When we got up there, we sat down in tiny desks with tiny 1st graders in front of us. There was
lemonade, pizza, snacks. The first graders were so excited to tell us about what they learned and what
animal they were studying. The 8th graders waiting so patiently to blurt out what they also learned eight
years ago. After we said blessing for our food, we instantly started talking like a herd of rhinos had just
busted into the classroom.

 Some kids from 1st grade and some kids from 8th grade studied the same exact animals. We talked and
talked for about an hour, everybody enjoying our conversations, the six year old Wolves and the now 13
year old Omegans (once Ferrets); the teachers watching from the sidelines. We got so caught up with
enjoying our time together, that we went over time. Our electives started when we were still talking. We
suddenly noticed that we were over time and we sprinted back down into our classes. That was the time
when I saw the spirit of Rainbow in mixed classes, ages 6 to 14, for the happiness of sharing knowledge,
for the coming back together to join old classes with new. To share each other's presence with
completely knowing each other.
That is the spirit of Rainbow which everyone adores.

Story| cross age learning
environments| actor.student as
teacher| sharing presence| happiness
of sharing knowledge



Student 8th Grade

 It was  the second of March in 2016 when I saw Rainbow’s light shine for about the dozenth time.
Everyone was getting ready to present their  projects for their electives and let the community see what
they were passionate about that trimester. Dance, art, coding, poyodoshi, and typing were just a few of
the classes offered, but it was in social change class where I really saw the light shine.

 We all scurried about, trying to add the finishing touches to our script and make a list of props, anything
to keep our skit from being an unfashionable mess. Ideas would fly out every  so often and completely
change the script. It was basically a chaotic mess. The electives showcase was approaching and we
weren't the most prepared to say the least; we could barely even remember our lines, so we  tried using
the scripts discretely during the real performance. Amid the chaos of getting off track and goofing around,
we realized we needed to center ourselves in order to get anywhere farther. With that, we took three
deep breaths, something not at all strange, and in fact encouraged at Rainbow. That's when I saw the
light shine. It was the use of what we’d been doing for so long that really made the light grow a bit
stronger.

In conclusion, when I saw Rainbow’s light shine it was shone in what I believe was one of the most
‘rainbowest’ ways, as I'd never even learned about centering before attending the school. Furthermore,
me and my classmates took that knowledge and used it effectively and efficiently, grounding and
preparing ourselves. It shows that even the simplest of centering methods make a difference, and really
anyone can do then whenever, too.

Story| omega| Omega Showcase|
practice.centering| actor.student|
unfocus| noise| goofing around

Student 8th Grade

Spirit of Rainbow
Just over a month ago, Omega turned our work space into a restaurant for one day. We set up an entire
kitchen and fed about 170 people. It was spectacular.

I got to school at 3:30 and helped set up. We carried tables and food from place to place and set up each
table with a bread basket, dinner plates and flatware. I was then sent to the kitchen to cut cucumbers and
peppers. Jonah, Jack, and I worked to fill one huge tin for each veggie. By this time it was about five
o'clock, just before the first seating, so we had to get all the food out and get ready for plating.

My first shift was as a kitchen staff member. I worked at the meat lasagna station, which was the busiest.
We worked all through the plating period only to arrive at the time to get ready for dessert. In this time,
we cheated a little bit where we would eat the scraps on the pan after it had been cleared of the
brownies. Sugar at rainbow is a ‘no no’, so this was a treat!

In my final shift, I worked as a host where I brought people to their table and got them settled. This job
only lasted for the first part of the shift, so for the rest of the time, I went around grating cheese on
people’s food as well as serving dessert and even taking orders for dessert as well. Finally, when
everybody left, I took on my second to last job which was to clear the tables. IN the end, we transformed
our space back into our Omega class room.

I find the spirit of Rainbow in this because it shows what the school if helping to sculpt these kids into;
successful, hard working, independent, and mature citizens. Everyone pulled their weight and together
we made a lot of people happy as well as a lot of money that will help with the costs of our school trip. I
feel like this event really proved our capability as students as well as the teachings and guidance of the
teachers.

Story| gourmega| discipline|
actor.student| independent thinking|
emotion.intelligence maturity

Student 8th Grade

At home on night, I began looking back at my past. This being my last year, I thought maybe I should
reflect on my first year. Looking at my class so long ago and seeing how small we all were, all the events
I had attended came back to me. These pictures all had been kept for memories. I paused to think about
all the changes that have happened,comparing my small angry self to now. I began to notice how this
school had changed me. I saw a very large and weird difference to be honest.

The Rainbow spirit isn’t just a feeling, it is something that  just makes you appreciate that you had each
of these experiences. What other school would let me dress like a guy for a day! NONE because they are
scared it’s different. Rainbow is different and it lets people stand out. There's no hiding; if someone
needs help, they will be assisted. With individual care, that’s where the Rainbow spirit comes into play.
This school has been open to changes and has helped give children the support they need. With this
power also comes with the skill to be a new experience. When you experience the Rainbow spirit, it will
stay with you. It’s something that can bring emotion in the form of memories and happiness.

 Looking back at my version of the Spirit of Rainbow, I noticed that I focused on the past and how it
affected me. To learn through an open mindset will change the community around us. My class, being
the closest people I have ever known, could change this spirit and alter it so that we could give to others.
What the spirit means to me cannot be explained simply in emotions or feelings. I could only explain it as
something new, a discovery, a new world. To look through those pictures awoke me inside. Like I should
have been more grateful and thanked all my past classmates and teachers. This whole new land and
peace of mind has changed me. And I am proud to be part of the past, present, and future experiences...

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| apprecation| accepting
difference| embracing change|
actor.artifacts of culture| gratitude|
pride| open mind heart will|
awareness.spiritual

Student 8th Grade

The Rainbow Spirit
By: Raven DeGrow

 When the Iron Girls’ coaches came in, I was shocked by their friendliness and compassion. They
introduced themselves as Amy, or Dr. Bean, and Dana. We started with a game that allowed the Omega
girls to bond and start new conversations over previously unobserved connections. Essentially, we all
stood in a circle around one person. There were place holders for everyone to stand except for that one
person. The person in the middle says, “I have common ground with people who (fill in the blank)”. Those
who also relate to the statement would run to another placeholder along with the person in the middle.
There will always be one person without a placeholder at the end of each round who will take the spot in
the middle. This game automatically allowed us to bond with and get to know our coaches, as well as
classmates we may not be as close with.
 Dana and Amy were relentless when it came to the workout. Luckily, they were supportive and
considerate of our boundaries, as well. They urged us to do our best and try new things. We did twenty
seconds of an activity, then took a ten second break, then twenty seconds of an activity, then a ten
second break. Doing a new activity each time, we did four in total. We then did two rounds of this, going
nonstop the entire time. This caused for it to be a shorter, more intensive workout. This left me feeling
very accomplished afterwards because, although it wasn’t fun while I was doing it, I kept going the entire
time and pushed my limits.
This experience left me with a whole new perspective on the physical domain. I’m generally not one for
intensive exercise, but the encouragement and spirit that the coaches provided really helped me to pull
through and view the experience as a positive one. The support I received from my classmates also
added to the experience, as we were able to learn, bond, and grow together through trying something
new. It took a lot of effort and encouragement, but we all were able to enjoy ourselves and the new
experience. We were very gracious in the end for the new and exciting opportunity, and many of the girls
hope to continue with this practice. The spirit of Rainbow shone bright throughout this experience. We
were encouraged to try new things, bond with new people, expand on our domains in ways we never
thought we could, and gain a new perspective on what it means to be empowered.

Story| omega| Practice.loving
challenge| pride| Iron Girls|
practice.social



Student 6th Grade

i am very lucky to have my mother teach her (first grade teacher) at the end of the year all the staff kids
and staff will go to Lisa's house (the spanish teacher) for a end of the year party. all the staff kids will play
in her tree house, on the swing, or jump on the trampoline!!! it is always so much fun and i feel so lucky
to be part of the closer rainbow community! one year some of the girls decided to sleep over at Lisa's
house with her alumni daughter! ever since then it has become one of my favorite rainbow treditions!
sometimes some of the staff will bring there musical instruments and there is always amazing food to eat.
i have been atending rainbow for seven years (ever since preschool) and the school will always be my
second home and i hope i will always bring the spirit of rainbow with me wherever i go in life!

Story| belonging| play|
actor.community| gratitude

Student 8th Grade

Once upon a time, in Cart-landia (my house), we were getting out the door late almost every day.
Everyday we would get up late, at around 7:45, eat little breakfast, pack a meager lunch, and be out the
door.
One day, after this had gone on one for a month or two, I knew it had to change.
Because of that, that night, I researched how to pack quickly. I found that packing lunch the night before
can help, as well as setting an alarm. That next day, I put my learned methods to action. I was out the
door before anyone that day! After school, I taught my family how to do it. It took us awhile, but each
morning, we got closer and closer. One morning, it just clicked. We got out the door at about 7:30! As we
drove to school, we all talked about how great we had done that morning. With so much free time, we
could take our time getting to school and not be stressed. We could also check over our homework one
more time. After school that day, we all went out for ice cream to celebrate our success.
Finally, we were not always late.

Story| moral identity| meta cognitive
ability| moral efficacy| moral action|
actor.student as teacher| moral
motivation| moral ownership|
actor.student

Student 4th Grade

The beginning of the year here was different than my old school.  The classes are better and at the old
school we had tests every week and there was only a week to prepare for them.  Now we have more
time to get prepared.  I get to wake up later.  I can walk to school because it is closer. There is only one
class per grade which is good since I won't like it to be really loud or to be around too many people.  The
classes are easier here than they were in my old school.  In my old school we didn't play math games
and we have full days on Wednesday.  In my other school we didn't do that much writing, but if we did
they would tell us what we had to write about, but here I can write about what I want. Story| play| pedagogical freedom

Student 4th Grade

I was having an argument with my friends and I forget what it was about, but I knew we should stop
argument.  First I realized that it wasn't a useful argument, and that I wanted it to stop before it gets out of
hand.  I also knew we could walk away from each other and that would help the argument.

Story| equipose| conflict|
actor.student

Student 8th Grade

The night of Gourmega was an incredible night, and something that I will always remember and hold on
to. Part of what made it so special and memorable was the people in it, and I really felt the spirit of
Rainbow when it came to the people. This is because Gourmega wouldn’t have worked if everyone
hadn’t worked together and tried their hardest to make it work, and if they hadn’t been themselves
encouraged by the spirit of Rainbow to do their best and try to benefit the whole. And iit was in this
unanimous effort on everyone’s part that we were able to do Gourmega. I felt the spirit of Rainbow with
me in many different ways throughout Gourmega, but the one way that really stands out to me from that
night was when my friends were able to lift me up using the spirit of Rainbow inside of them, and were
able to lighten my mood and cheer me up and make the whole experience so much brighter!
 It was towards the end of the night that I really began to feel the spirit of Rainbow surrounding me. I was
a server, and I was busy waiting on two tables; one was a five top that consisted of Clay and Sunshine’s
families, and the eight top was made up of Bronwyn and Elijah’s as well as Ryan’s families. After one of
the food orders was put in, I went back to see if the other table was doing okay, only to realise that it
would have been wise to stay in the kitchen and wait for the food to come out. I began to get a little
stressed out that I wouldn’t be able to accommodate everyone. Then I went back to the kitchen and
stood with the runners as we waited for our food to be ready. I must have stood there for a few minutes
when it dawned on me just how long I had been waiting, and I felt conflicted as to whether I should
continue to wait as I was, or if I should go tend to the tables in the other room. I decided to wait a few
minutes longer in the kitchen, thinking that the food would be done soon, and hoping that the tables didn’t
need anything while I was gone.
After a few more minutes of eager standing around, I started to worry. I had hoped that my ticket hadn’t
gotten lost, or I hadn’t misplaced it after getting the table’s order. I then decided that I should go ask
Jason if the ticket was in the in-box. I asked him, and he began to look through the past tickets with my
dad. He seemed hurried; rushed, and frowned as he got to the last of them. When he had finished leafing
through them, I realised that the ticket wasn’t there, which meant that I had either lost or misplaced it, or
the food was already sent out. Pondering the latter, I decided upon going back into the room and
checking to see if the food had arrived at the table without my knowledge. This turned out to be true, as I
shortly found out after seeing my table. I was still kind of stressed because in my time and worry spent
over waiting for the food, I hadn’t been able to tend to my other table. That is when I felt the spirit of
Rainbow….
 I felt the spirit of Rainbow as I went into the dining room and I heard Ryan calling me over. He beckoned
me over and started talking to me in a lighthearted, joking way, and making me laugh. Him talking to me
like that  completely lightened my mood and made me relax and be more at ease. It was in that moment
that I saw and recognized the spirit of Rainbow and watched as it surrounded me and filled me with
happiness. In that second, Ryan was able to make me feel so welcome and grateful, and I became even
more aware of the Rainbow spirit.
In conclusion, the whole night of Gourmega was a wonderful and great experience that I will hold onto
and cherish forever, and with it was a certain spectacular moment where I really was able to feel and
embody the spirit of Rainbow, and in that moment, the happiness and gratefulness I felt was the spirit of
Rainbow. I felt so grateful for my wonderful friends who could cheer me up and make me laugh and smile
and lighten my mood, and who were there for me. Just having Sunshine, Clay, Bronwyn, Elijah, and
Ryan at my tables was so much fun, and they made waiting tables so much less stressful, and an even
better experience!

Story| gourmega| moral ownership|
anxiety| moral dillema| actor.student|
gratitude| practice.emotional|
emotional redirection|
awareness.spiritual

Student 8th Grade

The Spirit of Rainbow
By Bronwyn

 We were scrambling to get everything done.  There were only a few minutes until my odyssey of the
mind group would be on stage and we still had to finish our paperwork, get our sound effects ready, and
get our costumes and face paint on; we were racing to find every team member so that we could at least
try to fit in one last practice before we had to be on stage.  When it was finally our time, we walked up to
the Library entrance where we were to perform, and we waited to be escorted in by a lady who’s job it
was to show group after group where they had to perform.  Alex, Teague, Harmony, Gaby, Nicole, Clara,
and I, my entire team, were all full of stress; many of us were all doing a tension release exercise with
our hands that Maria had shown us, and Alex was singing his very fast paced song about countries
which, as most people can imagine, did not help the rest of the team’s nervous energy.  We made a few
jokes about going to the state competition although we knew that in order to qualify to participate in it, a
team had to get in first or second place in their age group and category and we doubted that we would be
able to do that with where we were.  Just a few days before, we had nearly come to the conclusion that
we weren’t even going to make it to competition.  No matter how we thought we would do, it was our time
to go on stage and perform.  The lady escorted us to the taped rectangle where we would be presenting
our long term problem to the stage. It was as we stood before the audience and judges while they were
in the midst of getting ready that I was aware of how much Rainbow had affected my way of looking at
things.  That is when I was aware of the Spirit of Rainbow in my life.

Story| awareness.collective self-
awareness| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| anxiety| equipose

Student 5th Grade

yesterday my neighbor came over she asked me if I wanted to play I told her I was busy.5 minutes later
she asked me again and Again I said That I was busy she started to cry so I took a deep breath like in
centering and comforted her I told her if she comes back in 30 minutes I will play. She came back in 30
minutes and I had a good time!  -ruby

Story| actor.student| conflict|
practice.centering



Student 4th Grade

My sister was being a bully when we were in Virginia.  We were visiting my baby cousin, and Danielle
(my sister) was not letting her play with me.  I told my mom about it and I told Danielle, and then I walked
away, so that Danielle could get her alone time with my cousin, and then I could too,so we could both
what we needed. Story

Student 7th Grade

    I remember when I was in the 3rd grade and I went to gormega. It was in the multi-purpose room. Adri
was our server and I remember thinking: “Wow! I can not wait till I am in omega so I can do gormega!”
Now I am in omega and about 3 weeks ago I did gormega and I had a blast. Although it was a lot of
work, I had tons of fun. Transforming my classroom into an Italian restaurant was such a good
experience for present and future me.

    Working together was a very important aspect of that night. I was standing at the hostess stand at the
beginning of the night and my stomach was racing with excitement and nervousness. Having everyone
come in and even during the most hectic moments, I knew that my friends had my back and were always
willing to help. We all worked so well together and got along great so that made for a smooth night that
we all enjoyed. Each time I sat someone down to eat, it put a smile on my face because I knew that we
were all having a lot of fun and all of the fun and hard work would pay off for an enjoyable, commutative
end of year trip. We served 160 people that night.

    I feel so proud of my myself and my friends. From start to finish we all lent a hand. Whether it was
helping someone bus a table, agree to work another shift, or helping eat the leftover brownies. We all did
a great job working together to put a smile on our faces and other’s. The support of omega during
gormega was obvious to me through every hand lent and every smile smiled. We all did a great job and I
can’t wait to do it again next year!

Story| gourmega| cross age learning
environments| pride| excitement|
teamwork| omega

Student 5th Grade

Last week was spring break and me and my family went to Dolly Wood Pigeon Forge and we had a lot of
fun this was a wonderful experience. That is why I wanted you all to know about it. we have had a lot of
vacations in my whole life, but this one was particularly....annoying but we still had a lot of fun, but what
part of the I was talking about was MagiQuest and that is because my wand could not work my form was
perfect i held it carefully but it still wouldn't work anything my mom tried to get it fixed at the counter but
they said it was ok and that my form was sloppy i tried could not do anything to fix my wand, nor my form.
But then i remembered what Rainbow Community School taught me, so I took three deep breaths while
closing my eyes and the next time it happened it worked so thank you Rainbow Community School.

~Marley

~5th Grade Llamas
Story| play| actor.student|
practice.centering| anxiety

Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

Every week we have an administration meeting, to discuss big and small tasks that the office will be
taking on. Before each meeting we do a centering and an opening round to check in on each staff
member present. Last week the centering was based on taking a moment to savor the small stuff, and let
go of the stress of every day craziness. We closed our eyes and chose a personal moment that we could
think about and savor. In that moment I thought about the feeling I get when I pull up to Rainbow in the
morning; with kids running into classrooms (because they are so excited), smiling parents saying good
morning to me, and staff that is just genuinely happy to be at the school. Loving where I work, and then
being reminded to savor that feeling, helps me be aware of the spirit of Rainbow.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| gratitude|
practice.centering| actor.teacher or
support staff

Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

I think the most profound story of the "Rainbow spirit" is a personal one.  I have been deeply moved and
affected by my involvement at this school, mostly because of the abundance in community, appreciation,
and healthy relationships that are formed within its walls.  I've spent much of my life suffering from
emotional sicknesses, including depression, an eating disorder, and low self-esteem.  When I began
working at Rainbow, I was largely in unfamiliar territory because as a pre-school teacher I was being
asked every day to speak (and teach) affirmative styles of communication, and be involved with a
healthy, close-knit community.  This year has been tremendously uplifting for me, and I have watched
myself, and those around me flourish as whole, complete beings -- whatever age they may be.

A few weeks ago upon reflecting on my own journey at Rainbow, I found a silent moment in my car and
thought about what exactly it was that this community has given me, and what it offers other people that
is unique.  Within a few moments, I began having a physical experience of bliss, fullness, and love.  My
entire body began to shiver with the sense of being "filled up" and "whole" as if two separate parts of my
being were re-united.  For the first time in my life, I felt complete in body, mind, and spirit.

I realized in this moment what Rainbow offers any person who is fully open to receiving, students,
teachers, AND staff:

The feeling of being whole, and complete.

Now, I am a musician and songwriter.  So of course in the moments after this powerful experience, a
song came streaming into my mind about this sentiment of Rainbow and "fullness."  It references a sweet
phrase common among teachers that, "Once you drink the Rainbow lemonade, you just can't stop!"  I
hope someday to see our Rainbow family singing it one day together.

Fill up..
Your cup..
We've got some Rainbow lemonade
Have you some...

And you'll see...
The start...
Of something beautiful a
World, who knows, a loving heart!

Thanks for the opportunity to share this wonderful, moving experience.  :)
Asher Leigh

Story| actor.teacher or support staff|
Practice.loving challenge|
transformative moment| emotional
distress| sensation as emotional
signal| gratitude| wholeness|
productive discomfort| inculturation
through rainbow

Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

On a recent hike, I noticed myself tensing up each time I had to cross over the river on man-placed
stepping stones.  I knew my apprehension came from previous experiences where I slipped off the
stones into the river.  Knowing that I had to force myself to precede, instead of running away, I
immediately related this to a student of mine who frequently had to push himself through math lessons in
this way.  Making this connection shifted my perspective and softened my approach.  Then I was able to
see that I had been looking at the river in it's entirety, which was overwhelming and defeating.  When I
narrowed my focus to one step at a time, I was not only more concentrated, but I was also able to
individually connect with each stepping stone.  It quickly became clear that my foot fit uniquely on each
stone and that, simply by tending to that individual stone, I could make it across safely as well as calmly.
Since then, I have used this analogy to assist my students in focusing on a small potion at a time and
allowing that to accumulate into an entire task.

Story| anxiety| grit| actor.teacher or
support staff| step at a time|
attunement| nature as learning
environment| metaphor|
capacity.respond to specific scenario|
outcome.complex challenge|
awareness.uniqueness



Teacher/Staff,
Parent 8th Grade

A true story about the spirit of Rainbow that happened for our family was when we told my son's seventh
grade class and parents about our family's journey since discovering that he was transgender; and, that
when he returned from the winter break he wanted to be called by a different name and be addressed
with male pronouns.  We were immediately surrounded by an outpouring of compassion and love by both
parents and students.  We had not one negative response from parents or students and the students told
our son that they were proud of his courage at wanting to be his true self and that male or female he was
still the same person on the inside.
Words cannot express how thankful we are for the Rainbow community.  They have embraced our family
and our son and changed his life forever by supporting him in probably the most important and difficult
decision he has/will ever make.  Parents and staff often come up to me and tell me how amazed and
happy they are to see the transformation in our son.  They now see true smiles and a more confident
child who is happy to be himself.
As parents, we are so grateful and thankful because we are so aware that our son has been blessed to
be part of this amazing community, while so many other transgender children experience unspeakable
pain when they try to be their true self in their homes, schools and communities.

Story| culture of acceptance|
transgender| culture of support|
transformative moment| moral
sensitivity| moral action| moral
motivation| perceptive parents|
omega| gratitude| true sense of self|
actor.student| actor.class|
actor.community| actor.parent

Teacher/Staff,
Parent 7th Grade

Once a month, teachers meet for 'Child Study'. Teachers bring the names (and often a photo) of a
student or students who are particularly struggling whether it be academically socially, emotionally or in
other ways. The child's situation is shared with the group in an effort to build a support system for that
child. We share ideas on how to further help the child; often teachers who have taught the child in
previous years can offer insight and support as well. Usually a photo is shared so that when teachers
encounter the child on campus or on the playground they can recognize him or her and offer needed
support. Finally, we take a moment to lovingly hold the child in our hearts. As a specials teacher I teach
all the children for a short time each week; I do not know them as well as their classroom teachers do. I
value this time to learn more about my students and how to support them. I am not required to attend
these meetings as a part time teacher, however I rarely miss them! The love, compassion and dedication
that is present in the room is very powerful, its an honor to work with these teachers.

Story| Child Study| actor.teacher
community of practice| dedication|
actor.teacher or support staff|
awareness.uniqueness| emotional
distress

Teacher/Staff,
Parent grades 1-3

I am aware of the spirit of Rainbow every day. My daughter reacts to challenges in ways that show
deliberate thinking rather than reactionary impulses. I am often struck by the feeling of ease at Rainbow.
Each person, both child and adult, feel comfortable being genuine. Emotional states in others are seen
as what they are without the labels of, " bad" or "good". My daughter is forgiving of herself as well as
others and is not scared away by displays of emotion. This creates a sense of relaxation. I have seen so
much of her anxiety lessen while attending Rainbow.

Story| anxiety| actor.community|
sensation as emotional signal| true
sense of self| emotion.observing with
judgement| emotion.validating safety
and comfort with

Teacher/Staff,
Parent

grades 1-3, 7th Grade,
8th Grade

The other day I was working one on one with a seventh grade student. She was having a particularly
hard time with a new math concept and was getting frustrated. I told the girl that I was proud of how hard
she was working, even though the material was hard for her. She said that when she was younger she
would have just given up, but she has learned skills to keep trying. I then said to her, "I hope my daughter
is just like you!" And she replied...."No, Ali, I hope that she is the best that SHE can be. She doesn't have
to be like me. Just the best version of herself." This showed me that all of the centerings and discussions
in gender mysteries has paid off! We don't need to compare ourselves to others...just be the best that we
can be!

Story| culture of support|
actor.teacher or support staff|
Practice.loving challenge| true sense
of self| sharing truth| actor.student

Parent
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

I'm the head of a small business. Recently, staff has been sloppy - arriving late, failing to complete
assignments in a timely manner, being rude to each other, etc. Instead of reprimanding them, I asked
myself how Rainbow's preschool teachers would handle the situation. I know that my daughter has a
hard time when she's tired, not feeling well, doesn't understand directions, or feels like her situation is
unfair. My staff has been through some tough situations recently, and I wondered if empathy was the key
to change, as it often is with my daughter. I held a meeting and asked questions and listened carefully.
Then I redistributed schedules, responsibilities, and resources calmly, then clarified my rules and
expectations. Everyone seemed relieved and more enthusiastic. I don't think I would have been as
empathic and mindful without the example set by Rainbow teachers.

Story| rainbow as practice model|
empathy| respect the child|
awareness.behavior as signal|
inculturation through rainbow|
actor.related family

Parent 7th Grade, 8th Grade

My older daughter was having a bad day and could not seem to get herself focused on her homework.
My younger daughter asked her to close her eyes , breath deeply and meditate with her. It was only 5
minutes, but was so comforting. This is a direct result of centering.

In science the girls have learned to put their ideas into action. My older was concerned about the
homeless and put together a care package for homeless people. Not only food and water , but also
grooming items. My younger was focused on clothing in stores which are gender specific ie Mens
Womens etc and noted that clothing items should reflect a personality , not gender. She made a plan to
address local department stores with the idea of making clothing unisex and for it to be devided by size
only, with the exception of clothing designed specifically for the way womens bodies are shaped vs
mens. She put together a rack of clothing and had participants divide the clothes into what they felt was
gender specific and what would be considered unisex. The result was that women go to the mens
department for specific items but men do not tend to go to the womens department. She is providing
education about the value of a unisex section. This is demonstrative of the spirit of acceptance and the
removal of judgement.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| inculturation through
rainbow| practice.centering|
independent thinking| culture of
acceptance| actor.student

Parent grades 1-3

Tafari just started at Rainbow a few  months ago after being homeschooled for a year. We pulled him
from a public school here because he was struggling and they weren't hearing our concerns. Tafari puts
a lot of pressure on himself to be perfect and struggles to understand that someone admonishing you
does not mean that the person no longer thinks you're great. You can be wrong and make mistakes and
still be awesome. I was nervously waiting for the day he 'got in trouble' at Rainbow... but I never got a call
from the school. One day at pick up his teacher informed me he had a bit of trouble listening after he got
frustrated with something. So Tafari got to take a break and go talk to the counselor a bit and then came
back to class and finished his day strong. That was it! It was fine- not the end of the world! We didn't
have to go to the principal's office and pick Tafari up early or anything! Tafari was happy when we picked
him up and talked to us on the ride home about his day and his plans to handle things better next time. It
was so different than his last school. This to me is the spirit of Rainbow. To remember that we are all just
doing our best and to help each other as much as we can along the way of life!

Story| perfectionist| conflict.aversion
to| honoring difference|
conflict.learning from| actor.student|
actor.teacher or support staff

Parent 6th Grade

Griffin's Spanish Teacher, Lisa, reached out to me via email because she wanted my help in supporting
Griffin to be more focused and respectful in class. She started the email by stating the many wonderful
things she loved about Griffin and how she knew that lack of focus in class (socializing with friends) is
understandable for his stage of development -- so focusing on Griffin's  positive aspects and age-related
brain development before she asked for the changes she'd like to see are a testament to the "spirit of
Rainbow." With just a little guidance and support, Lisa says Griffin is now a "model of focus and respect."

Story| growth language|
awareness.developmental|
Practice.loving challenge|
actor.teacher or support staff| culture
of support| culture of respect|
actor.parent

Parent grades 1-3

My son was having some issues and conflicts with a boy in class who he has been friends with for the
past year. After an incident in Afterschool, I mentioned it to my sons teacher the next day so he was
aware of the issues and could keep an eye on the boys to make sure no further problems occurred. I
found out later that the teacher was concerned for the boys friendship and decided to take the boys out
of class for a special "experiment".  He had previously made a giant "see-saw" and he made the boys lug
it out of the shed and set it up together. Then he made them work together to balance on it and keep it
balanced for 60 seconds. Once they achieved the goal he had the boys bring the device back to the shed
while he casually discussed their relationship issues. The boys ended up talking out their issues and their
friendship was repaired. That teacher didn't need to take time out of his day to help the kids with their
friendship but he did. And he did it in a very unique way to help them work together in a physical way. It
was brilliant and above and beyond the call of duty!  This is a typical example of the Spirit of Rainbow
that I see regularly with the amazing teachers and faculty.

Story| Afterschool|
emotion.intelligence maturity|
attunement| teacher initiative|
conflict.container for mediation| moral
courage| moral sensitivity| moral
action| actor.teacher or support staff|
actor.student| actor.parent

Parent grades 1-3

I am very much a loner. I generally stay to myself although I do tend to be friendly and outgoing. But I do
get lonely. One night in January, I was invited to a "Girls Night Out." I had never done this before mainly
because I have never met a group of folks that I wanted to spend time with. It was a lovely evening. And I
fell that for the first time in a long time, I have folks that I can call friends.

Story| actor.community| lonely|
culture of acceptance| practice.social



Parent
grades 1-3, 5th Grade,
8th Grade

My middle child has been having drawing wars with other students at school. It is a very creative game
where you both draw at the same time and then compare what you have drawn. I don't entirely
understand the game but it takes concentration and creativity. We came from a very driven, academically
pushed area of the state. My kids used to only talk about technology. My son loved this game and has
taught it to both his brother and sister. I was so pleased that something he was allowed to do at school
he could share and spend time with his siblings in a positive way.

Story| sharing| play| inclusion|
creative spirit| inculturation through
rainbow| actor.student

Parent 8th Grade

I recently had the remarkable opportunity of working with the middle school kids on their "Gourmega"
fundraiser. This is an event where they raise money for their end of year trip by transforming their
classrooms into a full service restaurant for one night. I work in the food industry and run several
restaurants, so training and working with young people in a food event capacity is pretty familiar to me.
What was remarkable about working with the Rainbow 7th and 8th graders is the level of emotional
intelligence that they brought to the job. They demonstrated in countless ways that they cared about what
they were doing. Even in the peaks of chaos, the bulk of them remained centered and focused on the job
at hand. They ran the restaurant for the night - functioning as the servers, food runners, kitchen crew,
etc. There are many 20 year olds that can't pull that off! I was truly impressed and moved by their
commitment, focus, and ability to hold their intention and let their spirit shine throughout the event. I will
always remember it!

Story| gourmega| fund raising|
emotion.intelligence maturity|
attunement| intention| discipline|
actor.class

Parent grades 1-3

I was a chaperone for the last field trip of the year last year, to the NC Arboretum. One boy in the class
had typically struggled with physical issues of coordination, being overwhelmed easily, and having a little
slower development in some areas than his peers. We were on a trail walk, and at one point in the trail,
there is a huge hollow log that kids love to crawl through, like a long wooden tunnel. So kids lined up,
scrambled through, loved it or took it in stride or opted out. Then this boy's turn came. He was hesitant,
but wanted to try to do it. His progress was slow and he was really not sure... but there was a teacher at
the front, a teacher at the end, and then all the chaperones and kids were giving encouragement, telling
him he was doing a great job, keep it up, you can do it, and when he came through the other side, he had
the biggest smile on his face and everyone cheered. I heard later that he had never done anything like
that before, with such close physical quarters and kind of an intense stretch where you're stuck in a
wooden tunnel and can't really back up. This cost some time, which the group was willing to give. It cost
some repeat turns of other kids who were faster, which they were willing to forego. It was just the
sweetest moment, and I found myself thinking, this time, attention, encouragement, and recognition that
this is something special for this person to want to accomplish - and then succeed, that these offerings
were what Rainbow can give, and encourage others to give.

Story| awareness.developmental
challenges| nature as learning
environment| culture of support|
culture of generosity| patience with
difference| inclusion| actor.class|
actor.student| actor.parent

Student 6th Grade

Im still not entirely certain what the question is. If is it about school spirit, or the spirit of the community at
Rainbow (which is what I assume it is) then that's what I will write about. Rainbow is such an interesting
place. When attending Rainbow, you find wisdom and support in ways you never knew you could.
Everyday, both the teachers and students show their incredible commitment towards Rainbow. I find it
amazing. By simply walking across the campus, you might come across (and most likely will) a class
taking a nature hike, playing a game, or maybe even joining in song circle with Sue Ford. The energy and
joy absolutely radiates from every person at Rainbow. Joining Rainbow is so crazy and almost
unbelievable because you are immediately welcomed, accepted and surrounded with the joy, energy,
and spirit at Rainbow. The spirit at Rainbow Community School is not purely academic, which is
something you will not find at most schools. At Rainbow, we learn about the seven domains, and how
amazing they are; how amazing we all are. One of my favorite times at Rainbow is recess. I love recess
of course, for the free time; but there is something else as well. At recess, usually the teachers sit
together on some picnic tables in the center of the playground to observe the kids. There, you will find
them chatting, laughing, and you can tell they really love their job. One time, I was talking to Justin about
many of our common interests. A young boy, probably in second grade came up to him and asked him if
that was indeed, a picture of batman in the corner of his shirt. Now, at another school (like ones i've been
too) he would have responded with a quick "yep" because he was surrounded by other adults he could
talk to. After all, making small talk with little kids who were not technically his students was not
necessarily part of his job. Instead, he smiled and talked to him about batman, which we later found out
was the boy's favorite superhero. The little boy had batman on his shirt as well, and they continued to talk
about Gotham, and Batman, then moved on to other superheroes that they liked. It always amazed me
how much the teachers here can work with kids all day, but beam with happiness and enthusiasm. Both
the students and teachers at Rainbow Community School go above and beyond their typical
student/teacher duties. Rainbow Community School re-defines your preschool to middle school
experience. I think that those are tremendous examples of spirit, whatever you meant by the question.

Story| Recess| attunement| gratitude|
actor.student| actor.teacher or
support staff| open mind heart will

Student 4th Grade

At the beginning of the year I had met my friend Steely outside of school but we didn't really know each
other.  Before school started we went to a beach house together so that we could become friends and
Steely would have a friend (me) when he started at Rainbow. Story

Student 7th Grade

I recently went on a youth mission trip to Greenville which was directed towards helping people
experiencing homelessness. You know how when you walk down the street and see a homeless person
your immediate reaction is to look away or walk on the other side walk. The feeling you experience
towards them is the opposite of acceptance and care. Rainbow has taught me acceptance and care
which has affected my attitude towards people that are in a different situation than I am in.
While I was on the youth trip, I realized just how much the spirit of Rainbow had affected me. I accepted
people experiencing homelessness; Rainbow taught me how to accept people that are different than me.
Rainbow has taught me this concept of acceptance through receiving me as I am,   a weird, awkward 7th
grader. They showed me that with joy you can change anyone’s day. Rainbow also taught me courage
through the safety of the teachers and peers. With this courage, I was able to go up to some of the
people experiencing homelessness and start a conversation with them and listen to them. Before
Rainbow, I would definitely not been able to even talk to the people experiencing homelessness, let
alone start a conversation.
Rainbow has taught me so many things that I can use in life. Before Rainbow, I was really shy and quiet.
Now I have opened up and have felt the courage to show my true colors. Instead of hiding behind
quietness. I am so glad I decided to come to Rainbow; it has changed my life for the better!!

Story| empathy| Field Trip| city as
learning environment| homelessness|
accepting difference| productive
discomfort| moral courage

Student 8th Grade

There are many different spirits of Rainbow like kindness, friendship, teamwork, acceptance and many
more. These are all things that I learned at Rainbow. Although I tend to not follow all of these everyday,
like teamwork because some days I like to work solo (very rare occurrence), they are still very good to
use especially if you're trying to make a new friend like in this story when we got a new student...

On the first day of 2016,  a nice sunny coldish day, when we returned to school from winter break our
class grew by one. Our 8th grade class got a new student named Carter. During the day, he was friendly
to everyone and everyone was friendly to him, then around lunch time, in the courtyard, all of us were
there including Ben, Clay, Sunshine, Soren, Juliana and I. After a minute of us talking, Carter came out
from class. We all said, “Hey, Carter!” and sort of talked to him; we all made funny jokes with each other
and then Carter said, “Oh, golly gee! I am in a pickle.” When his words sunk in, about two seconds later,
Carter was  loved by everyone in that little group instantly. Instead of being judged by what he said, we
all wanted to know more about him. In the next two weeks or so, we all talked to Carter like he had been
here since the beginning when the rest of us started at Rainbow. Even when we are referring to a person
he doesn't know, he still says, “Ya! I remember that, too.” We all start to laugh, and he does, too. This is
just one of the times when the Rainbow spirit kicked into everyone on the courtyard. The spirit of
accepting.

At Rainbow, you try to accept as many people who want to be accepted as you can. So, when Carter
joined, everyone wanted the best for him and everyone wanted him to feel accepted and loved as he had
been here for years. In my head, it seems only fair to accept everyone even if it's hard to get along with
them; everyone deserves the chance to have the same opportunities that everyone else has. If Carter
had wanted to be left alone and didn't want anyone to talk to but later decided he did want to talk to
someone yet they say no, he would still deserve the second chance to talk; that chance should never be
discarded or thrown away. When Carter joined Omega, he longed to be accepted and he was, while
letting his inner light shine without being judged.

Story| accepting difference| moral
efficacy| moral identity| moral
ownership| welcoming| true sense of
self| actor.student| omega



Student 4th Grade

One time in art class, everyone at my table was working on different projects.  I paused to look around,
and really thought the art of others was beautiful, but wondered if they felt the same about mine.  Then
another student commented on my art, saying it was good and this made me feel good. Story| culture of support

Student 7th Grade

The Spirit of Rainbow
The Oh-So-Controversial Question of “Who?”

“When I admire the wonders of a sunset or the beauty of the moon, my soul expands in the worship of
the creator.”
           -Mahatma Gandhi

Many wonder who the real god, gods, goddess, goddesses, etc. really are. Are they a council of gods
that sit upon a great mountain? Is it a transcendental being who rules the heaven and clashes with hell?
Is it a “Great Mystery?” Who? What? Where? These questions may not have no solidly supported
answer, but opinion seems to be enough for the people belonging in religious groups today.

I sat on my grandfather’s splintery wood porch, the same porch that I had sat on in the mornings and
worshiped the Great Spirit of my grandfather’s religion since as long ago as I can remember. Could this
beautiful landscape really only belong to one being? I started to recall all of the religious knowledge that
Rainbow began instilling in me when I was four years of age. They had taught me the ways of Hinduism,
Judaism, Christianity, Native Americanism, and countless others.

I was hopelessly lost in a labyrinth of angelical characters, all perfectly preserved in my mind. Was there
one god, or were there many? How could multiple gods exist in harmony? Where did people even get the
notion that there were gods?

After a fair portion of time had been spent conjuring up memories triggered by the birds, the nature, and
the motion stirring just below the surface of my mind’s lake, I had deduced at last that no one religion had
the resources to support evidence of he, she, or it that they worshipped, and that everyone had the right
to support their religion. Whoever was watching over the Earth surely would forgive those of other
religions.

This experience was stimulated by the spiritual domain, which immersed my in a state of grace and
reflection. My experience that morning could not have existed without the religious knowledge that
Rainbow has given me.

Story| spiritual philosophy| critical
thinking| asking good questions

Student 7th Grade

Rainbow essay.
A  moment that showed the domains and the spirit of Rainbow to me was the Omega Showcase. In the
showcase, I found it was fun to play the marimba, and it helped me with rhythm. I was learning, feeling,
and doing.  This has helped me in the physical, emotional, and intellectual domains. I continue to find out
that I am talented in music, and I am still in music class today.

 Rainbow has many presentations like the showcase, where members of the community come and watch
their children and fellow asheville citizens perform. Rainbow Community School also holds talent shows,
class trips, and holiday performances.  They do fundraisers to help fund trips, school supplies, and build
new adjustments to the school to benefit the children and the school.

      Rainbow shows the spirit of the domains (mental, physical, emotional, spiritual, creative, social, and
natural) in the ways of the showcase, school benefits, trips to Charleston and more. And they don’t only
teach the children, they learn with them, and they understand them. In the electives, the children learn
and experience activities choose, and that’s how the rainbow showcase helps to shows off the Rainbow
spirit.

Story| Omega Showcase| music as
learning enviornment| actor.student
as teacher

Student 8th Grade

In 2008, the 1st grade Ferrets studied Africa and each student studied a specific animal. Eight years
later, in 2015, the Ferrets, now in 8th grade, are studying the Great Depression and Climate Change,
while the 1st  grade Wolves are studying African animals once again. One day, the 8th grade Omegans
and the 1st grade Wolves came together; Here is how it happened. On a normal day, lunch was
approaching and the 8th graders were bursting with excitement. Waiting for the clock to hit 12:00, we
were jumping around in our seats. After 12:00, we ran up to the 1st grade classroom.

 We were so eager to have simple conversations that would bring back memories from eight years ago.
When we got up there, we sat down in tiny desks with tiny 1st graders in front of us. There was
lemonade, pizza, snacks. The first graders were so excited to tell us about what they learned and what
animal they were studying. The 8th graders waiting so patiently to blurt out what they also learned eight
years ago. After we said blessing for our food, we instantly started talking like a herd of rhinos had just
busted into the classroom.

 Some kids from 1st grade and some kids from 8th grade studied the same exact animals. We talked and
talked for about an hour, everybody enjoying our conversations, the six year old Wolves and the now 13
year old Omegans (once Ferrets); the teachers watching from the sidelines. We got so caught up with
enjoying our time together, that we went over time. Our electives started when we were still talking. We
suddenly noticed that we were over time and we sprinted back down into our classes. That was the time
when I saw the spirit of Rainbow in mixed classes, ages 6 to 14, for the happiness of sharing knowledge,
for the coming back together to join old classes with new. To share each other's presence with
completely knowing each other.
That is the spirit of Rainbow which everyone adores.

Story| cross age learning
environments| actor.student as
teacher| sharing presence| happiness
of sharing knowledge

Student 8th Grade

 It was  the second of March in 2016 when I saw Rainbow’s light shine for about the dozenth time.
Everyone was getting ready to present their  projects for their electives and let the community see what
they were passionate about that trimester. Dance, art, coding, poyodoshi, and typing were just a few of
the classes offered, but it was in social change class where I really saw the light shine.

 We all scurried about, trying to add the finishing touches to our script and make a list of props, anything
to keep our skit from being an unfashionable mess. Ideas would fly out every  so often and completely
change the script. It was basically a chaotic mess. The electives showcase was approaching and we
weren't the most prepared to say the least; we could barely even remember our lines, so we  tried using
the scripts discretely during the real performance. Amid the chaos of getting off track and goofing around,
we realized we needed to center ourselves in order to get anywhere farther. With that, we took three
deep breaths, something not at all strange, and in fact encouraged at Rainbow. That's when I saw the
light shine. It was the use of what we’d been doing for so long that really made the light grow a bit
stronger.

In conclusion, when I saw Rainbow’s light shine it was shone in what I believe was one of the most
‘rainbowest’ ways, as I'd never even learned about centering before attending the school. Furthermore,
me and my classmates took that knowledge and used it effectively and efficiently, grounding and
preparing ourselves. It shows that even the simplest of centering methods make a difference, and really
anyone can do then whenever, too.

Story| omega| Omega Showcase|
practice.centering| actor.student|
unfocus| noise| goofing around



Student 8th Grade

Spirit of Rainbow
Just over a month ago, Omega turned our work space into a restaurant for one day. We set up an entire
kitchen and fed about 170 people. It was spectacular.

I got to school at 3:30 and helped set up. We carried tables and food from place to place and set up each
table with a bread basket, dinner plates and flatware. I was then sent to the kitchen to cut cucumbers and
peppers. Jonah, Jack, and I worked to fill one huge tin for each veggie. By this time it was about five
o'clock, just before the first seating, so we had to get all the food out and get ready for plating.

My first shift was as a kitchen staff member. I worked at the meat lasagna station, which was the busiest.
We worked all through the plating period only to arrive at the time to get ready for dessert. In this time,
we cheated a little bit where we would eat the scraps on the pan after it had been cleared of the
brownies. Sugar at rainbow is a ‘no no’, so this was a treat!

In my final shift, I worked as a host where I brought people to their table and got them settled. This job
only lasted for the first part of the shift, so for the rest of the time, I went around grating cheese on
people’s food as well as serving dessert and even taking orders for dessert as well. Finally, when
everybody left, I took on my second to last job which was to clear the tables. IN the end, we transformed
our space back into our Omega class room.

I find the spirit of Rainbow in this because it shows what the school if helping to sculpt these kids into;
successful, hard working, independent, and mature citizens. Everyone pulled their weight and together
we made a lot of people happy as well as a lot of money that will help with the costs of our school trip. I
feel like this event really proved our capability as students as well as the teachings and guidance of the
teachers.

Story| gourmega| discipline|
actor.student| independent thinking|
emotion.intelligence maturity

Student 8th Grade

A time in the last month that I saw the spirit of Rainbow was during Design Fair. Every one of the
students at design fair was ready to present their piece and express their thoughts to the world. The
energy during the design fair was very supportive and welcoming. A bunch of people visited including
other grades.
I saw the spirit of Rainbow very much in my group; we spent lots of time preparing and making sure
people would really understand our topic.My team worked on the topic of rasing awerness about climate
change, we where very suportive of each other and made sure we where all prepared. I felt that my
group supported each other really well and that design fair would not have come together as well in
another school.
In conclusion I think that we all did a great job and supported each other very well.

Story| Design Fair| culture of support|
discipline| pride| actor.student

Student 8th Grade

Today is your day to dance lightly with life, sing wild songs of adventure, invite rainbows and butterflies
out to play, soar your spirit and unfurl your joy.
~ Jonathan Lockwood Huie
 This quote explains the spirit of Rainbow. The school thrives to support, teach and create a community
where the students feel safe and learn in a creative way. Rainbow has always been a place where I can
be myself. Here, I have made friends I hope to know my entire life. I wish, ,could stay here my entire life,
but, realizing that I can’t, I know that Rainbow has helped prepare me for the rest of the world.
One of my favorite events that Rainbow has created is the Rainbow Skate. I absolutely love skating and
being able to do it with my friends helps strengthen our friendships. Doing fun activities with your friends
brings you closer to them. Going to the same place, Tarwheels, is special for me because it reminds me
of the fun I have; I can remember the different times I have gone there.  It is fun to watch my schoolmates
improve each year as their friends support them. The event is filled with friends, skating, laughter, fun.
This last time, I roller skated for the first time in a long time. I was a bit wobbly but enjoyed going fast. My
friend Tessa was wobbly, too, and we both were tripping over each other and laughing about it. It was so
much fun. This brought out the spirit of Rainbow in me for the strength it has given me in the social
domain enables me to shine as I do. The creative enhancement supports me in showing my emotions,
sharing my ideas and being myself. I am more creative and am able to find ways to spread laughter to all
my friends. Being more in touch with my spiritual and emotional domains helps me enjoy myself and find
happiness in the moment.  The physical aspect, skating, will drive the memory into my brain allowing me
to think back and smile at that moment. Finally, the mental domain has strengthened my mind allowing
for the storing of the memory. Rainbow and the  bringing this event to our school has helped bring our
community together while having fun. This event shows the social domain for all the fun, the nurtured
bonds and priceless experiences it brings.
This shows the spirit of Rainbow because Rainbow is all about supporting us and helping learn how to
make friends we can keep throughout our lives. These fun activities also help to bring together students
of different grades. Because it is a place where people can make mistakes, it allows for others to support
and help each other. Rainbow brings people together and creates bonds that never break, even when
challenged with distances.
“We’ll be Friends Forever, won’t we, Pooh?’asked Piglet. Even longer,’ Pooh answered.”
~A. A. Milne

Story| Rainbow Skate| belonging|
play| practice.social| culture of
support

Student 8th Grade

The Rainbow Spirit
By: Raven DeGrow

 When the Iron Girls’ coaches came in, I was shocked by their friendliness and compassion. They
introduced themselves as Amy, or Dr. Bean, and Dana. We started with a game that allowed the Omega
girls to bond and start new conversations over previously unobserved connections. Essentially, we all
stood in a circle around one person. There were place holders for everyone to stand except for that one
person. The person in the middle says, “I have common ground with people who (fill in the blank)”. Those
who also relate to the statement would run to another placeholder along with the person in the middle.
There will always be one person without a placeholder at the end of each round who will take the spot in
the middle. This game automatically allowed us to bond with and get to know our coaches, as well as
classmates we may not be as close with.
 Dana and Amy were relentless when it came to the workout. Luckily, they were supportive and
considerate of our boundaries, as well. They urged us to do our best and try new things. We did twenty
seconds of an activity, then took a ten second break, then twenty seconds of an activity, then a ten
second break. Doing a new activity each time, we did four in total. We then did two rounds of this, going
nonstop the entire time. This caused for it to be a shorter, more intensive workout. This left me feeling
very accomplished afterwards because, although it wasn’t fun while I was doing it, I kept going the entire
time and pushed my limits.
This experience left me with a whole new perspective on the physical domain. I’m generally not one for
intensive exercise, but the encouragement and spirit that the coaches provided really helped me to pull
through and view the experience as a positive one. The support I received from my classmates also
added to the experience, as we were able to learn, bond, and grow together through trying something
new. It took a lot of effort and encouragement, but we all were able to enjoy ourselves and the new
experience. We were very gracious in the end for the new and exciting opportunity, and many of the girls
hope to continue with this practice. The spirit of Rainbow shone bright throughout this experience. We
were encouraged to try new things, bond with new people, expand on our domains in ways we never
thought we could, and gain a new perspective on what it means to be empowered.

Story| omega| Practice.loving
challenge| pride| Iron Girls|
practice.social



Student 6th Grade

i am very lucky to have my mother teach her (first grade teacher) at the end of the year all the staff kids
and staff will go to Lisa's house (the spanish teacher) for a end of the year party. all the staff kids will play
in her tree house, on the swing, or jump on the trampoline!!! it is always so much fun and i feel so lucky
to be part of the closer rainbow community! one year some of the girls decided to sleep over at Lisa's
house with her alumni daughter! ever since then it has become one of my favorite rainbow treditions!
sometimes some of the staff will bring there musical instruments and there is always amazing food to eat.
i have been atending rainbow for seven years (ever since preschool) and the school will always be my
second home and i hope i will always bring the spirit of rainbow with me wherever i go in life!

Story| belonging| play|
actor.community| gratitude

Student 5th Grade

This weekend, was the last day of spring break. We were going to celebrate Heathers birthday! I was
with all of the little kids, I started to play with them, but they got really winy it was driving me nuts. I took a
deep breathe, as we do in school and realized the situation also what we do in school. After a little break
from them I showed great leadership and from that day I owe it all to Rainbow for helping me with deep
breaths, being in someone else's shoes and showing leadership.

Story| practice.centering|
actor.student| empathy

Student 5th Grade

How I felt the spirit of Rainbow is,
 It was seen four and I was about to go on,I felt very scared so I sat down and took three deep breaths,
like we do in centering, when it was time for my to go on I felt ready, so I ran out and said my lines and
did my best and every one loved it.

Story| anxiety| practice.centering|
actor.student

Student 8th Grade

Once upon a time, in Cart-landia (my house), we were getting out the door late almost every day.
Everyday we would get up late, at around 7:45, eat little breakfast, pack a meager lunch, and be out the
door.
One day, after this had gone on one for a month or two, I knew it had to change.
Because of that, that night, I researched how to pack quickly. I found that packing lunch the night before
can help, as well as setting an alarm. That next day, I put my learned methods to action. I was out the
door before anyone that day! After school, I taught my family how to do it. It took us awhile, but each
morning, we got closer and closer. One morning, it just clicked. We got out the door at about 7:30! As we
drove to school, we all talked about how great we had done that morning. With so much free time, we
could take our time getting to school and not be stressed. We could also check over our homework one
more time. After school that day, we all went out for ice cream to celebrate our success.
Finally, we were not always late.

Story| moral identity| meta cognitive
ability| moral efficacy| moral action|
actor.student as teacher| moral
motivation| moral ownership|
actor.student

Student 4th Grade

The beginning of the year here was different than my old school.  The classes are better and at the old
school we had tests every week and there was only a week to prepare for them.  Now we have more
time to get prepared.  I get to wake up later.  I can walk to school because it is closer. There is only one
class per grade which is good since I won't like it to be really loud or to be around too many people.  The
classes are easier here than they were in my old school.  In my old school we didn't play math games
and we have full days on Wednesday.  In my other school we didn't do that much writing, but if we did
they would tell us what we had to write about, but here I can write about what I want. Story| play| pedagogical freedom

Student 4th Grade

I was having an argument with my friends and I forget what it was about, but I knew we should stop
argument.  First I realized that it wasn't a useful argument, and that I wanted it to stop before it gets out of
hand.  I also knew we could walk away from each other and that would help the argument.

Story| equipose| conflict|
actor.student

Student 7th Grade

 It was March 5th, a Saturday, when the Spirit of Rainbow paid me a visit…
 I hopped down from the tan leather seat of my mom’s white Volvo and landed upon the hot surface of
the road. I then proceeded to run towards the clear glass door of 35 Below unaware of what I was
walking into. As soon as I stepped inside, I felt the pull of the upbeat, pumping energy swirling through
the air; the feeling of joy was overwhelming, but it was so nice. I dashed over to the golden colored
counter where I filled out a paper asking about my previous theatre experiences; it was then that I saw
my friend Toria who was helping with the sign in papers. She said hello and told me to grab a nametag.
After I had written my name on the tag and put it on my shirt, the director called out to everyone and told
us to come upstairs. I grabbed a paper with 5 different monologues that we would have read later on.
 The stage was brightly lit and our outlines glowed in the light. We were told to stand in a straight line;
one by one we were called forward to say our name, favorite Broadway musical, and if we considered
ourselves more of an actor, dancer, or singer. We were then evaluated in our singing skills; we sang
happy birthday all together, then she had us come up individually to sing it and practice going high and
low so that she could gage our vocal range. I then stood up for the dance portion of the class; we learned
~30 seconds of choreography to the song One Jump Ahead from Aladdin. After that, I got super nervous
because the last part was acting...
 The monologue I chose was called Dreaming Of Dragons and it was about dreams becoming real. It
was an emotional piece and I was afraid of messing up. Suddenly my name was called, I jumped up and
then stood slowly. The air was tense and I felt like the world around me had vanished; all eyes were on
me, I was in the spotlight and I didn’t what to do. I couldn’t move, my body frozen with fear. Then my
mind became full of memories from Rainbow; I remembered all the times we were told to be ourselves,
the hectic moments where we were not afraid to goof around, and lastly I was reminded of the
confidence I had gained. I summoned up my courage and dug deep to find the confidence within me and
finally I was able to stop my shaking, step forward, and present my speech.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| trust in clan| attunement|
anxiety



Student 8th Grade

The night of Gourmega was an incredible night, and something that I will always remember and hold on
to. Part of what made it so special and memorable was the people in it, and I really felt the spirit of
Rainbow when it came to the people. This is because Gourmega wouldn’t have worked if everyone
hadn’t worked together and tried their hardest to make it work, and if they hadn’t been themselves
encouraged by the spirit of Rainbow to do their best and try to benefit the whole. And iit was in this
unanimous effort on everyone’s part that we were able to do Gourmega. I felt the spirit of Rainbow with
me in many different ways throughout Gourmega, but the one way that really stands out to me from that
night was when my friends were able to lift me up using the spirit of Rainbow inside of them, and were
able to lighten my mood and cheer me up and make the whole experience so much brighter!
 It was towards the end of the night that I really began to feel the spirit of Rainbow surrounding me. I was
a server, and I was busy waiting on two tables; one was a five top that consisted of Clay and Sunshine’s
families, and the eight top was made up of Bronwyn and Elijah’s as well as Ryan’s families. After one of
the food orders was put in, I went back to see if the other table was doing okay, only to realise that it
would have been wise to stay in the kitchen and wait for the food to come out. I began to get a little
stressed out that I wouldn’t be able to accommodate everyone. Then I went back to the kitchen and
stood with the runners as we waited for our food to be ready. I must have stood there for a few minutes
when it dawned on me just how long I had been waiting, and I felt conflicted as to whether I should
continue to wait as I was, or if I should go tend to the tables in the other room. I decided to wait a few
minutes longer in the kitchen, thinking that the food would be done soon, and hoping that the tables didn’t
need anything while I was gone.
After a few more minutes of eager standing around, I started to worry. I had hoped that my ticket hadn’t
gotten lost, or I hadn’t misplaced it after getting the table’s order. I then decided that I should go ask
Jason if the ticket was in the in-box. I asked him, and he began to look through the past tickets with my
dad. He seemed hurried; rushed, and frowned as he got to the last of them. When he had finished leafing
through them, I realised that the ticket wasn’t there, which meant that I had either lost or misplaced it, or
the food was already sent out. Pondering the latter, I decided upon going back into the room and
checking to see if the food had arrived at the table without my knowledge. This turned out to be true, as I
shortly found out after seeing my table. I was still kind of stressed because in my time and worry spent
over waiting for the food, I hadn’t been able to tend to my other table. That is when I felt the spirit of
Rainbow….
 I felt the spirit of Rainbow as I went into the dining room and I heard Ryan calling me over. He beckoned
me over and started talking to me in a lighthearted, joking way, and making me laugh. Him talking to me
like that  completely lightened my mood and made me relax and be more at ease. It was in that moment
that I saw and recognized the spirit of Rainbow and watched as it surrounded me and filled me with
happiness. In that second, Ryan was able to make me feel so welcome and grateful, and I became even
more aware of the Rainbow spirit.
In conclusion, the whole night of Gourmega was a wonderful and great experience that I will hold onto
and cherish forever, and with it was a certain spectacular moment where I really was able to feel and
embody the spirit of Rainbow, and in that moment, the happiness and gratefulness I felt was the spirit of
Rainbow. I felt so grateful for my wonderful friends who could cheer me up and make me laugh and smile
and lighten my mood, and who were there for me. Just having Sunshine, Clay, Bronwyn, Elijah, and
Ryan at my tables was so much fun, and they made waiting tables so much less stressful, and an even
better experience!

Story| gourmega| moral ownership|
anxiety| moral dillema| actor.student|
gratitude| practice.emotional|
emotional redirection|
awareness.spiritual

Student 4th Grade
When we played capture the hoops with Chris and the third graders.  It was really fun because everyone
is working together and there is no big conflicts.  Everyone treats each other fairly.

Story| culture of respect| play| cross
age learning environments

Student 7th Grade

    I remember when I was in the 3rd grade and I went to gormega. It was in the multi-purpose room. Adri
was our server and I remember thinking: “Wow! I can not wait till I am in omega so I can do gormega!”
Now I am in omega and about 3 weeks ago I did gormega and I had a blast. Although it was a lot of
work, I had tons of fun. Transforming my classroom into an Italian restaurant was such a good
experience for present and future me.

    Working together was a very important aspect of that night. I was standing at the hostess stand at the
beginning of the night and my stomach was racing with excitement and nervousness. Having everyone
come in and even during the most hectic moments, I knew that my friends had my back and were always
willing to help. We all worked so well together and got along great so that made for a smooth night that
we all enjoyed. Each time I sat someone down to eat, it put a smile on my face because I knew that we
were all having a lot of fun and all of the fun and hard work would pay off for an enjoyable, commutative
end of year trip. We served 160 people that night.

    I feel so proud of my myself and my friends. From start to finish we all lent a hand. Whether it was
helping someone bus a table, agree to work another shift, or helping eat the leftover brownies. We all did
a great job working together to put a smile on our faces and other’s. The support of omega during
gormega was obvious to me through every hand lent and every smile smiled. We all did a great job and I
can’t wait to do it again next year!

Story| gourmega| cross age learning
environments| pride| excitement|
teamwork| omega

Student 5th Grade

Last week was spring break and me and my family went to Dolly Wood Pigeon Forge and we had a lot of
fun this was a wonderful experience. That is why I wanted you all to know about it. we have had a lot of
vacations in my whole life, but this one was particularly....annoying but we still had a lot of fun, but what
part of the I was talking about was MagiQuest and that is because my wand could not work my form was
perfect i held it carefully but it still wouldn't work anything my mom tried to get it fixed at the counter but
they said it was ok and that my form was sloppy i tried could not do anything to fix my wand, nor my form.
But then i remembered what Rainbow Community School taught me, so I took three deep breaths while
closing my eyes and the next time it happened it worked so thank you Rainbow Community School.

~Marley

~5th Grade Llamas
Story| play| actor.student|
practice.centering| anxiety

Student 8th Grade

The design/science fair day was kicked of in a whole school gathering in the auditorium led by the 4th
grade class. Everyone that did a project was there, and the 4th grade sang a song about science and
how it has been used in action. Our class headed down to our room with a sense of nervous energy and
anticipation for the day ahead of us. When the day started and the first classes and parents started
rolling in, the nervous energy subsided and a new relaxed energy was replaced. The support from the
other students and the parents eased us into presenting and sharing our ideas. As the day went on, we
saw the other classes giving their presentations, and  we were inspired at the sight of  the other classes
projects and happy to see the others learning and sharing their knowledge.

The class was supported throughout the whole process,  and we were given confidence that we could
make any change we wanted which was needed because making change is very necessary. Everyone in
the school made the whole campus rock with a feeling of inspiration from their science fair experiments.
A lot of the kids seemed to look up to our class (literally), were almost comfortable when visiting us and
seemed to learn something from all of our examples. Many parents were so moved by our exhibits that
they sent in appreciations that were read aloud to the class. No matter who they were from, all stated that
they had learned something from our class and they were now going to implement it in the community
around them.

That one “design for change day” greatly reflected the spirit of rainbow and how it was going to make
changes in the community around us. Our design projects made the parents want to make a change.
Students learned from our exhibits and would be able to tell others about what they learned. When all the
parents and students came in to see our exhibits of change, they were impressed and learned. That day
we were the teachers and we taught whatever we wanted. This wouldn't have been possible without the
teachers, they are the ones that accepted our ideas and our the ones that inspired us to take our
problems and solutions to the next level. In this way, the spirit of rainbow prevailed on the day of the
design fair.

Story| anxiety| culture of support|
moral courage| Practice.loving
challenge| Design Fair| moral
efficacy| actor.student as teacher|
inculturation through rainbow| moral
ownership| inculturation of conation



Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

Every week we have an administration meeting, to discuss big and small tasks that the office will be
taking on. Before each meeting we do a centering and an opening round to check in on each staff
member present. Last week the centering was based on taking a moment to savor the small stuff, and let
go of the stress of every day craziness. We closed our eyes and chose a personal moment that we could
think about and savor. In that moment I thought about the feeling I get when I pull up to Rainbow in the
morning; with kids running into classrooms (because they are so excited), smiling parents saying good
morning to me, and staff that is just genuinely happy to be at the school. Loving where I work, and then
being reminded to savor that feeling, helps me be aware of the spirit of Rainbow.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| gratitude|
practice.centering| actor.teacher or
support staff

Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

I think the most profound story of the "Rainbow spirit" is a personal one.  I have been deeply moved and
affected by my involvement at this school, mostly because of the abundance in community, appreciation,
and healthy relationships that are formed within its walls.  I've spent much of my life suffering from
emotional sicknesses, including depression, an eating disorder, and low self-esteem.  When I began
working at Rainbow, I was largely in unfamiliar territory because as a pre-school teacher I was being
asked every day to speak (and teach) affirmative styles of communication, and be involved with a
healthy, close-knit community.  This year has been tremendously uplifting for me, and I have watched
myself, and those around me flourish as whole, complete beings -- whatever age they may be.

A few weeks ago upon reflecting on my own journey at Rainbow, I found a silent moment in my car and
thought about what exactly it was that this community has given me, and what it offers other people that
is unique.  Within a few moments, I began having a physical experience of bliss, fullness, and love.  My
entire body began to shiver with the sense of being "filled up" and "whole" as if two separate parts of my
being were re-united.  For the first time in my life, I felt complete in body, mind, and spirit.

I realized in this moment what Rainbow offers any person who is fully open to receiving, students,
teachers, AND staff:

The feeling of being whole, and complete.

Now, I am a musician and songwriter.  So of course in the moments after this powerful experience, a
song came streaming into my mind about this sentiment of Rainbow and "fullness."  It references a sweet
phrase common among teachers that, "Once you drink the Rainbow lemonade, you just can't stop!"  I
hope someday to see our Rainbow family singing it one day together.

Fill up..
Your cup..
We've got some Rainbow lemonade
Have you some...

And you'll see...
The start...
Of something beautiful a
World, who knows, a loving heart!

Thanks for the opportunity to share this wonderful, moving experience.  :)
Asher Leigh

Story| actor.teacher or support staff|
Practice.loving challenge|
transformative moment| emotional
distress| sensation as emotional
signal| gratitude| wholeness|
productive discomfort| inculturation
through rainbow

Teacher/Staff,
Parent 8th Grade

A true story about the spirit of Rainbow that happened for our family was when we told my son's seventh
grade class and parents about our family's journey since discovering that he was transgender; and, that
when he returned from the winter break he wanted to be called by a different name and be addressed
with male pronouns.  We were immediately surrounded by an outpouring of compassion and love by both
parents and students.  We had not one negative response from parents or students and the students told
our son that they were proud of his courage at wanting to be his true self and that male or female he was
still the same person on the inside.
Words cannot express how thankful we are for the Rainbow community.  They have embraced our family
and our son and changed his life forever by supporting him in probably the most important and difficult
decision he has/will ever make.  Parents and staff often come up to me and tell me how amazed and
happy they are to see the transformation in our son.  They now see true smiles and a more confident
child who is happy to be himself.
As parents, we are so grateful and thankful because we are so aware that our son has been blessed to
be part of this amazing community, while so many other transgender children experience unspeakable
pain when they try to be their true self in their homes, schools and communities.

Story| culture of acceptance|
transgender| culture of support|
transformative moment| moral
sensitivity| moral action| moral
motivation| perceptive parents|
omega| gratitude| true sense of self|
actor.student| actor.class|
actor.community| actor.parent

Teacher/Staff,
Parent 7th Grade

Once a month, teachers meet for 'Child Study'. Teachers bring the names (and often a photo) of a
student or students who are particularly struggling whether it be academically socially, emotionally or in
other ways. The child's situation is shared with the group in an effort to build a support system for that
child. We share ideas on how to further help the child; often teachers who have taught the child in
previous years can offer insight and support as well. Usually a photo is shared so that when teachers
encounter the child on campus or on the playground they can recognize him or her and offer needed
support. Finally, we take a moment to lovingly hold the child in our hearts. As a specials teacher I teach
all the children for a short time each week; I do not know them as well as their classroom teachers do. I
value this time to learn more about my students and how to support them. I am not required to attend
these meetings as a part time teacher, however I rarely miss them! The love, compassion and dedication
that is present in the room is very powerful, its an honor to work with these teachers.

Story| Child Study| actor.teacher
community of practice| dedication|
actor.teacher or support staff|
awareness.uniqueness| emotional
distress

Teacher/Staff,
Parent grades 1-3

I am aware of the spirit of Rainbow every day. My daughter reacts to challenges in ways that show
deliberate thinking rather than reactionary impulses. I am often struck by the feeling of ease at Rainbow.
Each person, both child and adult, feel comfortable being genuine. Emotional states in others are seen
as what they are without the labels of, " bad" or "good". My daughter is forgiving of herself as well as
others and is not scared away by displays of emotion. This creates a sense of relaxation. I have seen so
much of her anxiety lessen while attending Rainbow.

Story| anxiety| actor.community|
sensation as emotional signal| true
sense of self| emotion.observing with
judgement| emotion.validating safety
and comfort with

Teacher/Staff,
Parent

grades 1-3, 7th Grade,
8th Grade

The other day I was working one on one with a seventh grade student. She was having a particularly
hard time with a new math concept and was getting frustrated. I told the girl that I was proud of how hard
she was working, even though the material was hard for her. She said that when she was younger she
would have just given up, but she has learned skills to keep trying. I then said to her, "I hope my daughter
is just like you!" And she replied...."No, Ali, I hope that she is the best that SHE can be. She doesn't have
to be like me. Just the best version of herself." This showed me that all of the centerings and discussions
in gender mysteries has paid off! We don't need to compare ourselves to others...just be the best that we
can be!

Story| culture of support|
actor.teacher or support staff|
Practice.loving challenge| true sense
of self| sharing truth| actor.student

Inclusion
Tags Tags Story
I am a....
(check all that
apply)

I'm in or connected to
(as in, you have a child
that is in grade...) Spirit of Rainbow Impact Story Codes

Parent grades 1-3, 6th Grade

The school staff was singing together on stage at the Holiday performance. It was a Rumi quote that had
been turned into a song: "Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing, there is a field. I'll meet you
there." I still get choked-up thinking about it.

Story| moments of meaning|
aesthetics| art| emotional resonance|
holiday performance| actor.teacher or
support staff

Parent 4th Grade, 8th Grade

I attended the 8th grade Elective Showcase where students shared a wide range of creative and
expressive arts, website development, and social justice.  The audience was filled with parents, teachers,
administrators and children of all grades supporting the students who were performing.  I am always
touched by the way the whole school shows up to support each other and like a big family, there any
numerous opportunities for children of all ages to interact and learn from each other.

Story| elective showcase| culture of
support| cross age learning
environments| actor.community



Parent 4th Grade

My son is just beginning to watch certain shows and notice things in our culture that are mature or adult-
like.  He's intrigued with grown up things like pocket knives and humor that crosses into the realm of
gross or fake-mean.  He's a sweet soul with a good sense of right wrong and he's eager to learn, but
doesn't yet have a clear idea of what's appropriate to do or say.  Recently, I got a call from his teacher
saying he'd held a butter knife from his lunch box as if it was weapon.  He was joking but clearly that
wasn't  funny or appropriate.  This was explained to him and his peers and he was made to understand
fully why this wasn't appropriate or acceptable before being sent to the Director's office for the afternoon.
Instead of being shamed, he was encouraged to learn from the  incident, including taking responsibility
and apologizing to the friends he was inappropriate with.

Story| agression| actor.student|
appropriate behavior| non-shaming

Parent

I'm not connected to a
grade level right now,
grades 1-3

My story is fairly straightforward. It's about my oldest son. He's a deep thinker, a cerebral child, a scholar
in the sense that when he is enthused about a subject he will delve into it and memorize everything he
can about it. I think that long ago who he is would be respected, treasured. These days it seems that it's
easier to label children like him "nerds" and that there is less respect for people who live a life of the
mind. Duncan has marched to the beat of his own drum since he was little, and because of who he is I
have experienced people who simply don't "get" him. I thought a private school was a better place for him
than a public school, with the latter's emphasis on crowd control and testing, and my worry was that a
public school would attempt to label him, fit him into a box in which he really didn't belong. My husband
and I feel an enormous sense of gratitude and appreciation for Chris Weaver, our son's teacher. He saw
our son for who he was and showed us that he not only appreciated him, but wanted to encourage him.
He valued our son and wanted to nurture as well as gently push him to help him grow. His attitude was
one of respect, and to me, that sums up the Rainbow ethos: Respect the child.

Story| honoring difference| perceptive
parents| true sense of self| gratitude|
Practice.loving challenge|
actor.teacher or support staff| respect
the child

Parent
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

I'm the head of a small business. Recently, staff has been sloppy - arriving late, failing to complete
assignments in a timely manner, being rude to each other, etc. Instead of reprimanding them, I asked
myself how Rainbow's preschool teachers would handle the situation. I know that my daughter has a
hard time when she's tired, not feeling well, doesn't understand directions, or feels like her situation is
unfair. My staff has been through some tough situations recently, and I wondered if empathy was the key
to change, as it often is with my daughter. I held a meeting and asked questions and listened carefully.
Then I redistributed schedules, responsibilities, and resources calmly, then clarified my rules and
expectations. Everyone seemed relieved and more enthusiastic. I don't think I would have been as
empathic and mindful without the example set by Rainbow teachers.

Story| rainbow as practice model|
empathy| respect the child|
awareness.behavior as signal|
inculturation through rainbow|
actor.related family

Parent 7th Grade, 8th Grade

My older daughter was having a bad day and could not seem to get herself focused on her homework.
My younger daughter asked her to close her eyes , breath deeply and meditate with her. It was only 5
minutes, but was so comforting. This is a direct result of centering.

In science the girls have learned to put their ideas into action. My older was concerned about the
homeless and put together a care package for homeless people. Not only food and water , but also
grooming items. My younger was focused on clothing in stores which are gender specific ie Mens
Womens etc and noted that clothing items should reflect a personality , not gender. She made a plan to
address local department stores with the idea of making clothing unisex and for it to be devided by size
only, with the exception of clothing designed specifically for the way womens bodies are shaped vs
mens. She put together a rack of clothing and had participants divide the clothes into what they felt was
gender specific and what would be considered unisex. The result was that women go to the mens
department for specific items but men do not tend to go to the womens department. She is providing
education about the value of a unisex section. This is demonstrative of the spirit of acceptance and the
removal of judgement.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| inculturation through
rainbow| practice.centering|
independent thinking| culture of
acceptance| actor.student

Parent grades 1-3

Tafari just started at Rainbow a few  months ago after being homeschooled for a year. We pulled him
from a public school here because he was struggling and they weren't hearing our concerns. Tafari puts
a lot of pressure on himself to be perfect and struggles to understand that someone admonishing you
does not mean that the person no longer thinks you're great. You can be wrong and make mistakes and
still be awesome. I was nervously waiting for the day he 'got in trouble' at Rainbow... but I never got a call
from the school. One day at pick up his teacher informed me he had a bit of trouble listening after he got
frustrated with something. So Tafari got to take a break and go talk to the counselor a bit and then came
back to class and finished his day strong. That was it! It was fine- not the end of the world! We didn't
have to go to the principal's office and pick Tafari up early or anything! Tafari was happy when we picked
him up and talked to us on the ride home about his day and his plans to handle things better next time. It
was so different than his last school. This to me is the spirit of Rainbow. To remember that we are all just
doing our best and to help each other as much as we can along the way of life!

Story| perfectionist| conflict.aversion
to| honoring difference|
conflict.learning from| actor.student|
actor.teacher or support staff

Parent 6th Grade

Griffin's Spanish Teacher, Lisa, reached out to me via email because she wanted my help in supporting
Griffin to be more focused and respectful in class. She started the email by stating the many wonderful
things she loved about Griffin and how she knew that lack of focus in class (socializing with friends) is
understandable for his stage of development -- so focusing on Griffin's  positive aspects and age-related
brain development before she asked for the changes she'd like to see are a testament to the "spirit of
Rainbow." With just a little guidance and support, Lisa says Griffin is now a "model of focus and respect."

Story| growth language|
awareness.developmental|
Practice.loving challenge|
actor.teacher or support staff| culture
of support| culture of respect|
actor.parent

Parent grades 1-3

My son was having some issues and conflicts with a boy in class who he has been friends with for the
past year. After an incident in Afterschool, I mentioned it to my sons teacher the next day so he was
aware of the issues and could keep an eye on the boys to make sure no further problems occurred. I
found out later that the teacher was concerned for the boys friendship and decided to take the boys out
of class for a special "experiment".  He had previously made a giant "see-saw" and he made the boys lug
it out of the shed and set it up together. Then he made them work together to balance on it and keep it
balanced for 60 seconds. Once they achieved the goal he had the boys bring the device back to the shed
while he casually discussed their relationship issues. The boys ended up talking out their issues and their
friendship was repaired. That teacher didn't need to take time out of his day to help the kids with their
friendship but he did. And he did it in a very unique way to help them work together in a physical way. It
was brilliant and above and beyond the call of duty!  This is a typical example of the Spirit of Rainbow
that I see regularly with the amazing teachers and faculty.

Story| Afterschool|
emotion.intelligence maturity|
attunement| teacher initiative|
conflict.container for mediation| moral
courage| moral sensitivity| moral
action| actor.teacher or support staff|
actor.student| actor.parent

Parent grades 1-3

I am very much a loner. I generally stay to myself although I do tend to be friendly and outgoing. But I do
get lonely. One night in January, I was invited to a "Girls Night Out." I had never done this before mainly
because I have never met a group of folks that I wanted to spend time with. It was a lovely evening. And I
fell that for the first time in a long time, I have folks that I can call friends.

Story| actor.community| lonely|
culture of acceptance| practice.social

Parent
grades 1-3, 5th Grade,
8th Grade

My middle child has been having drawing wars with other students at school. It is a very creative game
where you both draw at the same time and then compare what you have drawn. I don't entirely
understand the game but it takes concentration and creativity. We came from a very driven, academically
pushed area of the state. My kids used to only talk about technology. My son loved this game and has
taught it to both his brother and sister. I was so pleased that something he was allowed to do at school
he could share and spend time with his siblings in a positive way.

Story| sharing| play| inclusion|
creative spirit| inculturation through
rainbow| actor.student

Parent 8th Grade

I recently had the remarkable opportunity of working with the middle school kids on their "Gourmega"
fundraiser. This is an event where they raise money for their end of year trip by transforming their
classrooms into a full service restaurant for one night. I work in the food industry and run several
restaurants, so training and working with young people in a food event capacity is pretty familiar to me.
What was remarkable about working with the Rainbow 7th and 8th graders is the level of emotional
intelligence that they brought to the job. They demonstrated in countless ways that they cared about what
they were doing. Even in the peaks of chaos, the bulk of them remained centered and focused on the job
at hand. They ran the restaurant for the night - functioning as the servers, food runners, kitchen crew,
etc. There are many 20 year olds that can't pull that off! I was truly impressed and moved by their
commitment, focus, and ability to hold their intention and let their spirit shine throughout the event. I will
always remember it!

Story| gourmega| fund raising|
emotion.intelligence maturity|
attunement| intention| discipline|
actor.class



Parent grades 1-3

I was a chaperone for the last field trip of the year last year, to the NC Arboretum. One boy in the class
had typically struggled with physical issues of coordination, being overwhelmed easily, and having a little
slower development in some areas than his peers. We were on a trail walk, and at one point in the trail,
there is a huge hollow log that kids love to crawl through, like a long wooden tunnel. So kids lined up,
scrambled through, loved it or took it in stride or opted out. Then this boy's turn came. He was hesitant,
but wanted to try to do it. His progress was slow and he was really not sure... but there was a teacher at
the front, a teacher at the end, and then all the chaperones and kids were giving encouragement, telling
him he was doing a great job, keep it up, you can do it, and when he came through the other side, he had
the biggest smile on his face and everyone cheered. I heard later that he had never done anything like
that before, with such close physical quarters and kind of an intense stretch where you're stuck in a
wooden tunnel and can't really back up. This cost some time, which the group was willing to give. It cost
some repeat turns of other kids who were faster, which they were willing to forego. It was just the
sweetest moment, and I found myself thinking, this time, attention, encouragement, and recognition that
this is something special for this person to want to accomplish - and then succeed, that these offerings
were what Rainbow can give, and encourage others to give.

Story| awareness.developmental
challenges| nature as learning
environment| culture of support|
culture of generosity| patience with
difference| inclusion| actor.class|
actor.student| actor.parent

Student 6th Grade

Im still not entirely certain what the question is. If is it about school spirit, or the spirit of the community at
Rainbow (which is what I assume it is) then that's what I will write about. Rainbow is such an interesting
place. When attending Rainbow, you find wisdom and support in ways you never knew you could.
Everyday, both the teachers and students show their incredible commitment towards Rainbow. I find it
amazing. By simply walking across the campus, you might come across (and most likely will) a class
taking a nature hike, playing a game, or maybe even joining in song circle with Sue Ford. The energy and
joy absolutely radiates from every person at Rainbow. Joining Rainbow is so crazy and almost
unbelievable because you are immediately welcomed, accepted and surrounded with the joy, energy,
and spirit at Rainbow. The spirit at Rainbow Community School is not purely academic, which is
something you will not find at most schools. At Rainbow, we learn about the seven domains, and how
amazing they are; how amazing we all are. One of my favorite times at Rainbow is recess. I love recess
of course, for the free time; but there is something else as well. At recess, usually the teachers sit
together on some picnic tables in the center of the playground to observe the kids. There, you will find
them chatting, laughing, and you can tell they really love their job. One time, I was talking to Justin about
many of our common interests. A young boy, probably in second grade came up to him and asked him if
that was indeed, a picture of batman in the corner of his shirt. Now, at another school (like ones i've been
too) he would have responded with a quick "yep" because he was surrounded by other adults he could
talk to. After all, making small talk with little kids who were not technically his students was not
necessarily part of his job. Instead, he smiled and talked to him about batman, which we later found out
was the boy's favorite superhero. The little boy had batman on his shirt as well, and they continued to talk
about Gotham, and Batman, then moved on to other superheroes that they liked. It always amazed me
how much the teachers here can work with kids all day, but beam with happiness and enthusiasm. Both
the students and teachers at Rainbow Community School go above and beyond their typical
student/teacher duties. Rainbow Community School re-defines your preschool to middle school
experience. I think that those are tremendous examples of spirit, whatever you meant by the question.

Story| Recess| attunement| gratitude|
actor.student| actor.teacher or
support staff| open mind heart will

Student 4th Grade

At the beginning of the year I had met my friend Steely outside of school but we didn't really know each
other.  Before school started we went to a beach house together so that we could become friends and
Steely would have a friend (me) when he started at Rainbow. Story

Student 7th Grade

I recently went on a youth mission trip to Greenville which was directed towards helping people
experiencing homelessness. You know how when you walk down the street and see a homeless person
your immediate reaction is to look away or walk on the other side walk. The feeling you experience
towards them is the opposite of acceptance and care. Rainbow has taught me acceptance and care
which has affected my attitude towards people that are in a different situation than I am in.
While I was on the youth trip, I realized just how much the spirit of Rainbow had affected me. I accepted
people experiencing homelessness; Rainbow taught me how to accept people that are different than me.
Rainbow has taught me this concept of acceptance through receiving me as I am,   a weird, awkward 7th
grader. They showed me that with joy you can change anyone’s day. Rainbow also taught me courage
through the safety of the teachers and peers. With this courage, I was able to go up to some of the
people experiencing homelessness and start a conversation with them and listen to them. Before
Rainbow, I would definitely not been able to even talk to the people experiencing homelessness, let
alone start a conversation.
Rainbow has taught me so many things that I can use in life. Before Rainbow, I was really shy and quiet.
Now I have opened up and have felt the courage to show my true colors. Instead of hiding behind
quietness. I am so glad I decided to come to Rainbow; it has changed my life for the better!!

Story| empathy| Field Trip| city as
learning environment| homelessness|
accepting difference| productive
discomfort| moral courage

Student 8th Grade

There are many different spirits of Rainbow like kindness, friendship, teamwork, acceptance and many
more. These are all things that I learned at Rainbow. Although I tend to not follow all of these everyday,
like teamwork because some days I like to work solo (very rare occurrence), they are still very good to
use especially if you're trying to make a new friend like in this story when we got a new student...

On the first day of 2016,  a nice sunny coldish day, when we returned to school from winter break our
class grew by one. Our 8th grade class got a new student named Carter. During the day, he was friendly
to everyone and everyone was friendly to him, then around lunch time, in the courtyard, all of us were
there including Ben, Clay, Sunshine, Soren, Juliana and I. After a minute of us talking, Carter came out
from class. We all said, “Hey, Carter!” and sort of talked to him; we all made funny jokes with each other
and then Carter said, “Oh, golly gee! I am in a pickle.” When his words sunk in, about two seconds later,
Carter was  loved by everyone in that little group instantly. Instead of being judged by what he said, we
all wanted to know more about him. In the next two weeks or so, we all talked to Carter like he had been
here since the beginning when the rest of us started at Rainbow. Even when we are referring to a person
he doesn't know, he still says, “Ya! I remember that, too.” We all start to laugh, and he does, too. This is
just one of the times when the Rainbow spirit kicked into everyone on the courtyard. The spirit of
accepting.

At Rainbow, you try to accept as many people who want to be accepted as you can. So, when Carter
joined, everyone wanted the best for him and everyone wanted him to feel accepted and loved as he had
been here for years. In my head, it seems only fair to accept everyone even if it's hard to get along with
them; everyone deserves the chance to have the same opportunities that everyone else has. If Carter
had wanted to be left alone and didn't want anyone to talk to but later decided he did want to talk to
someone yet they say no, he would still deserve the second chance to talk; that chance should never be
discarded or thrown away. When Carter joined Omega, he longed to be accepted and he was, while
letting his inner light shine without being judged.

Story| accepting difference| moral
efficacy| moral identity| moral
ownership| welcoming| true sense of
self| actor.student| omega

Student 4th Grade

One time in art class, everyone at my table was working on different projects.  I paused to look around,
and really thought the art of others was beautiful, but wondered if they felt the same about mine.  Then
another student commented on my art, saying it was good and this made me feel good. Story| culture of support



Student 7th Grade

The Spirit of Rainbow
The Oh-So-Controversial Question of “Who?”

“When I admire the wonders of a sunset or the beauty of the moon, my soul expands in the worship of
the creator.”
           -Mahatma Gandhi

Many wonder who the real god, gods, goddess, goddesses, etc. really are. Are they a council of gods
that sit upon a great mountain? Is it a transcendental being who rules the heaven and clashes with hell?
Is it a “Great Mystery?” Who? What? Where? These questions may not have no solidly supported
answer, but opinion seems to be enough for the people belonging in religious groups today.

I sat on my grandfather’s splintery wood porch, the same porch that I had sat on in the mornings and
worshiped the Great Spirit of my grandfather’s religion since as long ago as I can remember. Could this
beautiful landscape really only belong to one being? I started to recall all of the religious knowledge that
Rainbow began instilling in me when I was four years of age. They had taught me the ways of Hinduism,
Judaism, Christianity, Native Americanism, and countless others.

I was hopelessly lost in a labyrinth of angelical characters, all perfectly preserved in my mind. Was there
one god, or were there many? How could multiple gods exist in harmony? Where did people even get the
notion that there were gods?

After a fair portion of time had been spent conjuring up memories triggered by the birds, the nature, and
the motion stirring just below the surface of my mind’s lake, I had deduced at last that no one religion had
the resources to support evidence of he, she, or it that they worshipped, and that everyone had the right
to support their religion. Whoever was watching over the Earth surely would forgive those of other
religions.

This experience was stimulated by the spiritual domain, which immersed my in a state of grace and
reflection. My experience that morning could not have existed without the religious knowledge that
Rainbow has given me.

Story| spiritual philosophy| critical
thinking| asking good questions

Student 7th Grade

Rainbow essay.
A  moment that showed the domains and the spirit of Rainbow to me was the Omega Showcase. In the
showcase, I found it was fun to play the marimba, and it helped me with rhythm. I was learning, feeling,
and doing.  This has helped me in the physical, emotional, and intellectual domains. I continue to find out
that I am talented in music, and I am still in music class today.

 Rainbow has many presentations like the showcase, where members of the community come and watch
their children and fellow asheville citizens perform. Rainbow Community School also holds talent shows,
class trips, and holiday performances.  They do fundraisers to help fund trips, school supplies, and build
new adjustments to the school to benefit the children and the school.

      Rainbow shows the spirit of the domains (mental, physical, emotional, spiritual, creative, social, and
natural) in the ways of the showcase, school benefits, trips to Charleston and more. And they don’t only
teach the children, they learn with them, and they understand them. In the electives, the children learn
and experience activities choose, and that’s how the rainbow showcase helps to shows off the Rainbow
spirit.

Story| Omega Showcase| music as
learning enviornment| actor.student
as teacher

Student 8th Grade

In 2008, the 1st grade Ferrets studied Africa and each student studied a specific animal. Eight years
later, in 2015, the Ferrets, now in 8th grade, are studying the Great Depression and Climate Change,
while the 1st  grade Wolves are studying African animals once again. One day, the 8th grade Omegans
and the 1st grade Wolves came together; Here is how it happened. On a normal day, lunch was
approaching and the 8th graders were bursting with excitement. Waiting for the clock to hit 12:00, we
were jumping around in our seats. After 12:00, we ran up to the 1st grade classroom.

 We were so eager to have simple conversations that would bring back memories from eight years ago.
When we got up there, we sat down in tiny desks with tiny 1st graders in front of us. There was
lemonade, pizza, snacks. The first graders were so excited to tell us about what they learned and what
animal they were studying. The 8th graders waiting so patiently to blurt out what they also learned eight
years ago. After we said blessing for our food, we instantly started talking like a herd of rhinos had just
busted into the classroom.

 Some kids from 1st grade and some kids from 8th grade studied the same exact animals. We talked and
talked for about an hour, everybody enjoying our conversations, the six year old Wolves and the now 13
year old Omegans (once Ferrets); the teachers watching from the sidelines. We got so caught up with
enjoying our time together, that we went over time. Our electives started when we were still talking. We
suddenly noticed that we were over time and we sprinted back down into our classes. That was the time
when I saw the spirit of Rainbow in mixed classes, ages 6 to 14, for the happiness of sharing knowledge,
for the coming back together to join old classes with new. To share each other's presence with
completely knowing each other.
That is the spirit of Rainbow which everyone adores.

Story| cross age learning
environments| actor.student as
teacher| sharing presence| happiness
of sharing knowledge

Student 8th Grade

 It was  the second of March in 2016 when I saw Rainbow’s light shine for about the dozenth time.
Everyone was getting ready to present their  projects for their electives and let the community see what
they were passionate about that trimester. Dance, art, coding, poyodoshi, and typing were just a few of
the classes offered, but it was in social change class where I really saw the light shine.

 We all scurried about, trying to add the finishing touches to our script and make a list of props, anything
to keep our skit from being an unfashionable mess. Ideas would fly out every  so often and completely
change the script. It was basically a chaotic mess. The electives showcase was approaching and we
weren't the most prepared to say the least; we could barely even remember our lines, so we  tried using
the scripts discretely during the real performance. Amid the chaos of getting off track and goofing around,
we realized we needed to center ourselves in order to get anywhere farther. With that, we took three
deep breaths, something not at all strange, and in fact encouraged at Rainbow. That's when I saw the
light shine. It was the use of what we’d been doing for so long that really made the light grow a bit
stronger.

In conclusion, when I saw Rainbow’s light shine it was shone in what I believe was one of the most
‘rainbowest’ ways, as I'd never even learned about centering before attending the school. Furthermore,
me and my classmates took that knowledge and used it effectively and efficiently, grounding and
preparing ourselves. It shows that even the simplest of centering methods make a difference, and really
anyone can do then whenever, too.

Story| omega| Omega Showcase|
practice.centering| actor.student|
unfocus| noise| goofing around



Student 8th Grade

Spirit of Rainbow
Just over a month ago, Omega turned our work space into a restaurant for one day. We set up an entire
kitchen and fed about 170 people. It was spectacular.

I got to school at 3:30 and helped set up. We carried tables and food from place to place and set up each
table with a bread basket, dinner plates and flatware. I was then sent to the kitchen to cut cucumbers and
peppers. Jonah, Jack, and I worked to fill one huge tin for each veggie. By this time it was about five
o'clock, just before the first seating, so we had to get all the food out and get ready for plating.

My first shift was as a kitchen staff member. I worked at the meat lasagna station, which was the busiest.
We worked all through the plating period only to arrive at the time to get ready for dessert. In this time,
we cheated a little bit where we would eat the scraps on the pan after it had been cleared of the
brownies. Sugar at rainbow is a ‘no no’, so this was a treat!

In my final shift, I worked as a host where I brought people to their table and got them settled. This job
only lasted for the first part of the shift, so for the rest of the time, I went around grating cheese on
people’s food as well as serving dessert and even taking orders for dessert as well. Finally, when
everybody left, I took on my second to last job which was to clear the tables. IN the end, we transformed
our space back into our Omega class room.

I find the spirit of Rainbow in this because it shows what the school if helping to sculpt these kids into;
successful, hard working, independent, and mature citizens. Everyone pulled their weight and together
we made a lot of people happy as well as a lot of money that will help with the costs of our school trip. I
feel like this event really proved our capability as students as well as the teachings and guidance of the
teachers.

Story| gourmega| discipline|
actor.student| independent thinking|
emotion.intelligence maturity

Student 8th Grade

A time in the last month that I saw the spirit of Rainbow was during Design Fair. Every one of the
students at design fair was ready to present their piece and express their thoughts to the world. The
energy during the design fair was very supportive and welcoming. A bunch of people visited including
other grades.
I saw the spirit of Rainbow very much in my group; we spent lots of time preparing and making sure
people would really understand our topic.My team worked on the topic of rasing awerness about climate
change, we where very suportive of each other and made sure we where all prepared. I felt that my
group supported each other really well and that design fair would not have come together as well in
another school.
In conclusion I think that we all did a great job and supported each other very well.

Story| Design Fair| culture of support|
discipline| pride| actor.student

Student 8th Grade

Today is your day to dance lightly with life, sing wild songs of adventure, invite rainbows and butterflies
out to play, soar your spirit and unfurl your joy.
~ Jonathan Lockwood Huie
 This quote explains the spirit of Rainbow. The school thrives to support, teach and create a community
where the students feel safe and learn in a creative way. Rainbow has always been a place where I can
be myself. Here, I have made friends I hope to know my entire life. I wish, ,could stay here my entire life,
but, realizing that I can’t, I know that Rainbow has helped prepare me for the rest of the world.
One of my favorite events that Rainbow has created is the Rainbow Skate. I absolutely love skating and
being able to do it with my friends helps strengthen our friendships. Doing fun activities with your friends
brings you closer to them. Going to the same place, Tarwheels, is special for me because it reminds me
of the fun I have; I can remember the different times I have gone there.  It is fun to watch my schoolmates
improve each year as their friends support them. The event is filled with friends, skating, laughter, fun.
This last time, I roller skated for the first time in a long time. I was a bit wobbly but enjoyed going fast. My
friend Tessa was wobbly, too, and we both were tripping over each other and laughing about it. It was so
much fun. This brought out the spirit of Rainbow in me for the strength it has given me in the social
domain enables me to shine as I do. The creative enhancement supports me in showing my emotions,
sharing my ideas and being myself. I am more creative and am able to find ways to spread laughter to all
my friends. Being more in touch with my spiritual and emotional domains helps me enjoy myself and find
happiness in the moment.  The physical aspect, skating, will drive the memory into my brain allowing me
to think back and smile at that moment. Finally, the mental domain has strengthened my mind allowing
for the storing of the memory. Rainbow and the  bringing this event to our school has helped bring our
community together while having fun. This event shows the social domain for all the fun, the nurtured
bonds and priceless experiences it brings.
This shows the spirit of Rainbow because Rainbow is all about supporting us and helping learn how to
make friends we can keep throughout our lives. These fun activities also help to bring together students
of different grades. Because it is a place where people can make mistakes, it allows for others to support
and help each other. Rainbow brings people together and creates bonds that never break, even when
challenged with distances.
“We’ll be Friends Forever, won’t we, Pooh?’asked Piglet. Even longer,’ Pooh answered.”
~A. A. Milne

Story| Rainbow Skate| belonging|
play| practice.social| culture of
support

Student 8th Grade

The Rainbow Spirit
By: Raven DeGrow

 When the Iron Girls’ coaches came in, I was shocked by their friendliness and compassion. They
introduced themselves as Amy, or Dr. Bean, and Dana. We started with a game that allowed the Omega
girls to bond and start new conversations over previously unobserved connections. Essentially, we all
stood in a circle around one person. There were place holders for everyone to stand except for that one
person. The person in the middle says, “I have common ground with people who (fill in the blank)”. Those
who also relate to the statement would run to another placeholder along with the person in the middle.
There will always be one person without a placeholder at the end of each round who will take the spot in
the middle. This game automatically allowed us to bond with and get to know our coaches, as well as
classmates we may not be as close with.
 Dana and Amy were relentless when it came to the workout. Luckily, they were supportive and
considerate of our boundaries, as well. They urged us to do our best and try new things. We did twenty
seconds of an activity, then took a ten second break, then twenty seconds of an activity, then a ten
second break. Doing a new activity each time, we did four in total. We then did two rounds of this, going
nonstop the entire time. This caused for it to be a shorter, more intensive workout. This left me feeling
very accomplished afterwards because, although it wasn’t fun while I was doing it, I kept going the entire
time and pushed my limits.
This experience left me with a whole new perspective on the physical domain. I’m generally not one for
intensive exercise, but the encouragement and spirit that the coaches provided really helped me to pull
through and view the experience as a positive one. The support I received from my classmates also
added to the experience, as we were able to learn, bond, and grow together through trying something
new. It took a lot of effort and encouragement, but we all were able to enjoy ourselves and the new
experience. We were very gracious in the end for the new and exciting opportunity, and many of the girls
hope to continue with this practice. The spirit of Rainbow shone bright throughout this experience. We
were encouraged to try new things, bond with new people, expand on our domains in ways we never
thought we could, and gain a new perspective on what it means to be empowered.

Story| omega| Practice.loving
challenge| pride| Iron Girls|
practice.social



Student 6th Grade

i am very lucky to have my mother teach her (first grade teacher) at the end of the year all the staff kids
and staff will go to Lisa's house (the spanish teacher) for a end of the year party. all the staff kids will play
in her tree house, on the swing, or jump on the trampoline!!! it is always so much fun and i feel so lucky
to be part of the closer rainbow community! one year some of the girls decided to sleep over at Lisa's
house with her alumni daughter! ever since then it has become one of my favorite rainbow treditions!
sometimes some of the staff will bring there musical instruments and there is always amazing food to eat.
i have been atending rainbow for seven years (ever since preschool) and the school will always be my
second home and i hope i will always bring the spirit of rainbow with me wherever i go in life!

Story| belonging| play|
actor.community| gratitude

Student 5th Grade

This weekend, was the last day of spring break. We were going to celebrate Heathers birthday! I was
with all of the little kids, I started to play with them, but they got really winy it was driving me nuts. I took a
deep breathe, as we do in school and realized the situation also what we do in school. After a little break
from them I showed great leadership and from that day I owe it all to Rainbow for helping me with deep
breaths, being in someone else's shoes and showing leadership.

Story| practice.centering|
actor.student| empathy

Student 5th Grade

How I felt the spirit of Rainbow is,
 It was seen four and I was about to go on,I felt very scared so I sat down and took three deep breaths,
like we do in centering, when it was time for my to go on I felt ready, so I ran out and said my lines and
did my best and every one loved it.

Story| anxiety| practice.centering|
actor.student

Student 8th Grade

Once upon a time, in Cart-landia (my house), we were getting out the door late almost every day.
Everyday we would get up late, at around 7:45, eat little breakfast, pack a meager lunch, and be out the
door.
One day, after this had gone on one for a month or two, I knew it had to change.
Because of that, that night, I researched how to pack quickly. I found that packing lunch the night before
can help, as well as setting an alarm. That next day, I put my learned methods to action. I was out the
door before anyone that day! After school, I taught my family how to do it. It took us awhile, but each
morning, we got closer and closer. One morning, it just clicked. We got out the door at about 7:30! As we
drove to school, we all talked about how great we had done that morning. With so much free time, we
could take our time getting to school and not be stressed. We could also check over our homework one
more time. After school that day, we all went out for ice cream to celebrate our success.
Finally, we were not always late.

Story| moral identity| meta cognitive
ability| moral efficacy| moral action|
actor.student as teacher| moral
motivation| moral ownership|
actor.student

Student 4th Grade

The beginning of the year here was different than my old school.  The classes are better and at the old
school we had tests every week and there was only a week to prepare for them.  Now we have more
time to get prepared.  I get to wake up later.  I can walk to school because it is closer. There is only one
class per grade which is good since I won't like it to be really loud or to be around too many people.  The
classes are easier here than they were in my old school.  In my old school we didn't play math games
and we have full days on Wednesday.  In my other school we didn't do that much writing, but if we did
they would tell us what we had to write about, but here I can write about what I want. Story| play| pedagogical freedom

Student 4th Grade

I was having an argument with my friends and I forget what it was about, but I knew we should stop
argument.  First I realized that it wasn't a useful argument, and that I wanted it to stop before it gets out of
hand.  I also knew we could walk away from each other and that would help the argument.

Story| equipose| conflict|
actor.student

Student 7th Grade

 It was March 5th, a Saturday, when the Spirit of Rainbow paid me a visit…
 I hopped down from the tan leather seat of my mom’s white Volvo and landed upon the hot surface of
the road. I then proceeded to run towards the clear glass door of 35 Below unaware of what I was
walking into. As soon as I stepped inside, I felt the pull of the upbeat, pumping energy swirling through
the air; the feeling of joy was overwhelming, but it was so nice. I dashed over to the golden colored
counter where I filled out a paper asking about my previous theatre experiences; it was then that I saw
my friend Toria who was helping with the sign in papers. She said hello and told me to grab a nametag.
After I had written my name on the tag and put it on my shirt, the director called out to everyone and told
us to come upstairs. I grabbed a paper with 5 different monologues that we would have read later on.
 The stage was brightly lit and our outlines glowed in the light. We were told to stand in a straight line;
one by one we were called forward to say our name, favorite Broadway musical, and if we considered
ourselves more of an actor, dancer, or singer. We were then evaluated in our singing skills; we sang
happy birthday all together, then she had us come up individually to sing it and practice going high and
low so that she could gage our vocal range. I then stood up for the dance portion of the class; we learned
~30 seconds of choreography to the song One Jump Ahead from Aladdin. After that, I got super nervous
because the last part was acting...
 The monologue I chose was called Dreaming Of Dragons and it was about dreams becoming real. It
was an emotional piece and I was afraid of messing up. Suddenly my name was called, I jumped up and
then stood slowly. The air was tense and I felt like the world around me had vanished; all eyes were on
me, I was in the spotlight and I didn’t what to do. I couldn’t move, my body frozen with fear. Then my
mind became full of memories from Rainbow; I remembered all the times we were told to be ourselves,
the hectic moments where we were not afraid to goof around, and lastly I was reminded of the
confidence I had gained. I summoned up my courage and dug deep to find the confidence within me and
finally I was able to stop my shaking, step forward, and present my speech.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| trust in clan| attunement|
anxiety



Student 8th Grade

The night of Gourmega was an incredible night, and something that I will always remember and hold on
to. Part of what made it so special and memorable was the people in it, and I really felt the spirit of
Rainbow when it came to the people. This is because Gourmega wouldn’t have worked if everyone
hadn’t worked together and tried their hardest to make it work, and if they hadn’t been themselves
encouraged by the spirit of Rainbow to do their best and try to benefit the whole. And iit was in this
unanimous effort on everyone’s part that we were able to do Gourmega. I felt the spirit of Rainbow with
me in many different ways throughout Gourmega, but the one way that really stands out to me from that
night was when my friends were able to lift me up using the spirit of Rainbow inside of them, and were
able to lighten my mood and cheer me up and make the whole experience so much brighter!
 It was towards the end of the night that I really began to feel the spirit of Rainbow surrounding me. I was
a server, and I was busy waiting on two tables; one was a five top that consisted of Clay and Sunshine’s
families, and the eight top was made up of Bronwyn and Elijah’s as well as Ryan’s families. After one of
the food orders was put in, I went back to see if the other table was doing okay, only to realise that it
would have been wise to stay in the kitchen and wait for the food to come out. I began to get a little
stressed out that I wouldn’t be able to accommodate everyone. Then I went back to the kitchen and
stood with the runners as we waited for our food to be ready. I must have stood there for a few minutes
when it dawned on me just how long I had been waiting, and I felt conflicted as to whether I should
continue to wait as I was, or if I should go tend to the tables in the other room. I decided to wait a few
minutes longer in the kitchen, thinking that the food would be done soon, and hoping that the tables didn’t
need anything while I was gone.
After a few more minutes of eager standing around, I started to worry. I had hoped that my ticket hadn’t
gotten lost, or I hadn’t misplaced it after getting the table’s order. I then decided that I should go ask
Jason if the ticket was in the in-box. I asked him, and he began to look through the past tickets with my
dad. He seemed hurried; rushed, and frowned as he got to the last of them. When he had finished leafing
through them, I realised that the ticket wasn’t there, which meant that I had either lost or misplaced it, or
the food was already sent out. Pondering the latter, I decided upon going back into the room and
checking to see if the food had arrived at the table without my knowledge. This turned out to be true, as I
shortly found out after seeing my table. I was still kind of stressed because in my time and worry spent
over waiting for the food, I hadn’t been able to tend to my other table. That is when I felt the spirit of
Rainbow….
 I felt the spirit of Rainbow as I went into the dining room and I heard Ryan calling me over. He beckoned
me over and started talking to me in a lighthearted, joking way, and making me laugh. Him talking to me
like that  completely lightened my mood and made me relax and be more at ease. It was in that moment
that I saw and recognized the spirit of Rainbow and watched as it surrounded me and filled me with
happiness. In that second, Ryan was able to make me feel so welcome and grateful, and I became even
more aware of the Rainbow spirit.
In conclusion, the whole night of Gourmega was a wonderful and great experience that I will hold onto
and cherish forever, and with it was a certain spectacular moment where I really was able to feel and
embody the spirit of Rainbow, and in that moment, the happiness and gratefulness I felt was the spirit of
Rainbow. I felt so grateful for my wonderful friends who could cheer me up and make me laugh and smile
and lighten my mood, and who were there for me. Just having Sunshine, Clay, Bronwyn, Elijah, and
Ryan at my tables was so much fun, and they made waiting tables so much less stressful, and an even
better experience!

Story| gourmega| moral ownership|
anxiety| moral dillema| actor.student|
gratitude| practice.emotional|
emotional redirection|
awareness.spiritual

Student 4th Grade
When we played capture the hoops with Chris and the third graders.  It was really fun because everyone
is working together and there is no big conflicts.  Everyone treats each other fairly.

Story| culture of respect| play| cross
age learning environments

Student 7th Grade

    I remember when I was in the 3rd grade and I went to gormega. It was in the multi-purpose room. Adri
was our server and I remember thinking: “Wow! I can not wait till I am in omega so I can do gormega!”
Now I am in omega and about 3 weeks ago I did gormega and I had a blast. Although it was a lot of
work, I had tons of fun. Transforming my classroom into an Italian restaurant was such a good
experience for present and future me.

    Working together was a very important aspect of that night. I was standing at the hostess stand at the
beginning of the night and my stomach was racing with excitement and nervousness. Having everyone
come in and even during the most hectic moments, I knew that my friends had my back and were always
willing to help. We all worked so well together and got along great so that made for a smooth night that
we all enjoyed. Each time I sat someone down to eat, it put a smile on my face because I knew that we
were all having a lot of fun and all of the fun and hard work would pay off for an enjoyable, commutative
end of year trip. We served 160 people that night.

    I feel so proud of my myself and my friends. From start to finish we all lent a hand. Whether it was
helping someone bus a table, agree to work another shift, or helping eat the leftover brownies. We all did
a great job working together to put a smile on our faces and other’s. The support of omega during
gormega was obvious to me through every hand lent and every smile smiled. We all did a great job and I
can’t wait to do it again next year!

Story| gourmega| cross age learning
environments| pride| excitement|
teamwork| omega

Student 5th Grade

Last week was spring break and me and my family went to Dolly Wood Pigeon Forge and we had a lot of
fun this was a wonderful experience. That is why I wanted you all to know about it. we have had a lot of
vacations in my whole life, but this one was particularly....annoying but we still had a lot of fun, but what
part of the I was talking about was MagiQuest and that is because my wand could not work my form was
perfect i held it carefully but it still wouldn't work anything my mom tried to get it fixed at the counter but
they said it was ok and that my form was sloppy i tried could not do anything to fix my wand, nor my form.
But then i remembered what Rainbow Community School taught me, so I took three deep breaths while
closing my eyes and the next time it happened it worked so thank you Rainbow Community School.

~Marley

~5th Grade Llamas
Story| play| actor.student|
practice.centering| anxiety

Student 8th Grade

The design/science fair day was kicked of in a whole school gathering in the auditorium led by the 4th
grade class. Everyone that did a project was there, and the 4th grade sang a song about science and
how it has been used in action. Our class headed down to our room with a sense of nervous energy and
anticipation for the day ahead of us. When the day started and the first classes and parents started
rolling in, the nervous energy subsided and a new relaxed energy was replaced. The support from the
other students and the parents eased us into presenting and sharing our ideas. As the day went on, we
saw the other classes giving their presentations, and  we were inspired at the sight of  the other classes
projects and happy to see the others learning and sharing their knowledge.

The class was supported throughout the whole process,  and we were given confidence that we could
make any change we wanted which was needed because making change is very necessary. Everyone in
the school made the whole campus rock with a feeling of inspiration from their science fair experiments.
A lot of the kids seemed to look up to our class (literally), were almost comfortable when visiting us and
seemed to learn something from all of our examples. Many parents were so moved by our exhibits that
they sent in appreciations that were read aloud to the class. No matter who they were from, all stated that
they had learned something from our class and they were now going to implement it in the community
around them.

That one “design for change day” greatly reflected the spirit of rainbow and how it was going to make
changes in the community around us. Our design projects made the parents want to make a change.
Students learned from our exhibits and would be able to tell others about what they learned. When all the
parents and students came in to see our exhibits of change, they were impressed and learned. That day
we were the teachers and we taught whatever we wanted. This wouldn't have been possible without the
teachers, they are the ones that accepted our ideas and our the ones that inspired us to take our
problems and solutions to the next level. In this way, the spirit of rainbow prevailed on the day of the
design fair.

Story| anxiety| culture of support|
moral courage| Practice.loving
challenge| Design Fair| moral
efficacy| actor.student as teacher|
inculturation through rainbow| moral
ownership| inculturation of conation



Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

Every week we have an administration meeting, to discuss big and small tasks that the office will be
taking on. Before each meeting we do a centering and an opening round to check in on each staff
member present. Last week the centering was based on taking a moment to savor the small stuff, and let
go of the stress of every day craziness. We closed our eyes and chose a personal moment that we could
think about and savor. In that moment I thought about the feeling I get when I pull up to Rainbow in the
morning; with kids running into classrooms (because they are so excited), smiling parents saying good
morning to me, and staff that is just genuinely happy to be at the school. Loving where I work, and then
being reminded to savor that feeling, helps me be aware of the spirit of Rainbow.

Story| Practice.mindfulness
Reflection| gratitude|
practice.centering| actor.teacher or
support staff

Teacher/Staff
I'm not connected to a
grade level right now

I think the most profound story of the "Rainbow spirit" is a personal one.  I have been deeply moved and
affected by my involvement at this school, mostly because of the abundance in community, appreciation,
and healthy relationships that are formed within its walls.  I've spent much of my life suffering from
emotional sicknesses, including depression, an eating disorder, and low self-esteem.  When I began
working at Rainbow, I was largely in unfamiliar territory because as a pre-school teacher I was being
asked every day to speak (and teach) affirmative styles of communication, and be involved with a
healthy, close-knit community.  This year has been tremendously uplifting for me, and I have watched
myself, and those around me flourish as whole, complete beings -- whatever age they may be.

A few weeks ago upon reflecting on my own journey at Rainbow, I found a silent moment in my car and
thought about what exactly it was that this community has given me, and what it offers other people that
is unique.  Within a few moments, I began having a physical experience of bliss, fullness, and love.  My
entire body began to shiver with the sense of being "filled up" and "whole" as if two separate parts of my
being were re-united.  For the first time in my life, I felt complete in body, mind, and spirit.

I realized in this moment what Rainbow offers any person who is fully open to receiving, students,
teachers, AND staff:

The feeling of being whole, and complete.

Now, I am a musician and songwriter.  So of course in the moments after this powerful experience, a
song came streaming into my mind about this sentiment of Rainbow and "fullness."  It references a sweet
phrase common among teachers that, "Once you drink the Rainbow lemonade, you just can't stop!"  I
hope someday to see our Rainbow family singing it one day together.

Fill up..
Your cup..
We've got some Rainbow lemonade
Have you some...

And you'll see...
The start...
Of something beautiful a
World, who knows, a loving heart!

Thanks for the opportunity to share this wonderful, moving experience.  :)
Asher Leigh

Story| actor.teacher or support staff|
Practice.loving challenge|
transformative moment| emotional
distress| sensation as emotional
signal| gratitude| wholeness|
productive discomfort| inculturation
through rainbow

Teacher/Staff,
Parent 8th Grade

A true story about the spirit of Rainbow that happened for our family was when we told my son's seventh
grade class and parents about our family's journey since discovering that he was transgender; and, that
when he returned from the winter break he wanted to be called by a different name and be addressed
with male pronouns.  We were immediately surrounded by an outpouring of compassion and love by both
parents and students.  We had not one negative response from parents or students and the students told
our son that they were proud of his courage at wanting to be his true self and that male or female he was
still the same person on the inside.
Words cannot express how thankful we are for the Rainbow community.  They have embraced our family
and our son and changed his life forever by supporting him in probably the most important and difficult
decision he has/will ever make.  Parents and staff often come up to me and tell me how amazed and
happy they are to see the transformation in our son.  They now see true smiles and a more confident
child who is happy to be himself.
As parents, we are so grateful and thankful because we are so aware that our son has been blessed to
be part of this amazing community, while so many other transgender children experience unspeakable
pain when they try to be their true self in their homes, schools and communities.

Story| culture of acceptance|
transgender| culture of support|
transformative moment| moral
sensitivity| moral action| moral
motivation| perceptive parents|
omega| gratitude| true sense of self|
actor.student| actor.class|
actor.community| actor.parent

Teacher/Staff,
Parent 7th Grade

Once a month, teachers meet for 'Child Study'. Teachers bring the names (and often a photo) of a
student or students who are particularly struggling whether it be academically socially, emotionally or in
other ways. The child's situation is shared with the group in an effort to build a support system for that
child. We share ideas on how to further help the child; often teachers who have taught the child in
previous years can offer insight and support as well. Usually a photo is shared so that when teachers
encounter the child on campus or on the playground they can recognize him or her and offer needed
support. Finally, we take a moment to lovingly hold the child in our hearts. As a specials teacher I teach
all the children for a short time each week; I do not know them as well as their classroom teachers do. I
value this time to learn more about my students and how to support them. I am not required to attend
these meetings as a part time teacher, however I rarely miss them! The love, compassion and dedication
that is present in the room is very powerful, its an honor to work with these teachers.

Story| Child Study| actor.teacher
community of practice| dedication|
actor.teacher or support staff|
awareness.uniqueness| emotional
distress

Teacher/Staff,
Parent grades 1-3

I am aware of the spirit of Rainbow every day. My daughter reacts to challenges in ways that show
deliberate thinking rather than reactionary impulses. I am often struck by the feeling of ease at Rainbow.
Each person, both child and adult, feel comfortable being genuine. Emotional states in others are seen
as what they are without the labels of, " bad" or "good". My daughter is forgiving of herself as well as
others and is not scared away by displays of emotion. This creates a sense of relaxation. I have seen so
much of her anxiety lessen while attending Rainbow.

Story| anxiety| actor.community|
sensation as emotional signal| true
sense of self| emotion.observing with
judgement| emotion.validating safety
and comfort with

Teacher/Staff,
Parent

grades 1-3, 7th Grade,
8th Grade

The other day I was working one on one with a seventh grade student. She was having a particularly
hard time with a new math concept and was getting frustrated. I told the girl that I was proud of how hard
she was working, even though the material was hard for her. She said that when she was younger she
would have just given up, but she has learned skills to keep trying. I then said to her, "I hope my daughter
is just like you!" And she replied...."No, Ali, I hope that she is the best that SHE can be. She doesn't have
to be like me. Just the best version of herself." This showed me that all of the centerings and discussions
in gender mysteries has paid off! We don't need to compare ourselves to others...just be the best that we
can be!

Story| culture of support|
actor.teacher or support staff|
Practice.loving challenge| true sense
of self| sharing truth| actor.student


